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WELCOME AND PREFATORY REMARKS

Clarence M. Withams
Associate Dean for Research

Again, for the second time, good morning ladies, gentlemen,
friends, colleagues, and co-workers!

I welcome you to the second Gallaudet Symposium on the Role
of Research and Language and Communication Research Problems. As
you no doubt know, this is the second of a series of three symposia.
The first symposium was.on the Role of Research and the Cultural
and Social Orientation Problems'of Deaf People. You must also know
that the proceedings of the first symposium has been published
recently. If any of you did not receive the proceedings, please
give your name and college address to MS. Allerton today and she
will send a copy to you. The third symposium will be held on
January 21st and 22nd.

Last June I said that I believed that one aim of a meeting
like this should be to bring out into the open all of our questions,
ideas, and problems about and with research. I then spoke of our
need for a research plan so that better allocations of our resources
can be made. Next, I briefly described the three areas of fesearch
needs I had gotten from reviewing the research literature for the
past year or two. These three symposia have been organized to get
as much Gallaudet participation as possible so that we can begin
to identify, with your help, the critical research problems in
those areas. After that has been done, I plan to ccavene a
National Deafness Research Advisory Committee here and have them
look long and carefully at the problems and help us select and
order them. Sometime in this coming winter or early slring, then,
I hope to have a comprehensive listing and description of the most
important research problems in these three areas and a selection
-and ordering of.the most critical ones. It should be ointed out
that the three areas are broad and practically any reasonable
problem of sufficient merit can be subsumed under one of them.

One feature of this symposium is the inclusion of discussion
times. Each half day wi_11 finish with 4 30 minute discussion
during which I hope you will all join us in trying to identify the
critical research problems which have been raisc:d in the presenta-
Cions. To the extent you do join us, we will succeed. Thank you.



MANUAL ENGLISH - WHAT WE KNOW
AND WHAT WE'D LIKE TO KNOW

Gerilee Gustason
Education Department

Although the concept of adding "formal" signs to the
signs used by deaf people in an attempt to represent manually
the language spoken by hearing people goes back at lelst as
far as 18th century France, the first majdr publication in
the United States of a work attempting to repfesent American
English manually came in 1971 with the publication of David
Anthony's Seeing Essential English. Sincr. that time four
years ago, interest in representing English manually has
mushroomed. Presently there are four major published systems:

Seeing Essential English;
Linguistics of Visual English;
Signing Exact English; and
Signed English.

Of these four, the second had only a small-scale publication
and is no longer available. Other systems in use today, such as
the Washington State book Introduction to Manual English, draw
heavily on the above publications and on traditional signs. In
the summer of 19-i3, the Department of Education at Gallaudet
sponsored a two week institute that brought in principal developers
of each of these four systems to explain their principles and
included work on sociolinguistic cheory and the principles of
American Sign Language. Papers presented at this institute were
published under the title "Recent Developments in Manual English."
.The differences among these manual English systems relate chiefly
to the degree of their acceptance or rejection of ti-aditiollal signs,
their degree of dependence on a "root word" sign, and the extent
ot their use of word endings such.as -ing, -ment, -ness.

However, the basic problem attacked by them all is the same:
how best to present language to a small deaf child. Since approx-
imately 90% of the parents of deaf children, are hearing, and_
since English is the language spoken by the majority of these
parents, the provision of a manual, visual means for parents and
teachers to convy the language they are speaking seemed likely
to win more acceptance than the insistence that these parents
and teachers learn to use fluently the signs and structures
Louie Fant has labelled American Sign Language.

The interest in manual English may be exemplified by the
fact that in two years 35,000 copies of Signing Exact English
were sold. This does not include figures for Seeing Essential
English or the Signed English storybooks. This interest has
coincided with a rising interest in both Total CoMmunication
(according to the Office of Demographic Studies, some 1/3 of



all programs now state they use total communication), with a grovth
in the study of American Sign Language (numerous studies have been
done in such places as the Salk Institute in San Diego and Gallaudet's
LinguL:tics Research Laboratory and the public.ation of Sign Language
Studies by the LRL provides reports on other studies,) and with a

growing feeling of need for deaf adults to speak out, to participate
in decisions concerning education of the hearing impaired. As a
result, several areas have become thorny:

1. The interest in signing English exactly has led to the
proliferation of new signs, often invented by hearing
people with little or no experience with American Sign
Language, and a resultant.call for standardizationwhich
has produced publications in Illinois and Texas and the
establishment of a special committee of Cle Conventiun
of American Instructors of the Deaf to look into the
matter;

9. There is an ongoing debate over who has the authority or
expertise to decide.on sign, with the often-heard statement
that usage by deaf people will decide in the long run
and avoidance of decision on current problems or conflicts;

3. Interest in the sociolinguistic study of American Sign
Language and the concentration on how to teach and learn
it has sometimes resulted in polarism between those who
advocate such stUdy and those who work in an educational
setting with manual English, ranging from statements about
ASL weeds and Manual English flowers to the publication
of misinformation on Manual English systems;

4. The attention of linguists has primarily 1.--en from socid-
linguists whose.interest lies in describing wIlat is used
by native speakers and so focuses on American Sign Language,
rather than from psycholinguists. who could give greater
attention to language development in children; and

5. Deaf adults are too often not involved in work with manual
English, with the result that those who already understand
English well see no need for "that stuff" while thos who
have poor English may have no formal introduction to new
signs and often do not understand them. This results in
a view of Manual English as "another" creation of "the
hearies" against the wishes of deaf people whose sign
language is being tampered with.

Caught in the confusion are teachers of sign language classes
and their students, who are now faced with the necessily of defining
what kind of signs they are teaching/learning, and why, and a growing
need to cover more than just sign vocabulary. Developments have been

.

so rapid, however, that many teachers of sign classes have been unable
to keep abreast of these developments:, and so cannot adequately explain

either American Sign Language or Hanual English.



Perhaps the most recent development is a bilingual approach,
emphasizing the deaf child's right to all forms of sign language;
natural gestures, American Sign Language, the signs used by deaf
adults in his community, and English. With this bilingual approach,
however. have come new problems:

1. Which 17nguage is the "Lative" language to be used/taught
first with children?

2. How effective Th the useb either language in the develop-
ment of English skills?

3. Does manual English overburden the 'child -- should a simpli-
fied version .be used at an early age?

4. How can the polarism of the two language communities --
American Sign Language and manual English -- be alleviated?

5. In teaching sign language to adults -- parents or teachers --
which language should be taught first?

Research has only begun on problems such as these. 'Kathleen
Crandall, of NTID, did a study of preschool children, fiding that
children whose parents used manual English picked up English struc-
tures and inflections comparable to hearing children, though a bit
later.

A survey is now in process of schools and classes for the deaf to
attempt to get a picture of what is used where and to what extent in
communicating in the classroom.

Many other studies cre needed. Until more of them are done, the
problems will remain largeiy theoretical. And great care will need
to be taken if "pure" studies are desired, for one must remember that
because a program is labelled total c. mmunication or Arneslan or manual
Fnglish does not make it so. Don Moores, in his longitudinual study
of preschool programs, pointed out that "Most teachers in combined
prograus did not consistently use Signed/spelled English in coordi-
nation with the spoken word. The signed or spelled element frequently
represented key words and not full sentences." And many who say they
use Ameslan are in reality using traditional signs in English word
order -- signed English.

Problems and questions are legion. Research has just begun.
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COMMUNICATION W1TH FOREIGN DEAF SIGNERS:
ATTITUDES, EXPERIENCES, AND OBSERVATIONS *

Robbin Battison
Linguistics Research Laboratory

and

King lordan
Psychology Department

What we examine in this study is the global and international
nature of sign language. We shall examine briefly some popular
beliefs or myths about sign language in.the world, formulate some
questions for study and research, and present some of our own
research findings relevant to these questions.

We will only deal wityome very basic questions about the
nature of sign languages tiled here in the U.S. and in other coun-.

tries. We will certainly not exhaust the topic, since our own
investigations are limited in scope and duration, and are still
continuing.

Popular Baliefs

There are two related popular beliefs about sign languages
on a global scale: 1) Sign language is the same throughout the
world; 2).Dear signers everywhere have no difficulty understand-
ing each other. Naturally if the first statement is true, the
second must be true also, but not A.,ce-versa. What we would
like to do is break down both these beliefs into statements
which can be shown to be true or false.

But first, how do we know that people belieye these things?
Directly and indirectly, it is evident from the things people
write and say when they discuss sign language. A very observant
writer of the 19th Century, Garrick Mallery, even stated that
the sign language of Indians and of deaf people and everyone else
"constitute together one language--the gesture speech of mankind

.-
of which each system is a dialect." (1881:323)

-Another 19th Century writer, Berthier, who was deaf himself,
made a statement typical of his time: "For centuries scholars
from every country have sought,after a universal language, and
failed. Well,.it exists all around, it is sign language."
(1853:5). Even in very recent years, scholars such as Margaret
Mead (1973, 1975) have made proposals that sign language could !

become a universal language for all of mankind, although no
concrete analyses or proposals have ever been made.

* This study was made pos'sible by grants from the Gallaudet Office
of Research and the Lilguistics Research Laboratory. We would
also like to acknowledge the very able assistance of David McKee,
Joe McLauchlin, and Carol Padden during the collection of data.
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There is also abundant ewidence that deaf signers themselves
believe in the universality of sign language, or at least its
potential to easily become universal. For instarce, there are
many stories circulating among deaf people regarding communication
with foreign signers. The main elements of these stories seem to
be that: 1) Deaf people communicate with deaf foreigners better
than hearing people with hearing foreigners; 2) Deaf people
throughout the world are. united by one basic sign language; 3)
Sign language will eventually become a world language for every-
one, both deaf and hearing.

Issues

Of course, there are also stories which contradict these
laeliefs, and this is one of the rhings that initially provoked
us into the present study. After considering the many things
people say and write about the issue, we formulated a basic set
of questions:

1) Do deaf people around the world use the same signs?

2) Can signers understand each other's sign language?

3) Can signers from different countries communicate
with each other even if they do not know each other's
sign languages?

4) Do signers have a clear idea of the separateness of
different sign languages, or do they feel and act as
if they are all the same?

5) What attitides do people have about their own sign
language and about foreign sign languages?

While some of these questions seem to uverlap, the distinctions
will become clear in the discussion which follows,

Method

From a number of sources, we began to collect information on
interaction with foreign signers, including:'

a) interviews with both American and foreign signers about
their own language background and experiences;

h) our own observations of, and participation in, sign
conversations involving American and foreign signers;

c) videotaping of unstru(lured conversations among
f,)reign signers;

d) a referential communication experimenc, a preliminary
report of which can be found in the proceedings of this
symposium (Jordan and Battison).-



Most of these activities took place in July and August of 1975,

when several thousand foreign deaf signers visited Washington,
D.C. in order to attend the 7th Congress of the World Federation
of the Deaf (July 31 - August 8, 1975) . We also had ample contact
with foreign students attending Gallaudet College, and with
Americans who had travelled abroad, or who had interacted with
foreign signers during the W.F.D. meetings. Whenever possible,
the longer interviews were videotaped.

A total of 53 interviews were conducLed with people from
the following 17 countries:

Australia India
Canada Italy
Denmark Malaysia
Fihland Mexico
France Poland
Germany Portugal
Great Bkitain Sweden
Hong Kong U.S.S.R.

U.S.

Findings

The first question, on the uniformity of signs throughaut-,
the world, is rather easy to answer, because there is a lot of
published information on the specific individual signs used in
various countries. Some of the many available dictionaries
include: American (Stokoe et al., 1965); French (01(ron,
1974); Australian (Jeanes et al., n.d.); British (British'
Deaf and Dumb Association, 1960); Swedish (Bjurate and Nilsson,
1968). From examining these dictionaries it is evident that
there are a great variety cf signs used by deaf people to denote
the same thing. Signs are not uniform or universal throug4out
the world, nor are they necessarily standardized within many
countries.

One detailed example we can offer to show this variety is
from a comparison of French and American signs done by Woodwavd
(1975). He compared a recent French dictionary (Oltron, 19744
to current American 'signs.

One would expect a high correspondence between French signs
and American signs for two reasons; 1) French and American Sign
Languau are historically related--they share a common ancestor;
2) 011ron purposelyi.chose for his dictionary those signs which
are most easily explainable in "iconic" and "pictographic" terms
(Woodward, personal communication), and thus one would expect that

the correspondence between American and French signs would be
maximal, since with the more "iconic" signs there would supposedly
be less chane of arbitrary symbolism entering into the signs.
What Woodward found in his comparative study was that, in spite of
these two conditions (historical relations and iconic signs),

-9-



there was only 26.5% shared vocabulary. That is, only 26.5% of the
French signs were highly similar or identical to the American signs.

Let us take up the next question: Can signers understand each
other's sign language? From our interviews with Americans and
foreigners, we got a range of self-repocts on communication with
members of other deaf cultures:

1) A German actor (whose company performs in mime, not any
variety of German Sign Language) complained that one of
the reasons they could not perform a stage show in their
own sign language was that they would not be understood
when they t-,:avelled to other German cities.

2) A young woman from Lyons reported that she refuses to
visit Paris withOut her friend, who has been to Paris
more often and understands the language better. Lyons
and Paris are 250 miles apart.

3) A standard story, repeated by travellers and natives
alike, holds that if you travel 50 miles in Britain
you will encounter a different sign language that
cannot be understood in the region you just left.

4) An Italian and a Pole who have both travelled widely
were in a casual conversation with five Americans. They
made no attempt to imitate or use American signs, they
stated flatly that they did not understand American Sign
Language, and they relied the ientireqime on a well-
travelled American who knew many European signs and the
internationai signs devised by the World Federation of
the Deaf.

5) From Swedish, Danish, and Finnish informants we learned
that the four Scandinavian countries have separate sign
languages, but that people from Sweden, Denmark, and
Norway have learned many of each other's signs and can
understand each,other with only moderate difficulty. On
the other hand, interaction between Danes and Finns
frequently requires the use of an interpreter.

6) An American reported that when he was with the Israelis
during the W.F.D. meetings, "They signed so fast, I felt
like I waS. hearing!"

7) Both an Australian learning American signs and a Dane
learning Finnish signs reported that their comprehension
of the new language exceeded their abilities to express
themselves correctly in it. The Dane said, "After many
visits, I can nnderstand it with almost no problep, but
can't sign it myself." The Australian reported, "I don't
feet comfortable u:;ing ASU; t can understand, hut not
express myl;elf."

-10-



What we can conclude from these reports and many others ',.ke

them is that:

a) Not only do people use different signs in different
parts oftlihe world, they are largely unintelligible
to foreign signers;

b) Geographical boundaries of sian language intelligi-
bility do not always correspond to the boundaries
of spoken languages. While many of the deaf in
Scandinavia can understand one another with onlj
moderate difficulty, we also have the opposite
situation, where cities or regions within small
countries (e.g. England, France, Germany) detertine
linguistic boundaries;

.c) As with spoken languages that are learned informally
(outside of a classroom) comprehension of a new sign
language surpasses correct expressive usage of that
language.

Now we F:hall take up the'question of whether deaf signers can
communicate with each other, and, if so, how?

Most of our informants, particularly the Europeans, say that
communication with foreign deaf people is not a large problem.
Depending on past experience and amount/of interaction with
foreigners, most people say that after-twc or three days they can
understand each other fairly well.%

This does not at all contradict the previous findings that sign
languages are unintelligible to foreigners, because, when asked
specifically about how they communicate with foreigners, many of
them say specifically that they stop using their own sign language
and start using mime and gesture. Other features of the communi-
cation are that it is slower than signing, very repetitious, and
involves a lot of back-and-forth bargaining and checking about the
meanings of various signs. Gradually, a shared meaning for various
signs emerges through the conversation.

Th

fI

e general consensus of our well-travelled informants as
that this type of communication is a skill than that can be imr
proved with the experience of a great deal of foreign interaction.
The communication may be augmented by other means; e.g. using
agreed-upon international signs; fingerspelling words from a
spoken language; gesturing and miming; speaking occasional words
which are thought to be well-known.

In this preliminary report we shall not attempt a detailed
description of how these cross-cultural communications take place,
but we would like to consider briefly the factors of topic, situ-
ation, and motivation.



Many contacts between deaf foreigners Lake place when people are
travelling, und are, therefore, concerned with the basic necessities
of food and shelter. Also, when meeting foreigners for the first time,
there is customarily much basic personal and social information ex-
changed--Where are you from? Whit do you do? Are youxmarried?
many kids? Where are you going net? In other words, there is a
high expectancy that certain topics will come up again and again before
interaction is allowed to move to more intimate or less superficial
interaction.

Motivation is higher in these interactions, partly because when
one is tired, cold, hungry, or bored, one tries very hard to alleviate
these situations by establishing communication with those who live in
the areas, and with those people one can feel close to (i.e. other
deaf people).

A consensus among our informants was that it was difficult to
discuss very weighty or "deep" subjects with foreignersPolitics,
religion, and philosophy were difficult, while travel, food, schools,
jobs, family, and entertainment were much easier. Also, it was much
easier to discuss things one-on-one than in a group.

Another motivational factor which may contribute to successful
communication is the patience and perseverance of deaf people, most
of whom are very used to dealing with weak communiCative situations
involving heating people.

Moving to the fourth question: Do signers have a clear idea of
the separateness of different sign languages, or'do they feel and act
as if they are all the same? Most of the evidence says they do keep
ldnguages separate, in spite of the fact that a terrific mixing takes
place when in contact with foreigners.

The first type of evidence involves people who move to a different
country. _By all reports, these people forget their own sidns rapidly
as they acquire the sign language of their.new;country. We can report
only' one exception to this, a Finnish woman wlio moved to Denmark.
Other foreigners in Denmark were surprised that she retained her native '

Finnish Sign Language.

It is interesting to note what happens when one of these expatriates
has visitors from his native country. All Of them report that they have
difficulty readjusting to ;heir first language (even when it is their !

native language learned from deaf parents), and that it takes several
days of interaction with their, guests before they begin to feel normal.
They also report that they can understand, but not express themselves
very well in these situations.

Another type of evidence which shows that signers are capable of
keeping their languages separate is,what happens when a multilingual
person mistakenly substitutes one language for another. We can il-
lustrate this with a very curious event: Two Finns, a Dane, and an
American were travelling in a car. The two Finns were father and



daughter mld were having a conversation in Finnish Sign Language.
The Dane was multilingual and attempted to interpret from Finnish
to American signs for the benefit of the American. However, in
che confusion he started signing to the American in Danish Sign
Language, and went on like that for a minute before the American
stopped Lim and asked him to interpret into a language he could
understand!

Attitudes

let us consider attitudes toward language. Since
most of our material on attitudes is from European signers col-
lected during a three-week period, please bear in mind that these
generalizations are not without limitations.

Europe consists of many small countries whose deaf people
interact extensively through travel and emigration. The United
States is large, relatively homogeneous, and linguistically iso-
lated from the rest of the deaf world. Possibly because of this
isolation, deaf Americans seem to mirror the language attitudes
of the American hearing majority culture. This involves'ethno-
centricism, language chauvinism, and linguistic naivete.

Europeans claim that Americans are rigid and inflexible in
their language.and hard to understand. One deaf couple from Europe
had to resort to paper and pencil to,communicate with deaf people
when they first arrived in the U.S. They could Ma,ke themselves
understood, but could not understand the Americai when they signed,
because they did not change their language or slow down at all.

There were several reports of American students being surprised
that foreigners had different sign languages, and als:, surprised
that deaf people needed interpreters to go from one sign language
to another. When asked how foreigners cOmmunicate with each other,
American students would describe their communication with labels
like: .home signs; all pictures; basic gestures; mime; or poor
sign language.

Europeans who knew about these American attitudes suggested
that the Americans were not judging them on their own national
sign languages, but on the gestures and mime that they themselves
used when communicating with foreigners.

To emphasize hoW language-related attitudes can affect
cross-cultural interaction, we offer the .tollowing story of two
foreign deaf students at Gallaudet College. Although they came
from two separate countries, they had very similar backgrounds.
Both were-profoundly deaf, had deaf parents, and were native
signers -F their own national sign language. They learned English
before arriving in the U.S., and had a good command of written
and spoken English. Possibly because of this prior knowledge, and
possibly because they learned American signs in a classroom, they
used American signs with English syntax, just as most hearing



people do.

As a result, the other students thought they were either hear-
ing or orally-oriented. The American students were not willing to
believe that they had deaf parents, because they did not sign like
the children of deaf parents should. Because of this suspicious
behavior, one of the foreign students was briefly ostracized and
falsely labelled as a narc (narcotics agent).

Mistaken identity worked the other way, too. In spite of the
fact that they had been signing all their lives, several foreign
students said they could not distinguish deaf Americans from hear-
ing Americans on the basis of their signing, for the first six
months or so.

For the European visitors during the W.F.D. Congress, America
was full of pleasant surprises, too. Most of them were awed by
the fact that people from California could really understand
people from the East Coast without any problems, and that the
U.S. had a truly national sign language. Many peoplefrom the
European drama troupes, all of whom perform in mime, dance, and
gesture, were astounded'at.the National Theater of the Deaf's
performance in American Sign Language. Selieral of them had
commented previously that a play in real sign language would be

'impossible to stage. And finally, several Europeans commented
on how well sigfi language was accepted here in the U.S.--it
was used in the schools, hearing people learned it, and deaf
people could sign on the street and not feel ashamed. These
people Were surprised, since it contrasted with their own ex-
periences in their own countries.

Conclusions

We have established and examined a number of questions relat-
ing to sign language communication between deaf people from differ-
ent countries. From personal interviews and observations, we,can
suggest partial answers to some of them.

From examining some of the many,sign language dictionaries
available, and from our records of communication with foreigners,
we do know that'signs vary considerably from country to country.
This much is not in dispute.

From the personal reports of foreigners and American travellers
alike, we know that sign languages are not understood by signers
who are not familiar with them.

From these two findings alone, we expect that the question of
the universality of sign language will be put into a different,
more restrictive perspective. The fact that deaf signers can and
do communicate despitE not sharing the same sign language is
interesting, and hears more investigation. While being skilled
in sign language prepares one for dealing with mime and communi-
cating in difficult cross-cultural situations, the two should
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not be confused. We need more information about the limitationsand potential developments in communication between two foreignsigners. We also feel there is a need for intensive linguisticinvestigation of national sign laaguages everywhere.



antiauLLI

AND FOREIGN SIGN LANGUAGES

King Jordan
Psychology Department

and

Robbin Battison
Linguistics Research Laboratory

A great deal of research has been done by psychOlogists and
psycholinguists-in the area of communication accuracy or intelli-
gibility. Simply, intelligibility is a measure of how well a
receiver can understand the communication of a sender. In order
to arrive at a precise measure of intelligibility, communication
researchers have made extens:;.ve use of what is known as a referen-
tial cominunication'design. First used by Carroll, and used most
notably in the work of Krauss, Glucksberg, and their associates,
a referential communication setting is a situation in which one
person (the sender) describes a specified referent to another
petson (the receiver). Because the referent is known to the
experimenter, a measure of intelligibility is very simple and
straightforward. If, after attending to a sender's communication,
a receiver can identify the correct referent from among others,
the communication is said to be intelligible.

Referential communication settings have been used successfully
by researchers studying the sign language communications of deaf
individuals, from young, school age children to linguistically
adult adolescents. Most frequently, the referents which have
been used with deaf subjects were either photographs or drawings.
These types ofdstituli allow for a great deal of control while,
at the same time, maintain a real lifelike aspect to the communi-
cation task. Previous work by one of the authors has shown that
the less artificial tlstimuli are, the more willing subjects
are to "play the game," and the more confident the researcher can
be that his subjects hre, in fact, trying to communicate to one
another.

The investigation reported-here was designed to compare commu-
nication accuracy (or intelligibility) within and between various
national sign languages. One major impetus for the.study was the
knowledge that while there is no natural, universal sign language,

* A more complete report of this study will appear in Sign Language
Studies, Linstok Press.

+ This study was made possible by grants from the Gallaudet Office
of Research and the Linguistics Research Laboratory. We would
also like to acknowledge the very able assistance of David McKee,
Joe McLauchlin, and Carol Padden during the collection of data.
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it is often reported that deaf people who do not.share the same
sign language can communicate with each other much more easily
than two hearing people who do not speak the same language.
While this is anecdotal in nature, it does resolve itself into
a readily testable question: How well do signers of one country
understand signers foreign to them? In order,to test this
question, a referential communication setting was used.

METHOD

Subjects. Subjects, both American and foreign, were deaf
individuals who had used sign.language as their primary means
of communication since early childhood. All American Ss were
prelingually deaf, and foreign Ss had all been deaf since
childhood. ForeignSs were recruited from among visitors to
Gallaudet College during the World Federation of the Deaf in
August, 1975, and American signers were recruited from the
Gallaudet community and included-both students and staff.

Stimuli. The referents were 3 1/2 x 5 inch black and white
photographs presented to the subjects in six 36-picture
arrays. Thene were arrays of cars, chairs, and of a group
of three people. These photographs contained an unspecified
number of cues, and those features which were critical for
distinguishing one from another were not defined or high-
lighted for the Ss in any way. There were two car arrays
and one chair array.

The people arrays were made in a very carefully con-
trolled setting at the University of Maryland Television
Studio. For all the pictures, background cues were constant,
and critical features were specified by the experimenters.
There were three 36-picture arrays of people, one with two
critical features, one with three critical featureS, and
one with four critical features.

Once the pictures which were to go into the arrays were
decided upon, they were arbitrarily numbered 1 through 36,
and were fastened to two display boards. For-one board, the
pictures were ordered numerically, and for the other board
the pictures were in a different, random order. Thus, the
position of a picture on the display board carried no infor-
mation, and could not be used as a clue between Ss. Since
the arrays were carefully constructed to be as homogeneous
as possible,'two target pictures (i.e. those pictures which
were to be communicated) were chosen at random from each
array. In sum, then, there were six 36-picture arrays, for
each S, two.of cars, one of chairs, and three of people,
with two target referents from each array.. While the loca-
tion of the pictures were different on the two arrays, the
36 photographs were exactly the same for both Ss.
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Procedure. For the communication task, subjects, who were run
in pairs, were told the nature of the experiment and were then
instructed to describe each photograph the experimenter (E) gave
them "well enough that your partner can find it." Ss were seated
where they could see each other clearly, and the sender,(i.e.
the S who described the picture, S) could also see the array by
simply turning his head. During the entire communication, the
receiver's (i.e. the S who received the description, R) array
was covered, to avoid the possibility that he might be dis-
tracted.

The session was divided into six trials of 2 photographs
each, with each subject acting alternately as S and R. The
first car array was used as a practice trial to be sure the Ss
understood the instructions (this step being especially important
for the foreign Ss). The.sender was given a target picture, and
was told to find the matching picture in the array. When S had ,

matched the picture, E indicated that he was correct and could
begin his description. Sender then described the referent to
las-partner, and his description was recorded on videotape. When
S indicated that he had concluded his description, E uncovered
R's array and R attempted to locate the corre-ct picture. The
picture chosen by R and the length of time required to make the
choice were recorded. S and R then reversed roles, the former
R now communicating the second .target picture from the array.
The Ss were told whether they were right or wrong only for the
first two practice pictures. On subsequent trials, E gave the
Ss no knowledge of their results. Ss continued acting alter-
nately as S.and R untill,all 12 referents had been described,
then were debriefed and the experimental session was concluded.

At the conclusion of the first condition (the live communi-
cations between Ss who shared a language) the videotape of the
best S pair -from each of 6 languages was selected for use as
the stimulus tape eor Ss in the video condition. When a given
language had two or more videotapes which were equal in communi-

cation accuracy that tape in which the descriptions were -most
concise was used.

In the videotape viewing condition, subjects were again told
the general nature of the experiment and were told further that
the tape they would see would show some signers-describing pictures
to each other. The Ss were told that their role was to try to
locate the correct picture. Ifs the Ss were to view a videotape
of a foreign sign language, they were warned that the communica-
tions would be in something other than their own language, but
they were told to try to understand as much as possible, and to
select a picture based on what they understood.

The experiment was run the same way as in the live commufti-
cation condition. Of a total of twelve pictures, the first two _

were practice trials to ensure that the instructions were under-
stood. The pictures chosen and the time required to make the
.choice were recorded.
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RESULTS

Communication accuracy. The first data analysis done was a simple
tabulation of errors in the referential communication condition.
While the Ns are very small, there seems tc be some evidence, that
for this task, there were accuracy differences among languages. For
the ASL users (N=12), the range of errors was 0 - 5, with a mean of
2.5, and, for the French sign language users (N=6), the range of
errors was 4 - 8, with a mean of 5.67. The Danish and Hong Kong
Ss (N=2) descriptions all included only one ev7or per session, one
Italian S pair made 3 errors, and a.Portuguese S pair made no
errors. One very interesting finding is that the vast majority of
the errors were made in descriptions of the people arrays. Since
the people arrays have a clearly specified number of critical
features, it is easy to review the tapes and note whether any of
these features are omitted. (It is easy with the ASL tapes! With
the end of the WFD, our access to foreign Ss and/or judges dimin-
ished very, suddenly.) Often,,this was just the case. S sometimes
included two of three features (along with some unneccssary infor-
mation) and R did not have sufficient information to make the
correct choice;.whether or not he understood S. At times, it
became clear even with foreign Ss that only one critical feature
was missing. For example, in a Danish session, R began to scan
the array after receiving the description and altost immecaately
signed "book" and shook her finger at S. She then nLirrowed her
choices down to the three pictures which contained all correct
critical features except the location of the book and guessed--
incorrectly.

Communication length. One factor which influences communication
accuracy is length of communication. The communications of S
pairs who made the most errors seemed to be either very long or
very short. A correlation between the length of communications

. and the number of correct choices yielded an r of .45. A careful
examination of the data showed that in the American tapes, there
was a great deal of unnecessary information included in many of
the longer descriptions. Among the foreign tapes, however, those
which were most accurate seemed to be consistently longer. It
will be interesting tL further analyze the content of the'toreign
tapes.

Videotape condition. Communication accuracy scores for Ss who
viewed videotapes of communicators with whom they shared a lan-
guage were very high. For American Ss, the range of errors was
1 4 with a mean of 2. One Italian S made 3 errors (intereqtingly,
he missed all and only those w'ni:h the original S pair mis_ ),
and Hong Kong viewers errors ranged ftom 2 5 with a mean of 3.5.
It appears that the videotape descriptions carry enough information
for Ss who watch their own sign language to locate the correct re-
ferent.

When Ss were asked to view videotapes of sign language, which
were foreign to them, measures of communication accuracy dropped
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drastically. Across languages, th-e range of errors was 3 - 10
with a mean of 6.29. One interesting analysis looked at the
percent correct for the individual referents, across Ss. The
percent correct for those who shared a language was higher.for
every single referent than for those who viewed a foreign video-
tape. A sign test yielded a probability value of less than .001
(see Table 1). While this is a very rough measure, because it
includes all languages, it shows clearly that the viewers of
their own sign language performed much better than viewers of
foreign sign languages.

Self report. During the debriefing, Ss were asked to identify
which of the stimulus types they thoughtlgas easiest to desc,:ibe
and were also asked to estimate how accurate their communications
were, i.e., how many correct choices they made. Self reports
were very accurate, 1.--op1e,who acted as Rs know'whe they had
enough information tb make a correct ch)ice. Often the Ss estimate
of how many he got correct was exactly right. A correlation across
Ss bf self report with the actual communication accuracy measure
resulted in r = .88. In the videotape condition, self report was
again positively correlated with the actual number cortect, (r =
.65). The lower correlation coefficlent can be explained by
noting that Ss who viewed videotapes consistently underestimated
their accuracy rate.

Subjects were also very accurate in the.ir percdption of which
referents were most difficult to communicate. The people arrays
were consistently ranked hardest, and as we have said, most of
the el.rors were made among these arrays.

DISCUSSION

The most clear-cut result at this point seems to be simply
that deaf signers can understand their own languages better than
they can understand languages foreign to them. While this seems
to be a very simple and uncontroVersial finding, it is clearly
at odds wich.the often made contention that sign language is an
universal, iconic gesture system. Evidence of how difficult it
is to understand a foreign sign ldnguage comes from the interviews
during the debriefing of Ss. The majority of American Sign Lan-
guage users, who viewed foreign videotapes, found it a very
frustrating task. Often, the Ss remarked that they knew they
were watching sign language, and they felt that they were always
on the verge of understanding, but could never quite really
understand. We think it especially interesttag to note Lhat
even while these stimuli often lend themselves very easily to
mime and gesture, senders seemed to use mime and gesture only
when it was easier to do so than to sign. In later analyses, it
is possible to see in the American videotapes how much of each
ccmnunication Ls :eal siening and how much is gesture. Americans



who viewed foreign videotapes were asked how much of the description
they thought was gesture. Oftan, they replied that the gestures
were only part of the desicriptions which they could understand.

One very'interesting findfng during the study has been the
occasional S who claims to be naive about a particular foreign sign
language'and then performs very One such S was a Frenchman
who had been in the United States for only a fewdays. Re viewed
the ASL videotape, and made only 3 errors. When asked to estimate
how many he'correctly identified, he said he knew he got five
right. He 'clearly was not guessing, but it was very clear from
his conversation with us that he had a difficult time understanding
American signers. An Australian S also did extremely well viewing.
a Danish videotape. He made only four errors, and among the four
errors', two were chairs, usually among the easiest referents. This
particular S was a welf-traveled individual whd, during the debrief-
ing, said that he felt he could adapt to new sign language very well,
and he had done so often in the past.

These are some preliminary findings from research which is on-
going. Data gathering is continuing on a regular basis with American
Ss and on an availability basis with foreign Ss. In addition, data,
whicl have alrpady been collected, will be subject to further analyses.

Referent
Shared Language
l'rcent: Correct

Foreign Language
Percent Correct

GC 8 40 3

15 60 29

CR23 60 52

24 80 34

BC32 100 47

1 80 58

P3 16 80 24

36 80 26

P1 23 40 32

31 100 32

P2 2 80 39

29 4 0 34

(-15) (N=38)

Table 1. Percent correct values for each referent, across
languages, for the videotape condition.
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WHAT ABOUT PRINT MEDIA?

Jack R. Cannon

Director,'Alumni/Public Relations

c/
When I think of "Language and Communi ation," i think of

writing skills and information sharing. This leads me to ask:
What about print media? How can it be used to develop better

-7.,, language skills and improve communication among deaf students
'NO deaf adults? In using the term print media I am particular-7
ly-"thinking of alL, the publications ofrand for the deaf in exis-
tence in this country.

Close to 500 newspapers and magazines hava been published
for and by the deaf community in this country. The earliest
newspaper was known as the Canajoharie Radii which appeared in
1836 or 1837. It served both,deaf and hearing readers and was
later renamed The Deaf-Mutes Journal. ThUs began a long line of
publications of the deaf.

Tcday there are about 225 publications in existence. This
includes both school publications and publications of the deaf
community. I would estimate their combined circulation at around
100,000 and their readership of probably 135,000 to 150,000.

School publications go their start in the mid 19th century
when the schogls acquired p sses and some type and began teaching
printing. Those early publications were often masterpieces of
craftsmanship, and it is no surprise that so many deaf persons
entpred the printing trade. With the advent of photo lithography
(offset printing), a method which makes the whole process much
easier, quid(er, and opened the doors to creativeness, it is rather
ironical that the quality of a majority of these school publications
declined!

Lithography has been a blessing to the deaf community, however.
This inexpensive:method has made it possible for many deaf communi-
ties to have their own papers. These publications range from
religious publications to sports publications to general publica-
tions with the latter being the most popular. These general publi-
cations cover the happenings of the local community like a letter
from home. They tell about marriages, births, vacations, new cars,
misfortunes, sports events, Lnd who won the bowling prize money.
One could probably write a respectable history of the local deaf
community based on,the information found in these publications. And,
don't knock this type of news It's the same type of journalism
which sells weekly newspapers!

How well are these publications reaci and enjoyed by the average
deaf subscriber? To the best of my knowledge, a study has never
been made to determine the type of consumption these publications
receive from d.,.af reader::. How well does the average deaf reader



tY

understand .aud how much does he learn (rom the information appearingin these publications? I think this is an important question
because without such answers we are running up a blind alley. I
recall one editor who told me that an irritated subscriber cancelled
his subscription because the editor used too many big words. And
another editor recalled in'jest the reader who thanked him because
the reader's name had.appeared seven times in a certain issue! This
made the editor stop and wonder if the reader had simply looked for
his name and not bothered to read the news. The point I am trying tomake here is: With all the time, labor, and money going into all
these productions, what are we getting out of them? They have a very
important purpose, but are they achieving their obiectives? Could we
at Gallaudet College help them do a better job? How could we use their
publications as a learning vehicle for their benefit presented in such
a way they would enjoy it?

Is there a way to build on the success kf the school publicatiOns
and create a love for writing among our studen1 who have a language
handicap? With so many publications you'd think we would have an abundanceof writers. But 'We don't. Whyl- Let me cite an example which I am afraid
is rather typical:

Stene I. It's Class 4A's turn to write something for XSD Magaz-ine.
Johnny is thrilled to death that his news item will appear in print.
He attacks the assignment with the relish of a lion sitting down to
dinner for the first time in four weeks. Unfortunately, Johnny's English
teacher (Mr. or Ms. Traditional English) feels the need to correct this
and rhat and that and ends up changing everything. ("After all it's going
to appear in print--you know--and it should look right.")

Scene II. Mom and Dad are casually skimming through XSD Magazine
r- when they read the news item with Johnn's name in italics at the bottom.

"Good grief or praise the Lord," they say, "that lad's English has improved
overnight!" (Do you think it's total communication or oralism or cued
speech or what-have-you? they wonder.)

Scene III. When Johnny comes home that weekend they praise him to
high Heaven. The dearlad says "huh?," reads the item a couple of times
--probably turns it ftside down in the process--and doesn't even recog-
nize it as his news item.

With that kind of experience it's small wonder that Johnny gets turnedoff to writing. He decides early that writing is not his bag and shuns
writing assignments as we would shun leprosy. As an editor I ciinge asmuch as any English teacher every time I see a boo-boo (either mine or
someone'else's), but I cringe more at the thought of turning off anotherdeaf kid to writing. I thought schools were for learning, and I have
personally never been able to learn very mucll without first making a
heck of a lot of mistakes.

From this experience, Johnny will probably develop a self-conscious-
ness about his writing that will stay with him a lifetime. Yet, when
he grows up we wonder why he won't write letters in support of tele-
vision programs with captions or to his Congressman in support of pro-
grams for the deaf or cont'ribute something to the local publication of

7the deaf!

7)
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If that example is not enough, let me cite another.

Do you recall, the first time your news item ap at-'d in print?
Remember that sense of pride you felt? Remember ho4i nice your name
looked in printed form. No matter how. many times y u read it,
remember how creative and wisely-worded you thought 7\our news item
was which began: "Last Saturday afternoon the "B" bos and I went
to town . . ." Even after you learned later that fhat particular
sentence has probably appeared in print a trillion times before,
it still did not tarnish that glow of achievement.

How can we develop that glow of pride in other deaf students?
How can we turn them on to writing instead of tprning them off? How
can we use our publications as a learning experience? As a reward?
AS a means of encouraging greater efforts? How did pre-lingual
deaf people like Lo Jacobs, Vic Galloway, Frank Turk, Barbara
Kannapel, and others succeed in mastering English where others
failed? What's their "secret?"

And.there are other areas we need to explore. What about
teletypewriter news programs? As you may know the College Public
Service Programs has a TTY news program with 12 schools. Each week
classes in these schools tune in to the program and learn about
the latest news events. How can this program be expanded and
developed further to encourage language acquisition and close the
information gap? How can these programs be expanded to reach a
greater number of deaf adults?

Finally, there's captOned television programs. Out-of-state
deaf visitors who come to my office and see our upr news program
just stand there drooling. I know a lot of red tape is involved
but we simply must find a way to make these programs available to
the deaf community. We must explore the possibilities of Cable
television and make betten use of public service time which is
available on UHF channels.

They say tomorrow's newspaper will be in the form of a
cassette. You plug it into your car dashboard, and as you drive
to work you learn about all the day's news events. Good for you--
if you can hear. But what about us deaf folks? (Of course there
are those non-believers who say it won't happen. They argue that
you can't wrap your ga?SiRtte in a cassette.)

But the point is: ,Modern technology is not slowing down, it
is accelerating at a rapid rate, and, as in the case of the rich who
are getting richer, the hearing population hears and learns more
and more and we deaf people . . .?

How can Gallaudet College work with the schools and the deaf
community to use that vast gold mine of publications of the deaf to
close the information gap? How can our publications, our TTY news
servi_cc and captioned television programs contribute to language
development?
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"an these publications be used to the maximum benefit of
student? The deaf adult?

What is the dissemination of.these puFlications dnd how can
they be used to educate the public at lars!,e about deafness?

Just how well are we getting through to deaf people?

I wonder. If I knew the answers I wouldn't be asking the
questions.
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STRUCTURE AND CODES IN VISUAL C;)MMUNICATION

Earl Higgins
Office of Educational Teelyogy

iilm Media Unit

I would like to talk today a little about some research I am
doing with 8eaf youngsters in their making and interpreting meaning
in editing film sequences. However, I would like eo preface those
remarks with more gener4 comments on communication, language, and
research with the deaf.

I hold a view that does"not have a particularly long academic
tradition, though it has been before the linguistic and communication
community in stronger appearance in recent years. This framework
suggests that in almost any definition of communication that has surz,
faced, language is but one part of the communication act, generally
within a verbal/aural mode, though not necessarily so as witnessed
by sign language, and that the ways of communicating hetwsen and
among people in patterning and interpreting meaning are rq_ated by
common approaches. Indeed, it should seem obviogs that no event stands
unrelated to other events. Strategies and methods of communication
axe all bound up in the individual act of living and the group experi-
ence of cultural existence.

From this perspective, it is given that linguistic modes or systems
for communication are infracommunicational--that is, on a level epis-
temologically below that, of'communication. Most might agree that, in

the case of the deaf perSon engaging in sign language, nonverbal ele-
ments or body movement described by Birdwhistell, spatial relations
studied by Hall, the facial orientations and expression's initially
worked on by Darwin and more recently publicized by Ekman are all
bound up within the cnmmunication act, a term borrowed and adapted
from Hymes and the sociolinguists who are also involved in describing
the multichannel, multilevel interrelationship of modes and systems within
Zhe communication environment. It seems particularly appropriate to
hold a research symposium at Gallaudet on language and communication,
for it has been partly through the work with deaf people in language
acquisition, ASL research, and studies in cognitive development that
more and more people have become aware of the complex relationship of
modes and systems in communication.

If this framework is adopted, and I do not see any reason for our
purposes that we cannot at least try it, then it seems to me that it
is of particular interest to researchers and educators working with
the deaf to understand something about the nature of making and inter-
preting visual messages or sequences of visual events and their rela-
tionship to other symbolic and communicational systems. Here I do not
mean wo/k in the area of visual perception or acuity, though naturally
such work gives information about the physical and-physiological
boundaries within which such messages can be created. Rather, I am

talking about:
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... a social precess, within a context, in which signs
are produced and transmitted, perceived, and treated
as messages from which meaning can be inferred.

borrow this definition of communication from two people, Larry
Gross and Sol Worth, with whom I have worked at the University of
Pennsylvania. The emphasis is on 'social,' 'process,' and the 'treat-
ing as messages for the inference of meaning.' This being the case,
and this also being a television and film society in which we may all
only be related some times to each other by the television set, I have
started to look at how deaf youngsters sequence visual events through
editing film and how they make inferences of meaning from their active
sequencing of that footage. As I suggested, doming from a framework
that suggests all cultural, and thus communicational, activity is inter-
related has produced the hypothesis that these children will in what is
somewhat of a novel situation--editing 16mm film--borrow and incorporate
into their tasks frameworks and structures for making meaningful events
from what other symbolic systems they have available. And what is it
that they have available? First, they have grown up with American tele-
vision and movies and the conventions of Hollywood narrative style,
though perhaps less so than hearing kids. Second, depending upon the
child's background, he or she is familiar with structures and syntax,
relations between events and units, found in English. Third, the deaf
child has some capability in sign, be it ASL if the child has come from
a particular environment or some other form of signing. It would not
seem the case that these inputs, along with general cultural knowledge
of how one tells and understands a story, are mutually exclusive. One
would expect that at various levels and stages of the child's work with
the film, the states of creation of communication, various influences
and co.lsequently various structures will be evident. Permitting the
child to create messages also tells us about how he or she recreates,
or interprets, meaning in visual sequences.

Before I report some of the preliminary findings from this pilot
project, I want to say something about the implications of this kind
of work. They have dramatic and focused impact upon m.adiated instruc-
tion and the deaf student. As has been suggested by some researchers
(and reported conveniently in the most recent issue of the Journal
of Communication), young hearing kids do not always understand the
causal string of events in television programming and consequently in-
terpret differently from adults what has happened and the consequences
of actions by TV charactera. Most of this work has been directed at
the effects of violence on television and the social behavior of children.
However, these findings in conjunction with Piaget's, Bruner's, and
other's work showing that categorization, classification, and interpre-
tation schemes and structures change during childhood can be generalized
to the interpretation of meaning of any visual event or sequence.

This kind of work briefly raises the question of the nature of
visual events. One should not be confused with the belief that there
exists natural and innate ways of making visual sequences, be it
slide, filmstrip, movie, or painting. They all have their conventions::
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their shared rules of behavior similar to languages. One can
only be successful in making use of that communicational or
symbolic system when the conventions are known and the rules
understood. Such is the case with symbolic events, be they
linguistic or visual, more or less iconic. With this back
ground of shared patterns of behavior given, one could suggest
that the deaf child, isolated from some cultural knowledge,
verbal language skill, and conventions, does not come to the
interpretation of visual events with the same framewcrk or
scheme's as do hearing children. Unfortunately, all visual'
materials assume certain membership with certain kinds of
experience for interpreting those materials. The deaf child
might not be using worse codes or structures for communica
tion, but ones that are not appropriate for the needs of the
situation. The interrelation of aspects of culture and communi
cation, discussed partly in the first research symposium, is
pointed up. Bernstein, though many times misunderstood it seems
to me, has suggested the same kind of relationship between social
environment, communicational patterns and frameworks, and codes
in verbal language. The analogy can be directly made to any
child, deaf or otherwise, who might grow up with linguistic,
communicational, or cultural systems different from those used
by educators or by filmmakers.

All of this is background to what may be anticlimactic
in the preliminary results I want to share with you. I have
given 16mm film footage that I shot to deaf Y oungsters to edit
and tell a story with. They were shown how to work the editing
equipment, but they have never been shown my way or any preferred
way to put film together. My youngest students, between 9 and
12, have just recently completed work on "their-film." They
have made only minor editorial judgements in many cases and have
constructed sequences that show two.people meeting each other
at the same place three times in a row, walking out through a
door together and emerging alone on the outside. Illogical? I
do not think it is necessarily so. Perhaps the task of actually
developing the narrative by arranging and editing the film footage
that Was given them was too difficult. However, more interesting
than the fantasylike sequences that have emerged is the similar
pattern found by researchers working with hearing kids in their
reports of television or f.ilm programs. My students report,
in signs to me, the most global of events in their footage and
do not seem worried about the narrative or causal string of-events
in their report. Their reporting of what happens mirrors well
their actual editing activtty. They only worry how adjacent
shots look next to each other, and not a shot two or three seg
ments before. What is contiguous is important it seems, not
an entire string of events. I say again, however, that these
findings are preliminary and must be seen as such; but it does
make me, a person involved also in visual resource development,
wonder about what is being communicated in videotapes and films



-
used here on Kenchill Green. This work also raises the concern for
understanding t communicational setting as interpreted by the
student in the editing room itself. What is being.studied and how
ii is being studied are all tied together with communication
questions.

-

The situation seems to be a little different with the teenagers
that I am working with; and I suggest that what we are seeing is a
continuum of activity. So far theY have begun using structures and
codes of Hollywood narrative, cutting on action, and making sure
that all movements move smoothly along through time. There may
also be "real time sequencing" in which what is shown in film is
limited by how it must have happened physically. Flashbacks are
out, for example. This would be analogous to the prevalence of real
time structures found in ASL by Friedman. The older students do
look at how one shot earlier in the sequence influences the arrange-
ments of following, though not contiguous, shots and the interpreta-
tion of meaning in'that sequence. I have hot finished the analysis
of their work, but perhaps some future and conventionalized film-
makers are emerging.

Well, I seem to have walked around, in, and'about several dif-
ferent areas and disciplines. I do not think that this meandering
is particularly misguided, for, in its form, it partly parallels
the complex overlapping and interaction of modes of communication,
structures and codes, and disciplines of research that must be
volved in any discussion of language and communication. After all,
I was trying to talk of structure and code in visual communications;
that is, the relationship of eventS that transcend particular modes
or media of communication. Communication, itself, then might be
thought of as a code, for as a,social and cultural activity it 'in-
corporates a variety of modes and media through time and space in
the making of meaning.
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THE EYES HAVE IT: LINGUSTIC FUNCTIONS OF THE EYES
IN AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

Carol Padden
Linguistics Research Laboratory

The discussion of eye Movements as a communicative function
is, for the most part, restr:..:ted to that literature in which
eye movements are seen as "non-verbal" signals. Such eye
movements are said to supplement the ongoing verbal behavior, .

and do not carry messages in and of themselves. (Birdwhistell,
1952; Hall, 1959; Bateson, 1963)

But in the case of American Sign Language (ASL), a visually-
based language, the expression of.the linguistic signal
involves the use of the hands, the body, and as we will soon
see, the eyes.

One might question whether eye movements could perform 2c.:

reliable a signaling function as the hands an4 body do in ASL.
We are talking here about the signaling function of what
are often quite rapid and small changes in eye movement. This
presupposes the ability of the interactants to first perceive
such variation and then to respond to them as systematic
signals. Siple, a pSychologist of perception, presents bot,h
linguistic and perceptual eviLlence demonstrating that when two
ASt signers stand six feet apart (a distance fuently found
between adult male signers engaging in casual conversation
(Baker, 1975; Moyer, personal communication)), the locus of
fixation is the area between an interactant's eyebrows and his
upper lip. Thus, it is within this central area of the face
that the visual acuity of the interactants is highest. (Siple,
1972)

The following discussions of eye function in ASL draws
primarily from investigations by Charlotte Baker of the
University of California, Berkeley, and from our collaborative
investigations undertaken at the Linguistics Research Laboratory
this past summer.

Baker analyzed two videotapes of two people each, engaged
in informal conversation. The initial five minute segment from
each videotape was analyzed for a specific type of commnicative
behaviors that "signal and/or monitor the initiation, continuation
and termination" (Baker, 1975) of conversing behavior. In
spoken languages, regulators such as breath pauses, vocal
intonation, and body shifts act in conjunction with the conver-
sational flow to allow for smooth exchanges of speaking turns
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between two people. These regulatory behaviors allow a person to
begin.speaking with the attention of an addressee, receive affirma-
tive responses that he should continue.speaking ("uh-hmm," "oh,
really," or head nods) from the addressee, terminate speaking and
allow the addressee to begin to speak. If regulator sigrials are not
emitted at crucial points in the conversation, communication break-
down will result. (Duncan, 1973)

Baker's study of regulatory behaviors in ASL shows the same capac-
ity for smooth exchanges of turns by means of speaker signals. The
eyes, she notes, are one of the most powerful regulators in American
Sign Language.

In ASL, a speaker cannot initiate a turn, that is, begin to speak,
until he is certain of the other interactant's eye-contact. Various
signaling devices, such as stylized hand or finger waving are
immediately perceived by a native ASL signer as potential linguistic
information. This is equivalent to a sharp intake of breath just
before beginning to speak _Al some spoken languages.

Once the two interactants have established eye-contact, the eyes
continue to regulate the flow of the signed conversation in very
systematic ways.

Eye contact in ASL varies systematically with the function of the
utterance. -Speakers usually maintain "plus eye contact" (+EC),
(looking at the other person's eyes) during questions, signaling
that a shift may take place during which an addressee can take his
'turn in speaking. However, during most declarative statements, the
speaker maintains "minus eye contact" (-EC), (not looking at the other
person's eyes) a continuatioxregulator that signals that he is not to
be interrupted. In the event of a challenge or an attempt by the
addressee to interrupt the speaker and begin a speaking turn, the
speaker will anticipate this by maintaining -EC, signaling in effect,
that he will not allow the addressee to interrupt him.

There are social restrictions as to how the addressee can go about
capturing the eye contact of the speaker in this case. The addressee can
signal politely with small, sharp gestures, or,, slightly less politely,
tap the speaker on the shoulder - which is permitted between close
friends. In extreme cases, a frustrated addressee may grab the speaker's
hands in a last-ditch attempt to get him to return to +EC. Such
measures are drastic and highly improper much like clapping a hand
over a speaker's mouth in spoken conversation.

In spoken languages, fernales are more likely to concede a speaking
turn to a male who interrupts by speaking simultaneously than.to a female
who does so; (Baker, personal communication.) It seems that in ASL,
females take less time to return to +EC if interrupted during a statement
by a male.



Regulatory behaviors are learned along with the language,
and both comprise a larger set of learned communication
behaviors. Thus, a native speaker of ASL has no difficulty
knowing when one person has finished signing and when another
will begin in a group discussion. The reality of this set
of behaviors may be clearer to those of you who, when
observing a conversation between two signers, turn to the
other speaker too late and miss.the first few crucial signs,
or, for that matter, turn too soon and miss the last few
crucial signs.

From preliminary analyses, Baker (1975) and Lane and Grosjean
(1975) have noted certain systematic variations of the eye
gaze within an utterance. Eyes appe r to act as boundary
markers, marking the initiation and the completion of a group
of signs which we will tentatively label as a "sentence."

Lidell, of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, is now
preparing data which supports the existence of relative clauses
in ASL. Such relationships were previously said not to exist
by Fant (1972) and Thompson (1975) among others. Eye movements

'seem to be one of the indicators of the relative clause con-
struction in ASL.

Lacy, also of the Salk Institute for Biological Studies, has
shown that the orientation of the head and eyes mark complex
pronominal relationships. In English, the sentences, "He told
him about his problems" is ambiguous in that it is not clear who
is telling A..thom about whose problems. Such pronominal ambiguities
and/or double meanings do not exist in ASL, where the distinction
is with the hands and the eyes.

In conditional sentences, for example, "if you-do that, I will
do this," ASL handles the two clauses simply by lifting the eye-
brows and enlarging the eyes for the "if" clause,-then returning
to a normal.expression at the onset of the main clause. The use
of the sign IF is seen as redun ant and unnecessary.

Occasionally, an undefined sort of discomfort is experienced
by a native ASL signer when watching an inexperienced signer who
allows his eyes to continually wander about in unsystematic ways.
Considering the ways in which the eyes do take on an essential
function in signed communication, we can begin to understand how,
in the absence of systematic use of the eyes, communication break-
down can result either from a misinterpretation of information
received or from an inappropriate use of the eyes in regulating
the conversation.

Eye movement in ASL occurs conjointly with the hands, face and
body. Much vital grammatical information is expressed in a very
short segment of time. Whereas the arrangement of successive
segments over tipe such as by word ordering and word endings
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have a grammatical function in spoken languages. In ASL, this arrange-
ment of segments is not present.to any great degree. The expression
of grammatical relations in ASL is usually simultaneous. In investi-
gating ASL it is therefOre necessary to reconsider traditional ideas
about grammar which are based on spoken languages.

In conclusion, the eyes do,play an important role in encoding both
linguistic and non-linguistic information in American Sign Language.
The extent of this role appears to be highly developed, and warrants
continued investigation. We plan to incorporate in our investigations
additional physical components such as the facial expression and body
posture that aIlo relay linguistic information in conjunction with the
hands and eyes.

The expression of linguistic information by means of the hands,
eyes, face and body in a simultaneous form seems tr occur to a large
extent in ASL. From what is known about visual perception, this
simultaneity of expression appears to allow for a highly efficient
language. (Siple, 1972) Since artificial languages rely heavily on
sequential expression, we ask whether the forcing of sign language
into sequences may not result in redundancy and inefficiency. Certainly
more investigation will contribute to the understanding of tHese
perceptual processes and how they may be used to our advantage, for
example, in the teaching of English as a Second Language.

An investigation of systematic uses of hands, body, face and eyes
may help us'to construct a grammar of ASL. Such a grammar would be an
invaluable aid to sign language teachers and teachers of English as a
second language who may need to take not only language differences
into consideration but also the more basic difference between the visual
and auditory modes.
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THE GIFTED STUDENT AT GALLAUDET

Bernard Greenberg
Director of Admissions and Record's

I think we can all likgree about the painfully evident fact
that deaf students have serious language problems. Nonetheless,
I thirk, also, that we have all seen striking evidence that
many deaf persons emerge linguistically unscathed from the
handicap of deafness. It is on.this second group that I would
like to dwell for the next few moments.

Each year Gallaudet enrolls between 250 and 300 students.
Of this number, because of deficiencies in language, about75%
spend their first year in the preparatory curriculum. Twenty-s

/five percent are given, outright freOman placement, based
primarily on their high performanc on our Entrance Examination
(or high SAT/ACT scores), mainly 'n the language areas. The
percentage of such students has tended to remain constant in
the past few years and we have certain data about these gifted
students which you may find of interest. In general they
comprise a very different group from the preps. The exam
results of the two groups present a bi-modal distribution with
very little overlap; in effect each entering class contains
two distinct populations. .

In the language areas (reading and writing) the'freshman
group performs at the national median (or above) for 12th
grade norms. Significantly, too, their rate of attrition is
about 40% (as compared to the 50-60% for entering preps).

This segment of our student body, though a welcome addition
to most classrooms, has heretofore received comparatively little
attention Yet it is evident that they belie some of the glib
generalizations about the deaf. -I have, therefore, undertaken
a research project intended co probe the causes of this linguistic
excellence. The rese c study wili attempt to elicit and analyze
information about th back rounds of these students to deterndne
the common factors hared b language-gifted students at Gallaudet.
(A further projection of th4 study may relate to success after
graduation.)

This year I am excepqonally fortunate in being able,to
teach a class made up of g'uch students (English 205-Inten§ive
English), which is limited- to students scoring at the 90th
percentile in reading and writing on entrance and placement
tests. It does not include all the very best since some, as
transfer, students, have already fulfilled their freshman English
requirements; some could not fit the class into their schedules;
and oti.er ibid at deFiire to take it. Nevertheless, the 15



students in English 205 function in reading and writing well above
the level of the average student in most Gallaudet College classes.
This is not to state that these students have achieved perfection
in English, but that it is unusual to find among them examples of
the familiar linguistic difficulties common to most deaf students.

.such a class may well offer in microcosm the kinds of backgrounds
presented by the largeir giftd student populat4.on. In terms of hear-
ing loss (a &actor one might suspect to be critical) 10 have losses
of 80 db or/greater and most of these became deaf before the a of
three. The other five have a db loss of from 78 to 48 and oni two
were of recent onset. Twelve are from public high schools.

These stud nts are able to read college level material easily
and to write, 4n most cases, correctly and often even with flair
and imagination. A superficial survey of the educational backgrounds
of these students reveals language development at a very early age
and, generally, an educational environment that nurtured this
development.

The research study we have planned will attempt to explore
the education of-such students to obtain information which will
help us to understand how such.language excellence is achieved.
First, we i, -nd to conduct structured interviews with 50 to 60
language-gifted students to determine some of the basi.:1 areas of
relevance. From this we plan to develop a questionnaire covering
the factors that might possibly relate to language, These will
be sent out to 250-300 graduates of Gallaudet who demonstrated
at entry a high language level. They will also be sent to the
same number of graduates who entvred Gallaudet achieving at a
comparc.tively low level of language (typical preparatory students).
From the completed 4uestionnaires we hope to be able to extract a
broad variety of information which should provide clues to the
phenomenon of high language achieviment. We have speculated on
the many possible factors which make for good language -- degree
of deafness (or pattern of hearing loss), age of onset, type of
education, geographic location, family structure and other
socio-economic date; also considered will be specific related
skills such as lip-reading ability, auditory training and the
like.

We hope to mount the study this winter and expect to have
the correlational data completed by next year. Naturally, we
hope' that the study Will illuminate some factors which can be
fostered in order to extend the benefits of excellent language

- to a larger part of the deaf community.

a.
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PANEL - "HOW PRE-LINGUAL DEAF PEOPLE
ATTAIN COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE"

Ronald Sutcliffe

Auxiliary Services

7.7ENING STATEMENT

I gm pleased to be with you today, presenting a panel of
Pre-lingual Deaf Persons on their English language development.
We are aware that English language development has been a
challenging task for teachers of the deaf, as well as for
teachers of minority students. There have been a number of
research projects on the development of teaching English lan-
guage skills. Most of these projects eventually fade away
after implementation. In the bookstore we haveteen texts for
the underclass English courses being changed every year. In
spite of these changes and/or research projects, teachers stick
to the same objective: develop the English language skills. In
the mail order department of the bookstore we often get letters
from people all over the rountry asking for the "best" books
teaching English to the deaf. All I can do is to send them 1,
hooklist on Language Development. Because of these reabens we
are here, not as experts in language development, but as pre-
lingual de:;7 persons who have experienced the struggle learning
the English Language.

We have with us four pre-lingual deaf persons, including
myself. Two are from denf families: MS. Kannapell and myself:
and two from hearing families: Mr. Turk, and MS. Shuart. Each
cf us will speak up to five minutes summarizing our learning
experiences and including some family history. Following these
prQ.sentations we will respond to questions.

How I Developed My English Language Skills

Ronald E. Sutcliffe

Although I lost my hearing at the age of four, I am considered
pre-Lingually deaf from a deaf family living on a farm in Iowa.
LAcking speech skills, I went to a residential school for the deaf
For speech trainirig. Shortly after being admitted to the school,
I was a victim of mastoiditis in an epidemic and lost my hearing.
That might be unique, however, I am grateful I did not attend a
school for the blind.

As I remember all those years in my English language develop-
ment, it was as frustrating as learning statisi:ics. We lived in
an environment where we were told the deaf could never master
English because we must be able to hear before we could write
very well. We were taught by many English teachers who had their
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own way in language styles. It was also true with my having three
Statistics instructors in sequence who had their own way in
"statistics" styles.

I was satisfied with my limited skills in English until I became
the News Editor of the Buff and Blue. Eventual! I was motivated
into improving my writing with hopes of becoming .111 editor through
the guidance of an advisor, Mr. Greenberg, who Was willing to spend
time explaining why I made mistakes. After some readers familiar
with my prior writing skills complimented me on my improved writing,
I felt motivated to become aware of my writing ability. But that was
not enough, because writing for the college paper limits one mostly
to concrete thinking. Abstract thinking is difficult to express in
writing.

After graduation from Gallaudet, I was employed as a clerk in th
Business Office, which was then a very small office. I was eventual
promoted to the budget planning Position. At that time, I th I
would.do only the number work and projection while the business
manager would take care cf narratives because I thought the d
not write in the abstract. To my surprise, the business manager asked
me to do the,whole thing including narratives. After trying to tell
him I could not do it very well, he just said "Sutty, I thought I could
not write that well twenty-five years ago. I know you can write,
Accepting the challenge for the sake of my job, I struggled with
writing an opening paragraph\for the budget of Auxiliary Services
(ironically, that is where I am now). I took a whole day and night,
plus two packs of cigarettes for that paragraph. As time passed, I
eventually wrote the Hiole budget book. I must say my writing still
requires editing.

Those experiences in English language production have resulted in a
charwe for the better. A magic word might be requited to make the change.
In Arthurian legend, a prophet named Merlin spelled the magic word
"ABRACADABRA" which resulted in a change in one's favor. Today,
magicians use "PRESTO" to accompany some illusion which they hope is
pleasing to their audience. The magic spelling or model of my English
development could be referred to as that of the psychologist, Norman!
Maier who uses in his motivation theory the "magic word" "S-O-B-A"
(the.casual sequence in behavior).

Stimulus(---)Organism---)Beh.vior---ItAccomplishment

The stimulus includes light, sounds, job routine, actions of
supervisor or other people, and any aspect of the environment to which
an individual is sensitive. The organism represents a composite of
heredLtary, maturation, hioiogical needs, and many learnings. The
behavlor includes bodily movements, talking, emot!.onal responses, and
thinking. The accomp!Uhment includes actual changes, for example,
attaining command of the English Langnage.



Therefore, the relations in the S-0-B-A.sequence can be
illustrated through my growing experience. Beirg elected'news
editor with an opportunity to be editor providing English
language command must be attained (S), I (0) was determined to
prove my skills, (B) to the Editorial Board, resulting in
accomplishment in writing skills (A). That was true with the
Business Manager (S) who made me (0) write the budget nar-
ratives (B) that eventually gave me the ability to write the
whole book (A).

Now I, like many of you, was frustrated with statistics.
Many of us managed to pass with good grades although we may lack
appreciation for statistics. Likewise, many of us also managed
to make passing grades on our English composition without
really understanding the rule of rules. Then when it was time
for me to complete my research paper to fulfill my Master's
degree requirements, I aRpreciated the statistics better with
the help of the magic words: the S-O-B-A sequence,
ABRACADABRA, or PRESTO?



HOW I LEARNED ENGLISH

Barbara Kannapell
Educational Technology

I was born into a deaf family--mother, father, uncle, two
aunts, only one sister with normal hearing. I believe that was
'where I was constantly in a bilingual atmosphere. My,uncle
and father had an excellent mastery of English as well as
American Sign Language and, also, their speech was good enough
for hearing people who were familiar with their voices. I think
my uncle's deafness resulted from an injury from a fall but I
didn't consider him as post-lingual. My father was born deaf and
so was my mother.

My uncle was well known in the deaf world and many deaf people
would come to his house to seek his help concerning problems with
cheir work, insurance, legal rights, etc. During that time, I
felt normal growing up in the deaf community.

If I remember right, my hearing relatives were anxious to see
to it that I would be like my uncle and my father. I believe I
was sent to.oral school at age fovr under pressure from hearing
relatives, so it seems that I lived constAntly in two different
worlds. I was not supposed to use sign language at school and it
was "okay" for me to sign at home. my parents: number one goal
for was going to college, so my mother often tried to make me
study to develop writing and reading skills during my free time.
I rebelled against the idea of studying the materials bow by
my parents. I believe I developed the bilingual skills du, to

the fact thlr I had deaf relatives as role models when I was very
young. I i ask them questions freely in ASL or in English.
They could plain to me iu ASL or in English. I am in favor
of having deaf people work with young deaf children of hearing
parents as well as the hearing parents themselves.



"IF YOU HAD A PRELINGUALLY DEAFENED CHILD..."

by

Frank R. Turk
Director, Youth Relations

I have been asked this question often: "If you had a pre-
lingually deafened child, what special efforts would you make for
his education?" my answer is simple. I would, first of all,
send the child to any school whose program strongly emphasizes
pupil participation in all.instructional procedures, along with
an extensive after-school educational support program utilizing
exposure to successful deaf adults from a wide area of leadership.

Our prelingually deafened children learn better-, particularly
in the language development areas, when they understand educational
goals through actual participation, for they know what is there
for them to conquer and are thus self-motivated. Of necessity,
due to the absence of sound experiences, learning must be a continu-
ous and continual conscious thing for them, as opposed to the uncon-
scious learning of the hearing child. Ideally, teaching the deaf
should center upon the organization and conduct of the pupil's
carr7over learning experiences, learning experiences that may be
carried over to other areas of the school work such as the
vocational shop, gymnasium, dormitory, and carefully-planned after-
school activities where learning may continue to weave. For maxi-
mum results, these experiences should duplicate the deaf pupil's
real-life situations, not book-learned situations, because he
learns better through repetition and familiarity. The teacher should
exert his greatest energfes to arrangement of the environmentfor
learning as well as stimulation and guidance of the pupil's
activity in that environment. The pupil learns best when he knows
that he can and must do his own learning. A deaf child realizes
that learning is fun and is interesting when he is convinced that
he CAN learn on his own -- that his own learning is an adventure
all his own.

A football coach, for example, would get the maximum mileage
out of his individual players if he would share with them at all
times his total picture of the sport itself as well as of the games
to be played. Let's take his philosophy of football, for example.
Most coaches neglect to present this vitally important personal
phase of the sport, much less its achievable goals, and,h.Ince,
encounter the unasked-for chore of getting the team up week in,
week out for the games. Basically, a football philosophy exists
to serve as a guide in achieving the ultimate goals, both individ-
ually and collectively. Wben a team shares the coach's philosophy,



it develops a sense of direction so necessary for consistency of
performance -- the secret of virtually all winning football programs.
With a collective sense of direction, the coach finds his players
highly cooperative in synchronizing their efforts with his total
program goals and a winning attitude results.

The same goes for language acquisition skills all teachers,
parents, social workers, interested adults, and administrators should
establish some kind of a partnership in the pupil's "around-the-clock"
language acquisition program.

We tend to e:Tlain away out problems and failures when we say that
the pupils are not ready for the task. The term "readiness" is not,
in my opinion, a mysterious component of the language program of any
child, much less the deaf child. The real problem is in getting the
deaf child motivated for the task; the child must be motivated before
learning and becoming take place.

I am no "masterpiece" but I would attribute my present level of
language attainment to the wonderful philosophy of education at the
Minnesota School for the Deaf, to the education-conscious dormitory life
at Gallaudet College, and to self-discipline.

The educational program in Minnesota places heavy emphasis on an
integration of formal academic and after-school activities that is
seldom possible in other environments. This integrated learning is
often enhanced by consultation with successful deaf people regarding
tht, secrets of their achievements which I believe to be far more
fruitful than pure academic effort alone in an attempt to foster real
learning among language-handicapped deaf learners. To be with adults
on an informal basis is to learn. There are many ways to communicate
but there is no better way than by inspirational example. By striving
to emulate examples of older people, the young are being taught bow
to live and, in the process, they are disciplined to elevate their
standards of thought, expression, and action: Informal exposure to
those adults with a good command of the English language on a continu-
ing basis is conductive to the deaf child's language development. They
are, for instance, being disciplined to systematize, and at the same
time minimize, their own use of the sign language, using only those
signs that have exclusive meanings, refraining from using signs that
represent several words. For example, the deaf children use the same
sign for all forms of the verb "to be." When they use this sign, they
tend to think in pictures, not in words, possibly because it does not
matter if th.-!ir choice of words is wrong so long as the sign represents
the same idea. This "corner-cutting"trick is the "cancer" of their
English language. Suppose a child is sick today. He should be encour-
aged to use signs only for the words "I" and "sick" and to combine
them with fingerspelling-oral methods for the words "am" and "today"
because the signs for "am" and "today" are ambiguous, that is, they
represent several distinct concepts.

My personal experii.1:, h;is holm that nothing can be more effective
in acquiring languae skills than to write, write,and write until that
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skill is eventually achieved, along with the confidence
that only inspirational support can provide as explained herein.
I needed the encouragement during my formative years much
more than my language-proficient deaf peers. my efforts were
so monumental and the end results often so small that I was
easily discouraged. I responded to discipline only when I
knew it was being done fairly and in my best interests. I

needed maturei sympathetic persons..who had the experience and
understanding to convince me that I had the ability to develop
the language skills -- those who continually took the initia-
tive to discipline me to perform up to my innate abilities.

After-class situations were my greatest English teachers.
Regardless of research efforts and findings, my conviction will
always be that the prelingually deafened child's language
development cannot be successfully facilitated through an
academic medium alone. He can be given much teaching in
school but the chance of his developing it is questionable
unless opportunities arise to put it to use in concrete situa-
tions. The dormitory, gymnasium, or home are the places where
an array?of language-conscious situations occur daily. It is
in the btull-sessions, the informal parent-teacher-counselor-

pupil cAversations, and, above all, in learning motivated by
practical experiences that we come fully alive to the funda-
mental language skills. When a deaf pupil has contact with
sympathetic adults E:rnd has an opportunity to discuss with them
essential ideas and ways of life, ways of utilizing the learning
process, this is the heart and soul of education as distinct
from mere learning.

1 am a strong advocate of "total communication" for the pre-
lingually deafened simply because my observation is that any
child's first stage of mental activity is based strictly on
imagination. A little hearing child hears, thinks, and identi-
fies things without the ability to write them. The primary
importance here is to develop imaginaLion. The other things will
come later. When you refrain from using signs with the deaf
child, how else can his imagination be developed? An abstract
idea, as we know, is not a word-symbol, it may be experienced
in non-verbal form, as for example, a cartoon which conveys a
very subtle thought without a word. The sign language, even
when.employed improperly, is highly expressive. It may be
'Oisordered when judged by grammatical standards but it none-
tbLiess develops in the deaf child the valuable power of imagina-
tion and expression around which we may clothe and feed his
basic ability to read and write intelligently. After all, if
you consider carefull, oral communication is only an aural form
of sign language with arbitrary sounds standing for ideas.

When the child reaches the golden age of learning, he is then
introduced to o word-oriented discipiThe with emphasis on the
sequence of the i gn in good order. lhe teachers, counselors,
parents, and social workers thereafter correct the errors of the
child's manual English, just as they do the child's written
English. This practice should he made a conscious part of the
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child's everyday activities, as his hearing brothers and sisters are
being unconsciously exposed to verbal and grammatical experiences.
Our deaf children spend more time talking manually than they do in'
preparing written assignments; therefore, they will master th\
English language quicker if we correct both their manual and written
English with special emphasis on the former. An added benefit here
is often impeded due to lack of follow-up interest. When the teacher
-does something especially for a certain child, this often makes all
the difference in the world in his motivation to learn to read and
understand. Often this makes it possible to teach the child much that
he cannot otherwise grasp.



HOW A PRELINGUAL DEAF PERSON OF HEARING
PARENTS ATTAINS AND DEVELOP LANGUAGE SKILLS

Adele K. Shuart
Continuing Education

I am a prelingual deaf person who has developed language
skills. My parents, who were born in Russia, came to the
U.S. separately during the early 20th century when there
was a peak of Russian immigration. My parents, like most
Russian Jews, were first cousins who married. So in my
case, I am the product of consanguinity.

As I mentioned about the origin of my parents, they had
not acquired a good command of English--only broken English ...
peppered with Yiddish.

Nevertheless, my home language background did not help me
but it did motivate me to develop language skills. I do not
recall anyone who taught me to read or.to speak nor anyone
who sparked the motivation in me. However, I give credit to one
who planted this in me.

I have learned to read and to 4eak. In my childhood home,
we were not surrounded by books and I was constantly reminded
by my mother to talk and/or to read the lips. It was not the
case that I was trained or prodded. Mu cAn take the horse to
the water but you can't make it drink, so to speak.

As for reading experience, I do recall distinNly that when I
first had a reading lesson, I was baffled. It must have happened
in 2nd or 3rd grade. I do not recall how the reading has inter-
ested me ever since. When I was in 4th or 5th grade, I
practically lived in the library. I spent many afternoons in
the school library. I had borrowed books from my hearing friend
who had deaf parents--spent several summers reading books
borrowed from the public library.

As for writing skills, I do recall my writing experience in
high school days. I was asked Ly an English teacher to write a
composition. This I. did and it was graAmatically perfect. The
teacher, who was farsighted and without any word, handed me the
papers collected from other students for me to look through.
I got the meassage and have learned to develop my writing style.
This had been done for a part of the semester until I had
acquired it sufficiently to pass a grade.

My sign language skills--I am certain anyone who has known
or heard of Lexington School for the Deaf and/or has heard of it
in name only, woad be amazed to know that I learned sign
language there from the time I started school when I was 5.



In summary, as I s w my parents, being limited in their com-
munication, my learning o communicate was assisted by my motivation
to be able to communicate ith other people.
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HOW PRELINGUAL DEAF PEOPLE ATTAIN
COMMAND OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Ronald E. Nomeland
Educational Technology

Kendall Demonstration Elementary School

As you know by now, I came from a deaf family, which
consisted of my father, mother, one sister, and myself. Both
my parents lost their hearing due to illnesses. I might admit
that I was fortunate to have an older .sister because, when
she was at sLhool, I had the attention of my parents at home.

Although I had command of sign language since early childhood,
my earliest zecollection with words was vocabulary building at
home with the aid of playing blocks. They had illustrations of
some objects with words beneath them and one or two sides would
have a letter of the alphabet, and my mother and I would play with
them. We would read the words, spell them, make a sign if there
was one, and write them. I do not remember if I was able to
write simple sentences before entering school.

However, I can recall three things upon entering school for
the first time at age six. The firstyear students were not able
to sign (and the older students were surprised that I was able to
sign). They also were not able to spell their names or did not
know their ages. There was no fingerspelling of words in the
dormitory and classrooms (and most houseparents were not able to
sign). Thus, the first year of school was sort of a drag for me.

As for language development, I believe I was inflvenced by
three sources: First, at home I was exposed to my family's
interest in reading newspapers, magazines, and books. Second,
the use of Wing's Symbols at school. With th.. aid of the symbols,
the teachers were able to communicate with the students regarding
the\language patterns, but the real impact came later in junior
high school when I discovered that the symbols were based on
grammar. The third and most important influence was my love for
books. I was an avid reader and, whenever there was a free moment,
I would find myself reading one of the books that I would
carry with me.

At school, we were bo rded visually. There were three sides
of chalkboard in each class oom and we were required to write on
them at least once every da --news, stories, anything--with the
idea that we would be cont nuou3ly reinforced by our own and other's
writings. There were also charts on the stands--words, sentences,
with a Wing's Symbol over each word. Of course, we had no use for
radios, and television was in its infarcy. And that was before we
had captioned films.



- My recollections with grammar and language workbooks that were
designed for hearing students might be of interest to you. I learned
all my mistakes from it, the ones that are common with the hearing popu-
lation, i.e., their problems with the worth; "have" and "of", anU
"lay" and "lie". I was also exposed to the double negatives and.he
spelling problems, among others. However, they helped me to understand
the role phonetics play, fnr example, in jokes.

I believe these are the influences that led to my present command of
the English language. My affiliation with the Kendall School has given
me an additional insight to the use of sign language with younger
children. For example, a teacher might ask me what sign to use for the
word "broccoli" and I found myself at a loss, in spite of the fact that
I came from a deaf family. It seems that we either spelled the word,
or did not eat broccoli.

.



RES1ARCH NEEDS IN THE AREA OF SIGN LANGUAGE
TEACHING AND EJALUATION

Willard J. Madsen

Director, Sign Language Prograpts

At the recent World Congress'1Of the World Federation of the
Deaf held here in Washington this past summer. I presented a paper
on "The Teaching of Sign Language to Hearing Adults." I stressed\the point that in pursuing the goal of "Full Citizenship for All

\Deaf People," we could not ignore tile implications of the formal
t aching of Sign Language in our time because it is an important
task and it is a serious responsibility,

As Iivsked then, I will ask now: What better way can we help
achieve the desired goal of full citizenship for all deaf people
than by fostering understanding of and respect for this marvelous
language we deaf people know and uise to better communicate with
one anOther? What better way can we help achieve this desired
goal than by planting the setds out of which will develop and
grow our.future interpreters Nzn whom we deaf people must depend
a great deal in order to enjoy the fruits of society on par with
the hearing world? What better way can we help achieve this
desired goal than by seeking full recognition of Sigpi Language
as one of the major languages of the world which iteW:an well
become?

As we all know, over the past twelve years or so we have
witnessed a tremendous growth of interest in the teaching' and
learning of Sign Language and in interpreting fbr deaf people.
This growth has been nothing less than a national phenomenon.
Our own program here at Gallaudet is indicative of this and the
growth has not stopped. We have already heard some discussion
on the subject of "Manual English" and the problems arising from
the various systems of signs which have developed in recent years.
These developments have, without question, had a profound effect
upon the growth and widespread interest in the use of manual
communication in this country. We will come back to this again
shortly. I think, first of all, in considering the needs for
research in the area of Sign Language teaching and evaluation,
we should look at questions which are relevant to the teaching
process.

The. first question is, "Whom are our 0:sudents?" It is
important to ker.p in mind the fact that, traaltionally, Sign
Language has never been taught to young deaf children since
the early days of education of the deaf. Today in this
country, there is a trend towards the teaching of a mo0ified
form of Sign Latguage called "Signed English" which Irts been
developed here as an educational tool by Dr. Harry BornLLein
and his assistants. There are other systems of signs being
propagated also with Lhe very similar aim of "facilitating
the learning of English hy deaf young people in American



schools." All of this deals with the major problem of teaching the
official spoken and wr1Tten language used within them. We are seeing,
to some extent, a return to the idea of formally teaching Sign
Language or some system of signs to young deaf children although
probably in a very limited way.

The real growth in Sign Language classes, which have sprung
up in almost every corner of this country, have been concerned with
teaching mostly adults...hearing adults. These people come fr.=
all walks of life and many classes are ofa mixed and public nature,
more Or less the same as a variety of continuing education classes
are. Some of these students are teachers of the deaf; many are
parents, or neighbors, or friends of deaf persons; some are profes-
sionals or government workers; and many are simply people who wish
to try learning something different. Some of the students of
Sign Language are college or university students who are majoring
in special education, and, who are thinking of eventually going
into some field of work associated with deafness. Some of the
studeLts are older or retired people with time on their hands.
The point is: we are talking mostly about the teaching of adults,
and, as such, mus c. consSdar methods and problems associated with
the teaching of such people. We must also consider the problems
ivolved in teaching that populatiOn of young deaf adults who, like
some of our own students, became deafened later in life or who have
not had the opportunity to learn Sign Language before entering our
college.

We are learning now through experts and people involved in
general continuing education some of the problems associated with
the teaLhing of adults and older people...problems having to do
with things like visual acuity and, perhaps, auditory acuity
and the like. Life experiences of adults is another very important
factor in adult teaching-learning and, perhaps this area becomes
even more pronounced when you deal with very mixed classes such
as many of our current Sign Language classes are. But, in dealing
with the teaching of Sign Language, per se, we probably need more
than anything else some study into how these factors affect the
learning of a largely visual means of olmmunication. This, then,
is one suggested need.

We know already that the people who are studying Sign Language
are basically trying to learn a new skill in order to be able
communicate more effectively with deaf persons they know. Because
of this motivation, these people need to learn some orientation.to
deafness itself. Therefore, the teacher c: Sign Languudp must be
knowledgeable in this area and possess the ability to explain and
clarify the many-faceted points of deafness. There are many
questions in this area which have not yet been fully explored...
questions such as, "Ts there a psychology of deafness?" Some
people say "yes"; some say "no"; and others are not sure. There
is no question hut that much has been published on deafness in
the past few years, buL there is presently not available one
source that could serve as a useful guide to teachers of Sign
Languagea source that_ would be ea.:ily translated into meaning-
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f'ul terms for an average teacher to use. Perhaps research is the
:lace for this to be done. What I am ggesting is the nEed for
someone to look into the whole question and put together an easily
accessible source of information on d,:afness in general which
could be used by many other people besides Sign Language teachers.
This would include, of course, studies into cultural aspects of
deafness.

Knowledge of Sign Language a language) is , rhaps the
most crucial aspect in the teachil,g of the language. We have a
number of terms used in the U.S. to nafer to the American Sign
Language. We have Ameslan, which is an acronym for American .Sign
Language. This term is in addition to an abbreviated form which
has been in use longer...ASL. Both are one and the same.,.that
is, they .refer to the language of signs as used by the majority
of deaf Americans. Linguistic studies are helping to show the
important language aspects of our Sign Language. However, there
are too manY people, including deaf people who have used this
language all their lives, who do not understand nor respect it
for what it really is. I have observed, even among our own
students here, a common iack of respect and understanding of
what Ameslan or ASL really is. I attribute this to the fact
that we have failed to teach it as a language until very recently
and, even now, mostly to hearing people, not the deaf tnemselves.
In addition, I think a bigger factor is simply that it is often
looked upon es the reason for the "bad English" when nothing could
be further from Ehe truth. Again and again such students, when
asked what Ameslan is, will answer with a statement sh as:
"Oh, it's the sign language used by low-verbal deaf...mostly
slang signs." By such rationale, I am, therefore, "low verbal"
(though the term is, in my opinion, very misleading) because I
use Ameslan everyday in my contacts with other deaf persons like
myself. We must begin to change this and create respect for the
language and the culture of deaf people, who are by circumstance,
if not by nature, more or less bilingual in their communication
modes and needs. I know there are questions as to the validity
of the "bilingual character" of deaf persons and because of thiu
research is needed almost immediately to clarify the issue. I

think most of us will agree that because there are so many -Jari-
ables in deafness itself, it is difficult to define character-
istics of deafness. Yet I think many of us see out there a real
bilingual nature in many deaf individuals as witness the wuy
they communicate among themselves as opposed to the way they try
to communicate with hearinl; people.

ln our own Sign Language Programs', we have tried(to build
into our curriculum a flexibility that enables hearing people,
trying to learn to communicato lith the deaf in general, to
devel,)p a basic understanding of the American Sign Language
while, at the same time, allowing the student the freedom to
communicate in as comfortable e way as possible. Our sp_udents
are exposed to many communication modes vsed on this cahipus ane
we think it is our obligation to try to !_each them about the



ilany sign,; they will come into contact with and to help them under
sta7id, at the sme time, many of the manual English signs commonly
used here and elsewhere today. We have been criticized for this...
tor not teaching one mode at a t.jaue...ftr introducing the student
to A.eslan at the beginning level...fc:c not teaching Manual English
or just teaching signs in English order first because "that would
be easier for most hearin7, reople." We have even been criticizA
for teaching :',neslan as a foreign language which we do not. We do
use Louie Fant's book, Ameslan, at the beginning level so that the
student learns some of the basic patterns of the language and ,inder
stand them, but our curriculum includes all other aspects of commu
nication inherent in the American way of signing in addition. 'We
believe that we have suffi.cieit evidence to show nat the majority
of the sr.udents who succe3sr'Il1.y complete the course are better
equipped co communicate with a wide range of deaf individuals, but
we need to study what reafl happens in a program such as ours and
to find out it, in fact, ths is the most realistic approach to
the teaching of Sign Language. We think.it is, but we need to
study the question carefully, especially in view of t1-1:: fact that
there are other opinions which may be equally valid.

Some people contend that Sign Language is limited. That may
be true when one compares the basic vocabulary with the basic
vocaLulary of a written/spoken language; however, it is possibl,
do so many thinss with certain sigrg,such as those denoting size
or shape,th:7t it is often more accul:ate in description or in giving
a precise picture of something than any written/spoken account could
be. That limitations exist is not to be denied, however, simply
because Sign Language, being a language with a syntax of its own,
with a vocabulary of its own, and with a method of conveyance of
its own, was never intended to be a substitute for English. With
the use of fingen,pelling, in addition to signs, it is possible
to present English syntactically and visually with some degree of
approximation, but never one hundred percent accurately. I think
the reason for all this is simply that we too often tend to confuse
signs with words and vice versa. We often, and, I think mistakenly
say that a certain sign means a certain English word hen, in
reality it does not and cannot. Wrltten, printed, ot sroken words
are one kind of symbol while signs are an entirely different kind
of symbol. It would be more accurate, perhaps, to say that a
certain sign represents r. certain English word or concept. It may
be equivalent in meaning or it may just be an approximation, but
one is not the other.

As a result of-this confusion, much of what we take from English
and attempt to restate using Sign Language must be interpreted to
get accurate and equivocal translation, and there are, as we all
know. certain terms in both Sign Language and in English that almost
defy exact r_ranation. This, however, should not be surprising
because the same thfng;is ,,,?nera]ly true when you compare any other
two languages. We all kr_, too, that some-signs in our American
Sign Language lre ir 'ii-i IL comcs to trying to use them to
express specific. En wc,rds or ide;as, but the converse is:, also
sometimes true. JTh blem only becomes apparent when we try to



match one sign to one word, and Sign Language, being a language
of concepts rather than of words, being visual rather than spoken

written, does not work that way. I believe this is another .

that calls for careful research tO help clarify this common
cnfusion. I am not saying that we cannot use signs We have to
holp make English visible, but only that we need research into
the process 'ved in using one kild of symbol in place of
another in c ication.

This brings us back to the question of "sign systems" or
more specifically the subject of "Manual English" which we have
already seen discussed here earlier today. I think it is appro-
priate to pause here briefly and look once again at the broader
significance of Sign Language in y.eneral. I know from personal
experience now that Sign Language in vi_rious countries in the
world ha3 a broad commonality and that it has an almost universal
syntax; however, there are basic differences and it is these
differences that are important. Basically, they stem from what
I consider cultural influences. English is a language that has
borrowed a great deal from other languag2s of the world and there
are very real differences between the English used in England and
our own American English. The point is simply that when you have
two or more languages used concurrently, these languages are
bound to interplay upon one another. In my opinion, this par*.ially
:2xplains the natural evolution of American Sign Language which,
quite some time before new sign systems came into being, was
using initialized signs to 'represent many English words, and
which was following a syntactical pattern that might be considered
"mixed."

There seems little question that new sign systems have had
a profound effect upon the use of American Sign Language in recent
times. There seems to be little question that influences from
English and from efforts to make more English words "signable"
will continue for some time to come. I do not question the right
of individuals to explore, create, or attempt to find new ways
or. teaching English more effectively to deaf people because
English is the predominant language in our culture. We need to
remain open to new ideas, but we need also to be careful not to
lose sight of the basic premise of Sign Language...that it is a
language of visual concepts, a picture language, if you wish,
and any attempt to add to\or modify the vocabulary of signs
should keep this in full consideration at all times. Failure
to do so will only lead to further proliferation of signs which
we definit, 1.: do not need if)we are ever to get out of the pre-
sent situation...which, I think, will, if allowed to continue
much Longer, be self-defeating.

I believe the time has come when we must take a hard look at
what has been happening in the area of so-called "Manual English."
We have one common English language with dialectal differences,
perhapq. Do we need four or five different "systems of Manual
English," each of which is trying to accomplish the same purpose...



to teach English more effectively to deaf children...and each of
which is only adding to further proliferation of signs to everyone's
consternation???? I think not. I believe we have waited long
enough...we have allowed open-endedness long enough to see that it
is not going to get us anywhere as it is. Many people say there is
nothino, to worry about because the ultimate outcome will be what the
deaf themselves decide to accept and what to reject. Maybe so
because, as a rule, users of a language determine what is and what
is not acceptable, but deaf people, having so long been told what

, to do and when to do it, could easily up the losers in what
appears to be a cause in their favor. I think we do have some-
thing to worry about as long as we have otherwise intelligent,
Iell-educated young deaf people among us who have grossly dis-
torted misconceptions of what their language, the American Sign
Language, is and what it is not. And I think we have the obli-
gation to assume leadership and try to resolve the question once
and for all so we can go about cur business of teaching Sign
'Languzwe and a practical system of Manual English, side by side.
There H little question, it seems, that we do need a system of
Manual English for instructional purposes. We do not need more
than one. Cannot research help to resolve this question?

There are other areas related to the teaching of Sign Language
that need to be explored more fully. To be brief, I would suggest
a study on how methods used in teaching English as a Second Lan-
guage (ESL) might not effectively be applied to the teaching of
Sign Language to hearing adults and, perhaps, youngsters, includ-
ing families with deaf children and hearing children.

Finally, we need to lock into the whole ,question of evaluation
procedures.

When Gallaudet first took over the Sign Language program that
had been in operation here under the National Association of the
Deaf, the committee charged with the responsibility for developing
the program agreed that there should be some kind of formal evalu-
ation procedures for determining proficiency at different levels:
beginning, intermediate, advanced, and interpreting. It was decided
that videotape should be used as this seemed to be about the onl:.
way to make any such testing program truly standard. After onr.!

year's trial and after listening to numerous complaints about th..
procedure, many of which were directed at tlie "flatness" or lack of
life dimension on black and white televi&lon, we changed procedures
to permit an evaluation team to present the evaluations instead of
using videotape. From this experiment, we found that there was not
any significant difference in overall results between personal
presentation and videotape presentations, so we went back to using
videotape.

Complaints and suggestions continued to be made and we had
our staff of Sign Language instructors work on the problem. They
decided it might he best to go from the general to the specific.
We had followed a format of presenting, at first, only a number of
unrelated sentences using sign vocabulary that was taught. Later.



we broke the tests up into three parts: (1) vocabulary; (2) sen-
tences in connected discourse; and (3) a short paragraph which
was to be read and then sumnarized. In considering a change, we
simply reversed that order and started with the paragraph. Since
then, our teachers have concluded that the original pattern or
procedure was better and we have returned to that format.

We need research to help us determine what really happens
in a Sign Language evaluation and what we really should be
measuring as well as to determine the best way to measure pro-
ficiency, both expressive and receptive.



THE DEAF: A MINORITY AND ITS LANGUAGE

Janice D.M. Mitchell
German Department

Introduction

In regard to the rather vague title given this talk, "A
Minority and Its Language," I feel, in hindsight, that this
paper should better be titled, "A Minority Through Its Language,
for it is the status of "minority" achieved by the deaf and
the role of language in that status to which I shall address
myself and make a general statement.

What Is A Minority

The term "minority" is a word, the meaning of which is often
accepted as "understood," i.e., without need of definition.
However, when one refers to another as being, a) in the minority,
or, b) a member of a minority, normally the usage dis-
tinctly different meanings. In "a," you are not a part ot the
majority point of view and have been out-voted on some decision.
In "b," however, you are a psycho-social being, a member of
virtually any homogeneous, but smaller, group within a societal
group that is "different" in some way from the "majority" of
persons composing that society. Thus, implied is a singling out
or separatism, not of individuals on a personal level, but of
groups of individuals on a cuJtural level under the guise of being
included as a part of the whol, but only to a predetermined
degree.

In order to establish whether or not a group has achieved such
social status, as ta,be labeled "minority," it is necessary to
briefly define minorities in still other ways. Minorities then
are groups within the general society which tend to stay and
thrive "outside" that society, who are bound by a common identity
based upon some physical, social, political, or economical feature
which causes them to be a more visible entity, often resulting
in their separatism from a more dominant majority. Further,
minorities are such groups of individuals who choose to remain
separate, not only because of a lack of ee.se in trying to
assimilate into the "dominant" structure, but also because of an
acquired awareness of and pride in their own cultural, social,
and economic worth.

From the above, which are more personal definitions of what
constitutes a minority, it can be discerned that the term dominant
recurs with frequency. Separate, different, etc., used in a



cultural reference, set up a vocabulary peculiar to- the psycho-social
phenomenon termed "prejudgment."

Prejudgment and its basic ingredients of ignorance, misunder-
standing, generalizat7i;.,,n, and hostility is exactly that which forces
the separation of a part of the culture from the whole, sometimes
without possibility of reconciliation. The ignorance lends it:self
to heaping generalization after generalization upon,a minority
group, thus creating stigmas and stereotypes. As the stereotype is
cften used as a yardstick with which to measure members of minorities,
so emerges the misunderstanding, and, ultimately, the hostility.
For example. as a minority, the deaf are expected to "integrate"
themselves fully into the hearing world. Notice here again
that it is their responsibility to "fit in" as it were, not that
of the dominant hearing community to involve As is seen, time
and time again, due primarily to an inability to communicate in the
language of the hearer, i.e:, spoken English, the deaf child begins

. to retreat in his early learning stages to i)eing defensive, and,
as a deaf adult, his defensiveness for:,.1. :An into the preservation
of self as a minority being, thu:,; r.eating or imposing sub-culture
environment.

Gordan W. Allport, in his book, The Nature of Prejudice,
speaks of a stereotype as..."an exaggerated belief associated
with a category, whose function is to justi-y (rationalize) our
conduct in relation to that category." \He explains throughout
that the human mind tends to form all its life experiences into
categories or 3eneralizations, and that this process seems
essential for easy identification or labeling, i.e., stereotyping
in some cases, when and if the category has a fixed mark upon it.

Et is this last statement and the use of the term "fixed"
which illustrates the difficulty involved when those who are
"different" try to assimilate into the dominant culture. When
we look at the basic ingredients necessary for assimilation, we
touch on many aspects, some positive, some negative, the most
basic of which is acceptance. First, as a child, we wish t'o be
accepted by family and friends. If we find that the environment
in which We grow up is one of love and understanding we feel
secure and we usually have a positive self concept and a:-e
motivated to strive .and attain. From a sense of achtevement in
oar interaction with peers, we tend to become and r,main
motivated. It is not unless or until such motivation to'
achieve is thwarted by a lack in communication, emotional or
intellectual, that we de-emphasize it.

For the deaf child ,,:ho finds himself in such highly

motivated families, where he has felt secure and understood,
many studies show that he carries that motivation into areas of
learning which result in high achievement as well. However, if
in an effort to do what is "right", the family over-emphasizes
achievement, thw; equatin it with acceptance, the deaf child
then withdraws or blocks out attempts made for meaningful
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communication. Still further, when the realization that he is
constantly shut off from the important things because he is deaf
and cannot be communicated 1.ith easily, a retardation of his
psychosocial development often occurs. This is directly relat4d
to his inability to zomnunicare his innermost thoughts and/or
fears, for he cannoL always sLceessfully verbalize his good
feelings when he achieves, or his disappointment v:hen he has
failed in a learning situation. This, his first personal defeat
lowers self-concept, and therefore the desire to communicate,
thus retarding intellectual )zrowth.

When we speak then of the deaf as low achievers, then we
often speak of the lack of motivation as a pe. .nnal defect,
i.e., they are given a stereotype. They cann arn because
they urinot communicate. However, if no empha is placed on
achievement in the learning situation or in th. nome, then it
is said the deaf child is devoid of meaningful communication
with no understanding of how to fit into a larger social
environment.

Assimilation: Dominant vs. Sub-Culture

Hearing vs. Hearing-Impaired

In the earlier reference to minority groups, the word
"physical" was used apart from that of racial. Indeed, those
with physical handicaps find themselves prejudged in much the
same way as racial minorities. However, the hostility
mentioned as part of the formula for prejudgement'is often, not
always, initially replaced by indifference. We have only to
look at some of the earlier educators of the hearing impaired
and their unfortunnte disregard for the individuarpsyche
and development of many deaf children; such.disregard leading
to the total misunderstanding of how a deaf child learns,
speaks, and thinks. For example, in Environment and t7te Deaf
Child, 1955, Steven Getz, Ph.D., a school clinical psychologist-
audiologist, begins by stating "there is no field of special
education that has suffered more misleading half-truths and
propaganda than that of the deaf. This has reacted seriously
against the educational welfare of deaf children." '..;etz

then cites many instances in the period of the '30's - '50's
where the hearing impaired child was often thought of and
referred to as "inorganic passive matter a lump of clay."
Such children with hearing defects could not learn successfully
for it was solely their dufect which arrested mental progress.
Such individuals were dissatisfied in their interpersonal
relationships with their peers because they were dissatisfied
and unfulfilled individuals. They had no language and, therefore,
could not learn as a hearing child learns.



Since much of our learning in the early years is incidental,
i.e., language perceived by our ears as the way things are said,
actions perceived by our eyes the way th-ings are done, those
who have hearing consider themselves quite normal, normalcy
unconsciously based on the ability to near and to verbalize
what is heard. One tends to forget or ignore that large part
of learning which comes from gesturing and reacting to such
gestures, i.e., the non-verbal language. So, those who would
rely solely on communicating non-verbally find themselves not
considered an integral part of the whole, but an attached part
to it.

just as Allport stated, a category becomes subject to
prejudgment and is stereotyped, i.e., "normal" becomes
synonymous with "verbal" in the case of the hearing and those
deaf who have mastered the mainstream language of the dominant
culture, and "abnormal" is then synonymous with "non-verbal,"
referring to those hearing minorities who speak other than the
"accepted" standard and the deaf, who ign.

The Role of Language ii: the Minority Status
of the Deaf

As pointed out by Vernon and Makowsky in They, Grow In
Silence, 1969, Chapter 2, pp.3-6,- "the hearing often approach
the idea of a deaf person as one who was oace able o hear and
develop his language skills fully and then lost his hearing."
In trying to envision what it must be iike to be deaf, the
hearing try to conceptualize the condition nt deafness intel-
lectually or act indifferent to what it is like.

When we do stop to think about deafness, however, we must
question how language is acquired by the deaf and to what
degree. First of all, language is not learned in the same
manner by a deaf child as by a hearing child, unless that
child is born to deaf parents and is a native user of sign.
The more conventional English language system is not present,
yet a dynamic system of communication does exist. This
dynamic and linguistically sophisticated language, though
non-verbal, combines so many aspects of the human experience
in communication, that it'must be queried as to where and
why biased attitudes begin.

The acquisitjon of verbal language is orten imposed upon
11,2 deaf child earlier than is expected in hearing chi3dren.

However, if, as a result of the experts' support given to
oralist methods, parents feel this method is best for them,
they will often retard the child's language development and
reasoning powers by waiting until age three to five before
beginning any form of verbal stimulation. A direct result of
barring any manual communication is that all natural inter-.
personal language development between family, friends,

\
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teachers, and, most especially peer learning, is stymied
and oft times completely impossible.

Value judgements are closely linked to the type of
ducation one has recc.ived, again a hearing frame of reference.

Wilen a deaf learner is in an oral school, he is there with
the primary purpose of learning adequate oral comMunication
and then to be successfully returned to the hearing'society.
If, then, this learner was also a high achiever, his teachers'
attitudes would inflict more demands on him by trying to
regiment his communication. Even ncw sign is often banned
lest it infiltrate the oral approach and contaminae the pure
language learning process. The need to communicat.e ideas
ticcessfully is often overlooked. Educators in earlier times
felt that intellecilual knowledge could only belobtained
through hearing the spoken word. Therefore, when a large
majority of deaf learners did not meet the challenge to
assimilate, deafness, in all aspects, meant inferiority
and/or abnormality as evidenced by the misinterpretation
of the stigmatized "deaf and dumb", "dumb" not being
equated with lack oF speech, but with lack of intelligence.

For those who tried to rise above the stigma and who
refused to suppress their use and recognition of ASL, ground
was lost in the battle for status wi-thin the deaf community.,
ATh yaS only tolerated by the hearing with stares and smirks.
in earlier years, no reference was ever made to a child who
acquired sign as a first language, where spoken English was
the second language and his native language, Sign. Today, it
is still not completely accepted as a viable idea.

Within the deaf commur:_ty success in the hearing world
and in deaf schools meant the degree to which a deaf individual
could disguise his hearing loss and pass as a hearing person.
In certain areas, such as employment, the deaf were and are
again discriminated against as a direct result of their
inability to converse and successfully use the Engligh language,
although their work may be well done and of high quality.

It was Alexander Graham Bell who was opposed to the hiring
of deaf teachers for deaf children for he saw this as an adverse
and degrading influence on the learner. Without oral facility
the deaf could only be hired for non-teaching positions with
unequal salary scales. Today, things have improved, but in
every human being there is the need to identify in some positive
way with the leaders of the community, those who represent
plogress and status, i.e., those who have "made it" in the
dominant culture.

There are those within and without the deaf community who
lddress themselve:-; to the demands made upon it by suggesting
that speech and -;pci.,:h reading are the "proper" and only way to



communicate with the hearing. Mucn too late does it become clear
that a normal life can be led without active verbalization,
although accul.ate manipulation of spoken English is necessary for
economic and political mobility amongst the hearing and often
amongst the highly educated deaf.

The necessity for such mobility is a present.day concern
of the deaf community, and, in a great effort tp raise the
educational levels of deaf learners, through)l'etter use of
the target language, alternative methods axe emerging rapidly
as evidenced by the many programs presently in gear at Gallaudet
and those of the future.

Communication can only be made useful when all channels
for communicating are open. ,More participationoriented
laL lage models where the. 2tudenc is totally involved,
emotionally, socially',_.as well as intellectually, will result
in meeting the challenge of attaining sufficient English
language facility.

When one speaks of teaching language to the deaf, the focus
perhaps should be on the manipulati, of a second language, for
in this context "second" refers to , language in which there is
a need to coaimunicate well, but where such proficiency has not
yet been achieved. Often the ESL learner has had some exposure
to the English language and can identify somewhat with its
orthography and structure. As to motivation, the hearing ESL
learner usually has a strong desire to communicate, i.e., to be
understood in English by native speakers for the purpose of
integratin into the culture, economically at least. The deaf
speaker of sign, however, who has been instructed in his early
learning years that he is a user of the English language already,
instead of a learner of a second language not "native" to him
at all, tends to throw up a barrier. he resists the idea that
he needs English language instruction for communication since
he',is already a native user of the language. Which of the newer
methods to promote better English language competency should be
used is not at issue he.re. However, the fact that the deaf
learner is often not aware that he is not communicating well
in English is not to be overlooked in any method used to teach
him. After all, it is not his frame of reference, sign language
is. Any important information is decoded out of the English
idiom into sign. As for speaking, the native signer rarely uses
the English idiom to converse and, therefore, doesn't Fel a

?pressing need to be understood by the hearing; he is always
understood and iccepted by his deaf peers. When, in fact, he is
confrolted with the hearing world and its English language, he
finds himself.often misunderstood and frustrated because he is
totally unable to communicate his needs even in writing, for he
is basically spoken oriented.

In the final r,nalvsis, it must be realized that the ultimate
decision to integrate into society at large is an individual



choice. Also, since the language of the dominant majority is
English, then the effort must be made toward proficiency if only
in order to obtain economic and political equality, without the
suppression of the use of sign. However, if the individual
chooses not to integrate himself, then the language skill he
has achieved and the use of it will not progress, but remain
stagnant. The individual, on the other hand, remains solely
aware of himself in a minority environment, thus reluctant to
bring the world outside totally in.

In Retrosrect: At this time I wish to clarify my use of
the term "non-verbal." It is, at best, an unfortunate label
used for want of a much more definitive term in regard to the
diminished presence or lack of audible linguistic facility.
It is recognized fully that the undesirability of the term
"non-verbal" stems from the premise that no being with a
communication code could possibly be considered "without
language." Whether that language can be uttered or whether
it is transmitted through gesture, a "comprehensible" code
of letters, sounds, and/or appropriate symbols can be said
to constitute "verbality."
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FAeTORS RELATED TO INTERPRETER PROFIENCY

Lottie L. Riekehof, Coordinator
Interpreter Training Program

In the last decade, since the establishment of the national
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, therethas been an increased
awareness of the need for skilled interpreters who can function
in many types of situations -- educational, medical, legal,
religious, vocational, and in a variety of related areas includ-
ing entertainment and cultur.11 events. As interpreters are
becoming available, deaf people are becoming increasingly inter-
ested in participating equally in all that is offered to the
general public. This progression leads to both the need for a
greater -nber of interpreters and for more highly trained inter-
preters.

Deaf people are enrolling in colleges and universities'across
the country, seeking degrees in many fields. There was a
time when the Bachelor's degree at Gallaudet College was considered
the ultimate criteria of a successful education. Today it is not"
uncommon to see deaf people studying for degrees in many fields
in any of the country's universities. For the most part, deaf
people are utilizing tH services of interpreters for such edu-
:-ational programs.

in the early days, interpreng was primarily the wcrk of
children uf de2f pArents who grew on with this responsibility,
considering it almost as naturai -_nction as breathing. Such
interpreters are with us today and will continue to serve, but
a new breed of interpreters is cong on the horizonz and these
are hearing people who have no de.iness in the family and who
are interested in becoming professionals in the field just as
teache7s, counselors, and audiologists ar(..

This year, for the first time, a program has been initiated
at Maryville College '111 aryville, Tennessee offering a four-
year B.A. degree in rarpreting for deaf p,-!eple. Seattle
Community Cc'ege is offering an Assocate of Arts degree in
interpreting andk,s in its second year of operation, while other
states are in the pr. ning stages of similar degree preg.L-ams.

Just 10 years after he establishment o: the R.T.D., the
National interpreter Tra ing Consortium was born when Dr. Jerome
T. Schein of New York iversity received- funding through the
Rehabilitation Seli,es Administration. The purposes of the
N.I.T.C. are to ii:Lrekse the number of qualifled interpreters,
to assist statc rocational rehabilitation agencies in improving
'their use of available interpreter resources as well as to
develop new resour.ces, and to develop in each state a. least
one facility for training interpreters.
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Members of this national consortium include six training centers:
New York University, University of Tennessee, llgiversity of Arizona,
California State University at Northridgc, St. 311 Technical and
Vocational Institute, and Gallaudet College. The consortium is cur-
rently in the first year of a five-year program d,-igned for the train-
ing of interpreters in evesrLstate. allaudet Col_ege, for its part,
offers fall and spring evening programs, a six-we summer program
(in units of two weeks), and cu-rently a new ten-Yeek full-time pro-
gram in which fifteen men and women are living in our residence halls,
taking coursework in the classroom, ar ' 7.-.7t,.Liaring in observation
and prac_icum experiences.

As a result of the increased need for interpreters and the estab-
lishment of traini g programs across the country, attention must be
focused on the se eening process for such interpreter trainees. All
of us in the fie d of deafness are aware of the fact that some inter-
preters become perts while others with the same amount of training
and background ever quite make it. If we can find predictors of
success in the interpreter training process, we will be served well
because appli antswill then be chosen on the basis of objective
measures and ime and money will not be invested in candidates who
may never si.ceed.

Let us look at some of t questions which need to be answered.
What are the components needed for a person to be considered an
effective interpreter? The R.I.D. in its certiacation process has
included five sections in its evaluation:

a. Expressive interpreting at approximately 140 words
per minute.

b. Expressive translating at a similar rate.

c. Receptive translating.

d. Receptive interpreting.

e. An interview which c.-Ters ethics and situational
principles and procedures as well as a general
over-all assessment of the candidate's effectiveness
and acceptability.

The evaluation panel of five members consists cf three deaf and two
hearing persons who are themselves certified with the The
R.I.D. rates interpreters' performances on criteria such as the
following:

clarity
speed/time lag
expressiveness
correctness of concept
attitude

extent of sign vocabulary
fluency
appropriate mouth movement
comfort factor



Let us relate these factors to the daytoday sitaation in which
the deaf person finds himself using an interpreter. Does he, in
fact, use the same .:riteria in deciding that a person is a good .

interpreter? I believe that, for the most part, this is the case.
However, there may be a facter which is not included 'aLoV7.i,
there are known to be fully certified persons who are unacceptable
to some deaf people. What is his factor, and, if it is there, it
must be an overriding one since some candidates whc do pass the
Livepart test still are not acceptable. Can any of the facters
used in the evaluation be used in finding predictors of
success? What is the correlation between expertise in two groups
of interpreters -- those having deaf-Members in the family and
those entering the field with no background of deafness in the
family?

Dr. Schein has reported a study on personality characteristics
associated with interpreter proficiencyJiis study, done with
interpreters already functioning, shows that a personality picture
emerges for the successful interpreter, and, it appears as follows:
desires to be the center of attention and to be independent, is
not overly anxious, does not seek sympathy for self, and is not
rigid. Schein does emphaze the need for a crossvalidation of
his results. If this study is validated, ean it be used as a
predictor of success in the screen:rig of new applicantsfor
interpreter training?

An interesting fact in Schein's study is that the judges'
ratings did not correlate highly. Although he used male and-
female, deaf and hearing, there must have been some dissimilar
element which caused their ratings to lack agreement. I suggest
that rating an interpreter has much to do with the amount and'
kind of previous experience one has had with interpreters. in
other words, if a deaf person has utilized the seevices of .tany
interpreters, he has a broad background on which to base his
judgement. He will be much more sophisticated about his choice
and rating of interpreters than the deaf person who has seen an
interpreter in aetl .1 very few times and who, therefore, rates
a poor in.erpreter highly because he has not ever seen a better
one.

t"le cognitive process involved in interpreting needs to be
studied. Breakdowns can, occur anywhere along the line -- in the
reception, in encoding, or in decoding. Coula it be possible that
some persons are ;t:trongly visually oriented while others are more
responsive to sound stimulation? Some may be oriented to whele
concepts in gestalt fashion, wleile others focus ep deLail. Coeld
this he tested by comparing results in paragraph readine, with
tests in individual word meaning? And is there a relatienship':

The phyical et: interpreting cannot he overlooked.
thccc del jtijtt st or motor skill:; involved wich caa prediy



stieftil delivery in manual communciation? What is the relation-
ship of .fltysical skill to the cognitive skill? There would aPpear
to be a oefinite need for speed, both in motor skill and in recall
of signs.

Some nave expressed the thought that ability in foreign lan-
guages may relate to ability in sign language. Would a test which
predicts foreign-language ability also predict success in the
interpreting field':

WILIt about correlation with musical talent? This thought
been suggested by some as being related to ability to sign

well, although the fact that it may relate to manual communication
skill may not nec.essarily mean there is a relationship to inter-
prting. Will persons who sign well become the best interpreters?
Is there a relationship between skill in simultaneous communication
whieh is self-generated and that of interpreting which conveys
another speaker's thought?

it goes vi Litout saying that general intelligence is probably
one of the first predictors of success in interpreting. Since a
rich voc:ibulary is obviously a necessity for the interpreter, a

,minimum score on ..)ne of the accepted vocabulary tests should be
established bcore a prospective interpreter enters a training
program.

]o what t does the ability to be expressive enter the
picture': Is a,way to test whether persons who are naturally
shy can overcome this sufficiently for the type of interpreting
tieedeci for deaf peopke? Foreign language interpreters can function
in a booth behind the seenes while sign language interpreters must
of necessity be in the public view. It 'may be that the kind of
person whe applies tor interpreter training is aware oi this need
and fhat those who feel thev'could not function in this capacity
ie.ve Already :;cre.2ned themselves out by rot applying for tr-ining
in the first olace.

about: reverse interpreting? We are all aware that very
-1-e,4 interpreters have. developed this ability. What is it about
this skill that makes it so difficult? Is it simply that reverse
interpreting iL; not required of us, and therefore the Lack of
prastii.L eonrihnfes to the lack of ability? Or is there something
about. seeing the signs in rapid progression ari,: havihg to speak
out the messagt that requires a special cognifive

a ll or combi-
nation oi thk.T1': Could it ha: that. the "hand is quicker than the
e7e" And thai what we see pass,:s by so quickly tat we have lost it?
Will train'ing he of hH:) in training interpreters, and, if so,
41,)%; 1i; d()11,:": At a workshop on the subject of reverse

iio e,)hdueted hy Willard Madsen and his staff, the folwing
it-, Yere telt e tho e preent: co be the basic heeds of the
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Ability to simultaneously receive and express the
communications of the -leaf.

2. increased familiarity with colloquial sign language
idioms.

I. Skill in conceptualization.

4. Advanced skill in reading fingerspelling.

5. Knowledge of the nature of the construction of the
sign language and signed sequences.

6. Public speaking techniques - facial and vocal expres-
sion.

7. Lipreading and understanding of "deaf speech."

S. Skill in "word choices."

increased involvement with deaf people and in their
activities.

10. Reverse translating vs reverse interpreting.

Interpreting is becoming a recognized professica, and, therefore
interpreter training programs must incorporate into their selection
ol candidates a screening process which will make it possible to
accept only tho. .:ihow promise of ability to function well. This
meeting has been a ed for the purpose of asking the research
questions. The moin questions I would like to see investigated here
at C1 laudet College are "What are the factors which will predict
profiency in interpreting'C and 'Vhat are the components of good
int.:rpreting skills!"
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DIFFERENT RE.CEPTIVE COMMUNICATION MODALITIES

Dennis Cokely
Kendall Demonstration Elementary School for the Deaf

IL would seem appropriate that at a symposium of this nature,
we should focus part of our attention to a situation that has and
is causing confusion in schools and programs for the deaf child.
I am talking hare about total communication. I feel that all
too often total communication has been viewed as a method and not

--
a philosophy - Total Communication is not some.thi-ng that you do,
it is something that you believe,__Perhaftis. the most quoted state-

ment or definition of Tet.al-T-OMmunication is the one proposed by
David Denton, "The right of the deaf child'to.use, ...etc." I'm
sure that you all know the rest. And yet this statement avoids
the tact that conununication is a two-way street. Not only must
we consider and respect the mode of communication preferred by the
child but we must now begin to focus on the teacher's choice of

nmmnication modes. However, what happens in reality is that,
while teachers may accept or in many cases tolerate the child's
use of varing modes, all too often they themselves use only the
simultaneous method of communication.

I would submit- that a wider view of Total Commnication is
needed. tich a view is, one which views Total Communication as
philoophy or attitude of determining the objectives, ascertain-

ing the demands and constraints of each communication situation
and utilizing and accepting those communication strategies which
are hest suited to that situation and to the learning style of
the individual child in the process. Consequently, it is neces-
sary to ask the following types of questions in determining the
seL.ction or ,:ommunication strategies:

are the goals of this situation mine and the
Id

'0:hat are the chiid's most effective receptive modes
(0 11mm

t%'llat- expressive mo..,s can and should be expected from
H. child at this time?

v.aa Htrategies at my disposal will hest suit
i:aation And this child?

the .1,711rI1unicatiou strategies avlilable may be employed
multipl combination. The choice of strategh,s

e;-1 the goaj !-. of the situation (counseling, discipline,
recreatfon, th,.. individual child inolved (hearinz loss,

potofliH1, .jgning ability, etc.) and the adult's skills
;Is, -ill:: in auditory trainftg, et(.).

:ot mode,-; of r.ommuni cat ion t ra ei;i t 111;1 v
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bc u ed are:

uallv Coded En,lish

Ruad And Written Modes

Audition

:-;pecch

Speochreading

(;estures

Pantomine

Dramatics

di

Art

While these comprise the major strategies that are at one's
disposal, the qu,:stion of effectiveness must be raised. This year,
at Kendall !school, we Are developing and designing a sign language
for CIL,' students to mv knowledge the first such program in the
country. In the course of beginning this development, we have
founj it necessary to obtain base line data on the signing skills
of our students. Wu have devised six tests or assessment tools
to prvide uh with this data. t would like to explain briefly c)e
of Li1,.':;1 L-.;L: and :Inire the result:I; of anocher test with you.

test or m isurement tInit we will be employing is a speed
diffcrentil test. Basically this is designed to give u. n indi-
vidual student's optimll, comfortable rate for receiving sign
with and without. lip movement. This test consists of t:wo 16mm
films one with lip -lovement and one without shown separately
to each student on a variable speed 16mm film projector. The
rheo--;tat on tl:e ...lachine is plaued at the fastest speed and Lhe
student then regulates the speed of the film until he finds out
the speed thTt ht.t. for him. Afterwards, a set of comprehen-
sion question are sked insure that there was understanding.

nave onl: ;,, he:uu this test, and, unfortunately, I have
ec data :ill he AvAilable shortly.

t ulL i lu have the data for, is a
test wq.:-; dc,.--,igned to likAp ti

t -1-11H t -;1 ,1(:t're ell-Leti ivt? mod!! f r-om



signs aLone

signs w/lip movement

sf_gns w/voice

fingerspelling w/lip movement

fingerspelling alone

fingerspelling w/voic-

lip movement alone

voice alone

ie procedure vas as follows:

A list: of high intelligibility .p re-ding collected
by C.f.D. was chosen. Words on that eliminated if there
was no clear, distinct sign and/or t possible to find
on object for that word. Twelve woi :. r:.1dom1y selected
and objects were found for these 12 w. rd. se words 1.re then
arranged in pairs, and each pair of w.c1.6e. .andomly assigned
to one. of the eight ,lodalities; thi- pc:--c,:d7::, was repeated until .
tour pairs of words were attained for ta.:L the eight modalities.
These 32 pairs of words with the ass47' dality were then
randomized. A color video tape was ti,: .-ade placing each :ir

in the folluwing sentence in the approp,late m)dallty:

Put the cn the

,_roductory tape was male which dom.usi'lated the appro-
riate !-4)elling, etc., for each item and shwing each item.

The t..Lsrer would use this tr.,e to insure thc--: zbc 1:*,:dent had
expressivu knowledge of each item., i.e., the could,
on t.lt videc.,-tope,1 ,Jues, give the sign, an,,1 some F07".1
of for eacU item. The student was then required to
flannulate the twelve objects, which we-- rsn a table in front oi
hi _ccur,fing r0 the 32 sentences on LIE._ v.:.deo-tape. The task

imply an c'Hect identification task ',nether the student
pu' Hie glass tl,e book or the book on the glass was of no

,_uncen; the crucial fa,-...tor was A.Pply identification
ohj s ''ased on a control led variety of modalities.

test_ hip, 1),en completed .or the 29 students in
Ffildd"'s Pidd Ic HIoul. s,s cur ently being used with the
primal stuent: ohd will L ,. done th the elementary students

:ne ults:

--(htp pr,tf.te the:,e st.',denl!.;, we oi)Lattl

the :.t.'ceptivt, iunc;:it;rimt, 01 titiS fenp,



Firs

for lip movement alone,
we note this type of curve me,:n 57.3%

fur voice alone, we see mean 61.6%

for fingerspelling alone ,lean 76.7%

for fingerspelling with lip movnt mean 80.1%

for fingerspelling with voice mean 78%

for signs alone mean 93.1%

for signs with lip movemen:: mean 93.1%

for signs with voice mean 92.6%

feel there are several significw,c r _Lts from this information.

First, it would appear that th. .1cidition or overlap of modalities
Of clues with Lrgerspelling and sigLi does not significantly improve
understanding. In fact, the case of adding audition to the vismal
modes of lip movement with signs or fingerspelling decreases receptive
effi:iency. Pcsibly sugges that the simultaneous decoding
of both auditory and visual inct. Tay present problems to the deaf
child whic.a impede efficiency.

Second, since currew:ly class !77:cup:lngs are based on academic
performaL.:e rather than communicative :7acility, it is highly proba-
ble thiit a single class of five st-dents, each one may have a
different receptive mode of c. mmunication which is most effective
for him. Thus, the teacher, who may be unaware of this, may continue
to commuricate using signs anc oice and may frustrate the students
who have not acquired facility in recotively dealing with that
mode.

Third, with such results communication skills classes can be
developed and designed which will afford the opportunity to develop
in studmts thos weaker modalities and utilize arl :::pand those
n-ilalities in which he is efficient.

In brief, more research is needed in the field of receptive
.',..mmunlcation modalities in order to assist the teachers and schools
in truly realizing the importance and implications of Tci.al Communi-
cation. We need intruments which will help us precPct. student's

recepLiye modes.



L'EPEE'S METHODICAL SIGNS REVISITED

Harry Markowicz
Linguistics Research Laboratory

The Abbe de l'Epee, the benevolent priest who over two hundred
years ago started the systematic education of the deaf, is still
respected today for the dedication and the selflessness 3le brought
to this task. It is generally known that the Abbe learned sign
language_from his students and then proceeded to complement their
language by means of signs which he invented. He named these new
signs 'methodical signs,' but not much is known about them and how
he used them and how he used them to educate deaf children.

Currently, new attempts are being made to teach English to deaf
children by means of invented signs. It is, therefore, an opportune
time to take another look at de l'Epee's methodical signs in the hope
of gaining n insights into the present artificial systems.

De l'Epee
,

s aim in educating the deaf was to provide them the
means for intellectual development. He decided that for this purpcae
it was imperative to teach his students the French language. He felt
that the easiest way to accomplish this goal would be to use their
native language supplemented by his methodical signs.

De l'Epee's decision to use sign language was a ccrlsequencz, of
the philosophical climate of his time. As a young man he had learned
from his tutor the "Lockian premise that there is no natural connection
between metaphysical ideas and the articulate sounds associated with
them . . . (Seigel 1969:109) Words are associated to the ideas
they represent by convention only. De l'Epee concluded that these
associations could be established just as well between ideas and the
written word, with speech acting as an intermediary between the
written word and ideas. In the same way, for the deaf, signs can be
the intermediary between written words and ideas. The written word,
would represent the sign and the sign would represent the idea (de
l'Epee 1776).

De l'Epee considered sign language to be Ole native language of
the deaf. He thought that in order to learn French the deaf must
follow the same process a nonFrenchman must follow, namely translating
irom French into their native language. However, de l'Epee felt that
the native language of the deaf was too limited in vocabulary and in
grammatical complexity to convey all the meanings of spoken language.
He therefore set nut to complement the native sign language with his
methodical signs.

In 1827, Mron de G/- erando, administrator of the Paris Institute
for the Dezif after Sicard, published an historical perspective on the

. education of the deaf (1827). It is extensive, critical, and by
1far the best available description of the methods employed by de 1 /Epee

and his :itic..es!-;or, the Abbe Sicard. L will present a'synopsis of de
CA-ando's account of their methods with particular regard to the use
of methodical signs.



There were two basic types of methodical signs: lexical and gram-
matical. De l'Epte began a dictionary in which words for complex ideas,
were analyzed into simple signs already known to his students. De l'Epee
contended that by means of this analysis the deaf students could learn
the meaning of any word that he wished to teach them. De l'Epee never
completed the dictionary, but illustrations from his other books indicate
that his sign descriptions often consisted of several sequences of panto-
mime. For example, to teach the concept 'I believe,' he first wrote the
following sentences:

I believe

My mind says yes. I think yes.
My heart says yes. I like to think yes.

--My mouth says
I do not see with my eyes.

To sign 'I believe' de l'Epe'e first made the sign for 'I,' then he put his
finger on his forehead, then he made the sign for 'yes,' then he pointed /

to his heart, then again the sign for 'yes'. while touching his mouth and /

moving his lips, and finally he touched his eyes while making the sign /
for 'no.' In some cases, de l'Epee's analysis of complex words'was based
on Greek and Latin etymologies. Once the students had understood the ex-
planatory signs, he used abbreviated signs which he had invented as well.

De l'Epee also invented conventional signs to represent all the
grammatical features of French in sign language. For example, a verb
consisted of a radical, followed by four other signs to indicate in-
flections for person, number, tense, and mood. The students memo-ized
the complete conjugations of various verbs anethen learned the different
signs associated with each of the above inflections.

In this way, French and some other European languages could be trans-
lated-into the new sign language. The entire education process consisted
of a continuous translation in which, essentially, the students were pro-
vided with a systematic interpretation of the meaning of words.

In -order topropagate his -method so as to help educatemore -leaf
people, de l'Epe, e held public demonstrations in which his students per-
formed in front of Large numbers of spectators. His audiences included
rcyalty, religious figures, and intellectuals. In a typical exercise,
students responded in writing to questions addressed to them in methodi-
cal signs. They also wrote down passages from books or letters which
had been dictated to them in methodical signs. These exercises were
conducted in French, Latin, Italian, Spanish, and English so as to impress
foreign visitors with the universality of methodical signs.

coliy of, the program for the public demonstration held August 13,
1783 (1u 111poe 1784) indicates that, in this particular exercise,
the students responded in written French, Latin, and Italian to two
hundred questions portainin4 to religious matters, such as "What is
the Aystery or the Holy TrinitY,? Is the Father eternal? and, What are
the five SaLrameuts:' De l'Fpee admitted Gbligingly that he had pre-
vioust7 prvide1 the anArs to t11 of these questions by means of
methodical si



De l'Epde's method came under criticism by sc7le of his contem
poraries on the grounds that his students were unable to write on
their own a correct sentence in French. The explanation for this
situation is provided by de l'Epde in two letters he wrote to
Sicard, wno at the timp headed the school in Bordeaux. De l'Epe'e
wrote Sicard not to expe cf.. his students to be able to express their
own ideas in writing, because French is not their language. It is
enough for them to be able to translate into their own language--
sign language. In his second letter de l'Epee criticizes Sicard for
trying to make writers out of his students, when his method can only
make them into copiers. He admonishes Sicard to teach them conjugations
and declensions, without expecting them to be able to write on their
-oWn .in FreriCh.

Having pointed out the limitations of de l'El4e's method, de
Gerando states that some, including Sicard, criticized de l'Ep4 too
severely. Although his students were not able to express themselves
on their own in written French, they had undergone an intellectual
development, anc: they acquired a certain body of knowledge. Nonetheless,
it is in their own language that they exercise their mental capacities,
and they continue to think in that language.

Sicard accepted de l'Epee's basic principles and undertook the
completion of the work started by ht predecevsor. However, for
Sicard the essential goal cf educattpn of the deaf person was to provide
him the mns to express himself. herefore, according to Sicard, it
was not enough to teach him syntai , it was also necessary to show him
how,the spirit of these rules represent the laws of thought.

in actual practice, Sicard-ts approach did not differ substantially
trom de l'E,pc-e's. Sicarcl'completed and published the f:lictiona7.77 started
by de l'Epee (Theorie deS Signes, 1814). He modiried some of de l'Epde's
dencriptions, but they still consist of sequences of pantomimes. In
practice, 'eaf people reduced these sequences to single signs. Other
descriptions were simply definitions, or descriptions using words.

./
ACcording to de (:i-ando, both de l'Epee and Sicard state that the

lnuguage of methodical signs is formed by usage, by the reduct on and
ellipsis of thL mimed descriptdons. And, therefore, the true methyldi
cal signs had not yet been described. arando indicates that only
lexical signs had been modified hy the deaf in this way, while some
grammatical signs were retained. However, in another place he states
th,lit the deaf omit grammatical signs entirely. De Gerando provides a
description of "Thc Lord's Prayer" as it was recited in sign language
daily by the students in his institution. He poincs out that it did not
lollow French word order, and no grammatical signs were included.
De 1;jrando concludes timr methodical signs were transformed.from living,
animated pictures into arbitrary signs. Almost 150 years lvike.r, using

complicated linguistic model, contemporary linguists corroborate de
(;ecAndo's observation that signs which are originally iconic eventually

t r,in 1-1-h-;1+t'l-: "973, V..wdward and Erting 1975).



De Gerando brings out an interesting fact concerning Sicard's
student Massieu who was well-known for astuteness and originality in
the many public methodical sign exhibitions in which he participated.
It'appears that Massieu never learned to write in correct French.
His equally famous class-mate, Laurent Clerc, did acquire this ability,
but de Cerando credits this to extensive reading rather than Sicard's
met'Iod. In any event, there is no doubt that both men were highly devel-
oped intellectually and culturally. In 1818, the year following his
arrival in the U.S., Clerc addressed a speech written by himself in
English to the governor and the legislature of the State of Connecticut.

As a disciple of Sicard, Clerc brought his teacher's method to
the U.S., where methodical signs,were adopted to- teach-English It
was used in all the American schools from the time the American Asylum
was founded in Hartford, Co: ticut, in 1817 to approximately 1935
(Keep 1871).

By 1853, at the Third Convention of the American Instructors of
the Deaf, one speaker stated that Sicares sysi:em of methodical signs was
a piece of quackery, and he expressed the hope that all the American
schools would follow the wise example of the Paris Institution which had
discarded it from its course of instruction (Rae). Another speaker,
however, suggested using methodical signs to teach grammar to deaf
students (Turner).

The author of an article published fn the American Annals of the
Deaf in 1371 reports that a modified ve ion of Sicard's method was still
being advocated by some teachers. As described by the article's author,
the Rev. Keep, the system under consideration involved the sequencing
of natural signs into the word order of English. No invented signs were
included. Today we would call this system signed En,p,lih, its his-
torical relation to the methodical signs of de l'Epee and Sicard is not
generally azknowleiged. Keep presents several arguments against this
system and n favor of retaining the natural language of the deaf intact.
Inverting the order of signs to make them conform to English word order
appeared Quixotic to the author. He claimed that it would spoil some aspects
of sign language, w ,Atout leading to a greater competence in English. Deaf
people would continue to ign and think in the order diccated by the
structure of their own language. Besides, deaf people are quite capable
of accepting that the word order of English differs from the order of
signs in their own language. If they are shown the differences, they
will, be able to learn Triglish as well as hearing people learn foreign
langnaP,es.

then assert that, although sign language is restricted in its
:o express complex abstract ideas, the deficiency does not

reside in ihe structure of sign language. Rather, it is by the
tact that sign language has not been used to deal with cer ,bstract
subjects. All spoken languages-, according to Keep, have time
been in the 1:10 state. He concludes tbat sign language wouJ I achieve
the same Level as spoken languages if the deaf were allowed to develop
ft hv u:ling it to the exclu;ion of other languages. However, as long

the pri::win- of o'hicatiof, is Lc) get the deaf to use English, Keep
doubts that sign lanyfrte will progress any further than it has. Those
elements essential to !*711 language alone, such as 'spacialization,' will
be lost to younger who learn only a contrived form of sign



4uage. To them the contrived langu , L appear vague and unin-
ligible, but they will not have any way to express them-

selves.

Keep's astute assessment of the situation is no less valid a
hundred years later. There has been a concerted attempt in this
century to wipe out the natural sign language of aeaf people by
oralism. Even now that educators recognize the value of a manual-
-visual system for educating the deaf, as opposed to purely oral
training, this same threat to the natural development of sign
language may exist from the use of the new artificial sign systems.

In this paper I have presented a historical overview of the
methodical signs from the time of their,invention by de I'Epee in

Celltury France to their use in Amekican schools for the deaf
a century later. Certain aspects of methodical signs and their
underlying assumptions were -pointed out-Co demonstrate their rele-
vance to the contrived sign systems currently in vogue in the teach-
ing of English to young deaf children. This preliminary look at
methodical signs indicates that further research in this area is
warranted on the basis of the insights it provides into the assump-
tions, use, and results of these systems.
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_ 1RESEARCH ON FOREIGN SIGN LANGUA..i:S '

James Woodward
and

Susan DeSantis .

lAnguistics Research Laboratory

1.0 Introduction. We would like to discuss .two on-going re-
search projects as the Linguistics Research Lab: 'Historical Bases
of American Sign Language and Providence Island Sign 1.,anguage. For
each project, weyill summarize the rationale for thestudy and
present some findings and theoretical and practical implications
of thu research.

2.0 Historical Basi,A/of American Sign Language. Historical
iiases o American Sign Language is supported.by a reseix.Fh grant
from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The grant is con-
cerned with lexical, formational, and grammatical changes in American
Sign Language (ASL) and with the socioling4stic factors influencing
rate of change.

?.1 kationale. There are two basic reasons why this research
has been undertaken: theoretical linguistic interest in ASL and
applied linguistic interest in language policy and attitudes within
the. deaf community and the educational system that purports to serve
deaf individualS.

Because ASL is produced through a manual-visual channel, it
has characteristics that help broaden the under.tanding of the
phenomena of human languages (Bellugi and Fischer 1972). Since
most linguistic studies have concentratud on oral langu-lges,
linguistic theory has not capuured all appropriate generalizations
about the nature of language. For example, assimilation is a general
process that happens in all languages, however the types Gf things
that assimilate the factors influencing assimilation are very
dfferent in oral and sign languages. Becaus2 a growing number of
linguists re not viewing language as basically dynamic or always
in the proc,ss o chLlnge (Bailey 1973) , we are concehtrating on
this project on on-going and completed variation in ASL.

condly, "this study Lrill give further support to the view of
deaf people as a highly structured minority group, by presenting an
objective histo-ical view of American Sign Language. Langt:age is
one of the most cohesive forces in the deaf community (Meadow 1972).
A dynamic doscription of historical change in ASL should give im-
portant insights into the historv oi the deaf community as an autonom-
mls minority 4roup with stron); linguistic traditions, as a group
in whidl :-or,,,(1 assimilation into the dominant society is the rule,
hot to exooptiou." (ood,:ard 1974. 5)

It H ILAtur,1117 imposible to attempt to summari7e
S, . not. enough ( ime and iio i,1 I. Lhe uaLa

Hriu wo would I t do, however, is summarize



the find:egs that we consl.der exciting. References are
liste.l where appropriate; these references will describe each or
the studies in detail.

,.aacehtrated on systematic formational
differences in French and American Sign Language. What we have
found is that Frk.e:eh signers retain more older forms than American
signers (Woodward 1075a; Woodward and DeSantis 1975a). If we corn-
pare American signer,;, we find that soutuern signers use more older
forms than northerigners (Woodward and Erting 1975) and that
blacl:s under the age of 47 in the South use more older forms than
whites of the same age (Woodward and DeSantis 1975a).

Let us look at three studies that show these results in a
little more detail. Ln the first study (Woodward 1975b) , signr.s

from Oleron'.; (1974) dictionary of Parisian French signs were
compared with ASL signs of various regions. Some of the findings
are startling. Oleron (personal communication) has stated that
the s:gns chosen for his dictionary are the signs he felt were,
most easily explainable as iconic or picture-like and, therefore,
the signs that should he the most universal. Indeed, 'even i. He
sigrn were not that iconic, one would expect a great deal e-
similarity, since ASL is historically related to FSL, and a Lip,
span or less than 160 years separation is not that long in lid-
gaistics. The comparison, however, showed that 42.72 of the 872
French signs iii the dictionary had no formational or semantic
relation to American signs. (We also hope to have an ASL infor-
man: in his/her eighties anlyze the French signs to see if any
of the signs were previously used in America but pow are not.)
The remaining 30.82 of the signs were related to American signs
but were not the saMe in form and meaning. For example: 22.32
of the signs had the same meaning but a different related form;
6.3Z, of the signs had the same form as an ASL sign and a different
but related meaning (FSL UZARRE = ASL VARY), and 2.22 of the
signs has a slightly different form ani meaning from ASL (FSL
FAITHFUL, ASL SWEETUART, where FSL makes the sign in an uncen-
tralized position ove'r the heart and ASL has c:Altralized the sign.)

The second study (Woodward 1975a) goes on -o demonstrate C
systematic nature of the formational changes in fluidity of com-
pounds, handshapes, locations, and movements. While the study
contains too much information to completely summarize here, a very
obvious trend that developed was that if a French sign had,a
hist)rica relationship. to an Ame/ican sign, the French sign was
the older variant. For eaample: compared with FSL, ASL has
fewer compounds, F.Infe H; central L:ed on tho body, more simpli-
fieat:ons Of movement, a,ld more aaaimitations o handshapes.
There ..'ero ou]y 'four e::ceilon., to this Lrond, indicating that
92.62 of the aios, that wer,.., rolated because of ;torical
processe, tollowed ;he pattern: l'rench signs older than American
signa.



The Clird .;tudv (Woodward and DeSantis 1975a) compares data
.r 60 French signers from Paris, Toulouse, Albi, and Marseilles
and 75 America:1 signers from New Orleans and Atlanta (35 black and
,0 white) 'on signs on the face that are made with two hands or one

The two hand forms are older (Frishber,_; 1975). The pattern
of cllange ,:as the same for all signers at a 93.3% rate of scalability.
Crcnch si:,ners used older two-h anded variants more than American
-:i4ner.A (x2-52.01, df-1, p( .001) . White Americans over the age of

used older two-handed forms more than whites under the age of 47
(x,--= 5.17, df=l, p< .05). Black under the age of 47 used older two-

forms more than whites under the age of 47 (x2=6.89, df=1,
p.:-..01). Again, th::,se patterns are evident: French signs are older
than American, and, in America, southern .black signs are older than
w:lit,t signs.

[mplic Lions. The studies discussed are only a small part
t tne grant activities but they have important theoreticA implica-
on. First, the studies show that ASL and FSL display continuities

that one would expect to find in languages that have an historical
r,:lationship. The study of two-hand-to-one-hand variation (Woodward
And DeSantis l975a) illustrates continuum variation between FSL and
A:;L. However, the study on:the comparison of French signs with
American signs (Woodward 1975b) presents evidence that ASL probably
did not develop solely from FSL. The fact that 42.7% of the ysi,
signs had vo formational or semantic relationship to ASL signs does
not fit \,at is currently known about historically related
dialects ',.h:!t have hcen separated for less than 200 year, Compare
the 42.77 differen,le with evidence from Gejl'man (1957) on. Russian

Clat show only 2.5Z of Russian signs that he had historical
information about lacked similarities to modern Russian signs used
today. Gejl'man was working with a 135 yeaT time span. Looking at
one method in linguistics for dating historAal relationships
(Hudschisky 19(4), the percentage of change\found by Gejl'man is
appropriate, but the percentage we found between modern FSL end
modern ASL signs would hypothetically date the arrival of FSL in

arounC. 30-108 A.D. with a 90 level of confidence.

This lack of similarity is even more suprising when one con-
siders that the signs were chosen because of their supposed iconi-
city. One possible explanation for this is that there existed a
sign language or languages in the U.S. before the time Gallaudet
and Clerc introduced M. to America. The languac,e(s) may have been
creolized (mingled and massively restructured) along with. FSL. Some
of the differences hetwc,en FSL and ASL have similarities to structural
change that has occurred in oral creoles (Woodward 1975b).

(;iven more Lim,' and Hp;Ice, we could go on with implications for
linguistic .heory am tne linguistic history of ASi. However, this
research also has at least throe applied implic:ltions that should
not he ignored.

71 r-t, the studie-; a.ng with related research (Battison and
Jordan 10 Jurd,!H fbi duitison 1975) give counterevidence to
vu r i ens n Lhsaho t ign lanv,wwes. Contrary to popular opinions,



these ;Ladies allow 1) that sign language is ot universal, 2) that
L'Epee did not invent sign language but merely tried to standardize
FSL to parallel French grammar, 3) that sign languages are no more
conceptual than oral languages since the number of differences
hetween ESL and AS1. :re in formation, not in semantics, 4) that
ASL probably dil net deveop solely from FSL, 5) that sign languages
are rnle-governed in Lerma of their own dynamic principles, etc.

Secondly, because the research demonstrate: that FSL and ASL
have characteristics such as realular listorieal change that all
languages have, it becomes more impoEasible to justify linguistic
discrimination against r\-;1. and the deaf community.

Thirdly, the filmed data and findings have immediatL appli-
cation in promoting deaC Awareness and deaf pride among hearing
and deaf people.

3. Providence Island Sign Language. The Providence Island
Sign Language study vds initially ::upported by a small grant from
the Gallaudet Col:ege Research Committee. This project is investi-
gating the ford cln,: use of this Sign language using sociolinguistic
methodology.

3.f Pationale. Data collected :rom this research will pro-
vide insights into sign language that seems to have developed in
isolation without influence of other sign languages or educational
planning and enforcement. We wanted to see differences and
similarities in processes of variation and change occurring in
ASL and Providence Island Sign Language. This information will be
extremely valuable in discusing universals and uniqueness in
sign languages.

3.2 Findings. Providmce Island is situated in the Caribbean,
L50 miles east of _icaragna and 50 miles north of San Andres Island.
Providence is 15 square miles in area and is qUite mountainous,
thus onc must use.the main road which circles the island to travel
from community to conmmnitv. Hough the island is owned by
Columlia, the first language , a)st of the approximately 2000
inhabitants is an English-based Creole; Spanish is used when the
islanders aro ia contact with Columbians.

In the past, the population of Providence was engaged in
sla.al-and-burn ariculture and fishing, but within the last 20 years
government jobs and construction on the island have aLtracted the
majr,-itv of the hearing males. Deaf males interviewed.have kept the
more traditior-j occupations in agriculture and fishing, resulting
perhaps rom Lie fact that none ot. deaf inhabitants of Providence
Lave it._tended" scnouls.

Our Study 3 primarily involv,2d signs elicted from six tieaf
informants; two people H-om Old Town, three from Rocky Point, and
one from Southwest flay. it attitudes towards skin color isolate



Providence Island

Rocky Point

signers in Southwest liAy :IS effectively as geographic location.
Patterns of linguistic v:.riation indicate Southwest Bay signs
are more simqar to Rocky Point signs than to ol Town signs.
For example, signers in Old Town have signs for BLACK, WIITTE,
and RFD, while signers in Rocky Point and Southwest Bay do/ not
have a sign for Rrp. 'lhis pattern of variation in color
terminology has heen demonstrated to be universally exp6cted
in oral langu?g?s (Bec(ln and Kay 1969).

What we encountered on Providence was a sign language with
reg!.onal, h is c ne a 1. nad social variation. The region in which
an informant lived in:Inen,:ed some of the variation noted in tabs
or locations wiere signs are made. For example, the sign HARD
is m;-He on the face hy lenf signers in 011 Town and in zero tab
by the inform.int Ifving in S,-)uthwei-_,L Bay. Ro(-ky Point signers
made icc sia an thc elbcr.,- or in -se;-o tab.

H r or jr varfatHo, reiat-1 te of informants, influt-nce.1
-iiiTTlification of compound signs, As expi.?cted,

o;der t,erLl to 11--ie more eff7pound7, and nonassimilated signs.

,,:een hearing and deaf signers waF; exemplified
by one he:Aring flterpreter during a storytolling, session in Old
Town. The he.irim; intrpreter constantly c::i-yaged the two deaf



inform nit . to change the ir signs to come inore lik, English word
ort'er.

are specifically investigating aait:1t.ht.pes used in producing
-;igns on "rovidence Island ani have found cemmon use of A,B,C,5,
kt,50, and F handshapes which also occur in I- ASL. Research
-n chill ictluisition of .ASI. (fwyes 1973) has .o that five handshapes
A,B,L,5,(: are among tit- tirst to be learned .ren. Related
research (lat tison )9. 'llso shown that I. . t t:rds.hapes are
the least restricted i ' in ASI-

i.3 ImPlicatious; .search on Pro-. :.anguage
,,i;pands linguistic theory descriptiv.- .ettowledge an
tsolated non-FSL related S-ju 1 'dage. For c,a,rtple,
additional evidence (c.f. 7:974) that .-;hows th.nt iosi: and
future time are not repres,,,.: td. in universal ways in
On Providence island, futute is expressed by ima-arr' q,-,vom.ttnt

and past _ime by outward e_xactiv the oppcsite

There Al, also prace-ical at-Tlications of this resear:th. fcre

hivP further evidetee against cl.ttis of universality in sigr: lan-
guages and again,t claims of f:,vencic.n of sign langue by hearing
people. In an indiryct way, Pf",idence Island Sign linguage offer.
supportivt- evidence for zhe pc,;t,tible existence of a sign language
or langua,i,es in the U.S. before the .inEr's.

The researe- en handshapt's in Providence island signing also
gives support th theory rocertely postulated by some linguists
that artificil -otlisn signs may bc very unstal-le because
of itomplex 11:,nd.shapes, for e%-rImpl-, E handshapes, used ln was that
are 1,,-tt compatible naturally develope--d sign languages, as in
the :t;:itte.al FugliTh sign f:t1HFR. The fact tiat these complex hand-
shaps iear-ed later by children (Boyes 1973) do not occur
in ,;a:He,1-4 supt,ort to the claim of complexity
and po:.sible ibstabilitv.

I nal Iv , bed:Inset Pret.t kbence .utd lique t ion ,

ixfnr:n'`ci.`n t h :eld 1aogu.itt, or the oeaf pee.; .1::t there
would he informatit..e tor aayone ',fishing to know more :Oout ople
coping with environments.

Concinsion. ;:itat we have attomg' to show is tha-_. nth
ef these prHeett oc oret.dn -,ign lattjtili!e, which might appear
H-imewhat esoteric tt a hon-linduit-;t , net (lly 1 -e_tiden our knowledge
Pi thdtor:.,

into the -tt tHire

tra,nework.

ctt b I tie tit; important descr 1 ye inn ,. gh t s

tb-n bc ipplied ;n ,t

; ,t on one ex.amp : the

unit,r,td t t -t ,cardh, eo1-: I. rimat Ica I do r-

tes:tendenc-.; ttctweea eld A ac,..ljeliL one ey.citing

ote-e ;ytertt t.,tt --..earcbed i"r iircct_17 htl' never
found in pr-tviomt, -t dward I tTti,t,):



to tio! socill variable of sex. :,:iong our FSL informants,

used more Negative Incorporation than males (Woodward
and De:1autis 1975b) (x2-3.79, rif=l, p.05), Sex dijfercnces

Noon noted in oral l:!nguage., (Haas 1)64; Trudgill
hut_ never actually demonst:ated in a sign language.

LiItitPcJi 7tI'N.' loaF ideas el what our

eai-ch will look_ like, tbere will alvx::4 ic su,rises that
.:hot he anticinateL.

1

Research on which tltis paper was 6ased was supported in
part by Nlii1 grant 110-214U -75-196. The vi dS and findings . o. th,s
paT!er do not neoes riLy .present the view of file Nationo
Endowment !or the Humanities.

.1

1 his paper was presented at the Second :allaudet
iymnosium on the Role of .osearch on Language and Communication
Research Problems, Gallandet College, Washl,;ton, D.C.,
!),_ttober .31, 1975.

3
Some prellminar: fining!, of the Providence Iidand study

were reported in Woodw-d arid DtSantis 1975c, A me :r compre-
heusie report, co-authjred with Willi,m Vaashbouti,1 , will be
ready by Rehri.1:1:7, 1976.
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RESEARCH NEEDS REGARDING
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE MODELS

IN HEARING-IMPAIRED PERSONS

K. Orin Cornet
itrector, Cued Spe,.ch Hrograms

Typically a person with normal hearing develops an
exLensive and relatively complete auditory-motor-speech
language model by the time he is six years old. By complete

.

is meant that the Language model has no great gaps in it; it
includes all the essential Language patterns, plus a vocabulary
large enough to hlndle conummication in connection with the
common activities of young life. The auditory language model,
of course, will continue to exp qd, to be refined, and to be
altered, throughout. life.

The foregoing statement is not intended to imply that the
initial language model of the hearing person is exclusively auditory.
In early childhood, quite a number of basic concepts are likely
to be formed and first associated with gestures, rather than
-;poken language, but the auditoiy model soon takes over and
becomes the dominant language modality which serves in both receptive
and expressive (spoken) communication. It is also the founda-
tion for learnir.g to receive and express verbal language in the
written fo.:a.

!.:.eading skill develops, a secondary (visual) model of the
language (written) is developed. In the beginning, the elements
of this model are associated on a one-to-one basis (probably
on a word-for-word basis, or even to some extent a morpheme-
by-morpheme basis) with the elements o the auditory model. With
increze;ed skill at reading, thu written form of the language,
though never truly independent of the auditory model, manifests
many of the attributes of a separate model. Thus, many persons
reach a point at which they can read several times as fast as a
person can speak, with no or little conscious subvocalization
.lany people become so oriented toward the visual model of the
written language that they actually become confused about how they
pronounce certain words, being under the impres.sion that they pro-
nounce them as they =Ire spelled. This is true, in part, because
speech hecomes automatic tc, such a degroe that one may not be
conscious of it in as much let. iii as one often is regarding the
written fem.

know E11.1,

LIqn WC do abo l:. ose of persons with normal hearing. One
ceasun, 01. ccul.:, that tiler- is doubtless a great deal more
7ariation among u languae models of hearing-impaired persons.
At one end of the scale is the person who loses hearing in adult-
hood, and vho (tor a lime, t least) has essentially the same
language model as a hearing prson. We do not know much al)out the
oxtent to ,dlieh the auditory language model deterioratPs (or fails
ti with time in ipteh a person. Mlether or not the

.11,ent t'.- language models of deaf persen



loarnih: ahi c-o 01 signs by such a person crc :Les a separate
and relatively indepundont language model, Of simply a direct transla-
tion ",-ode" for the adventitiously deaf person to use, would appear to
Johend nnoli how he learns and bow he uses them. If he learns them
throcgb 1:roct associatich with diAl poOple WLO .0111e variation of
Ameslau, ahnonr roasena5fe thar he might learn to think in signs,
without having to traa-;late into or Crum a verbal language, within a
rol itively snort timo, And H.. truly hilingual. On the other hand,
iC he learn:; sigh the way most hearing people learn them, he is likely
to remain in ta:. direct trahslauion stage for a long time, and may never
Acduir- -peed and fluondv ia communication with persons who use Ameslan.

! :hat the adventit Htisly deaf peAson is at one end of the scale,
I mean that He is likely to 5' nt the top end of the scale so far as the
JccUr,L': AAd 01 hH auditory language model is concerned,
and he likely also to '1AVY A similar advantage as regards his
model ,)/ the written language. de is likelv to be at the bottom end of
the se however, insofar as ,,ineerns his An derstanding and appreciation
oC -;ign A language ik its owh right, and insofar as concernshis
ability to tii,L in signs And to use :Lem for communication without trans-
lation tu verbal tom. Hgns Are quiL- likely to exist in his Language
model in A form wilich Hes them primarily to words, rather than to the
eoncopts the,: really represent. Thus, he is much more likely to
AVe tar.)Aga weris to get to concepts, when reading signs, for at
least 1 year or two. Similarly, he wilt likely have to go from concepts
towerJs sIgns in expres:ing himsolf in signs. Time, however, May
mako him truly bilingual.

is ironic that !Ai Little research has been done on Ihe language
mojol of persons who can thihL and communicate in the language of signs,
withou: thinking words in either spoken or written form. It is ironic
tbat the atiributos, the di:Itinctive f.cathres, and the integrity of such
a language have not Leen more attention Certainly, the importance
of a language has to be judged to some extent in terms of the number of
people who nse it, and in terms of its impact on society. This has not
kept linguists from neing interested in doing research on obscure
languages used by relatively small numbers of people, whenever such
languagLs have appeared to hAve characteritics that wonli warrant
research interest. L.)t oaly is research on the languagA of signs wir-
ranted by the eNtent ot it Hit it. is virtually mandated by the,
fact that infomation ahont it is essential in devising solutions to the
basie :iroblems in tho education of th,.' deaf.

, aud more about tiK,
thought processos od uH- it, wo might be forced to concludX, for
e.xample, that signs ani lAagnae should be kept separate, just as
Spanisa .111d Hnglish -Aboali be .--iepArate in order to promote true

01 languages hy a .'ven person, for
extensive comIntniktim.ica, i'hd.-; to hroduce bilingualism. To learn and
use one L :.rom another Ump.unge tends to
l'31



net d irch nto t larigudge 01 si gns, ine I ing

. :,..ude 1 ; o pertoons who e ext ens lye y I or

ion, ih order to 1 hot, to make it p)ssibte
net-sons to be truly Tilingual, home iu the language

euna 11%. at iwitte use or verbal Eng 1 ish
.

t
n I sro's !ling i sit d goa l) .. .

i I., not have ;in .lecurat e understanding oI ho

mod,Iu ot tyLicAl, prelingually hearing-impaired personA
we .hin he !-:-.1(AMy sure tlurt: they represent combitto-

ti ot .Iirterent elements (sIgus, auditory elements,
.rIitAn lancungy, expression, natural

etc.) is nroI Laat in most cases there is no
comalet-, lutternAll con:tistert language model, other

Lue language ot signu I.:set!, and the latter will be tile
!st: only if heAring-HipaIred person has learned the language
:igns through con-istent usL or it )1.- communication, without

Agy constraints Nlating it to hagiL,a, for an e:itended period
need to lneu more about all this. U need extensive

-;.areh ; erHt los ot the language models ot
persun-t, And on the relationships of these

,'Llr,tOtYri:-;Lin:i to t'0 the experiences of the persons them-
el .'...-; and LO t.h, etiology and characteristics of their hearing

need l.uoy how deaf persons "think" language.

tIot.; let turg o :1- attention to the way in which language
._nn be iyvelopei in the hearing-impaired person. I

aould Like to iiyIge :hese methods into two groups: those whic,
d ive. unclear and inaccurate input, accompanied

er :0111wed by remedlal activity; and those which
onA upon an es..nt Lilly clear input, that remedial activity

In general, .^| I or t:, oral-aural approaches, in the attempt
i-velop A :7:0(LI spek.on language., rely upon the combination

u naciear inrot and remedial activitY. This is true whether
unHonsory ioitoubedie) mythod is used initially, followed by
:ensory trAiring, or whether the approach is multisensory
the beginning. The pervasive problem which is encountered

any nithod defective or incomplete input
fIlnrated by gi dAalog in 1,.hich the language model in proces::
u mation-Is re-:)resented ns an iceberg. . The portion of the
:-Jvt o,low toe i:ater can he thought of as the receptive pot-Aoli,

. the epressive. Additions to tAe
I ungnage mcLiel ni. :Arh. eAiy through reception. llany, ev,n .mout

InternaligatioaA o-w worjs ur language patterns contain errors
I: ih- input is noclenr. 1Te only opnortunitv to correct these

rcrmr presents itself when thev t!ticH

i:oct-1-1' 1 .!reat deal ot time may .elapse 1-etween the
ht ernalt:Atioo ot a new iangu;:g, term and its expressive use in
;itoation ig whiHt i An opportunity for a friel.,1, a

or An.lit CO ,:orreet in, mat he i7:amv



:%t h1(...1-Thi1 i:,,ti,)11 01 All incorrect pattern 1e1ore
i s it t :iotn. :nay he ni cessary to correct tlie s,inm error

man. oH in;. has na so ! irmly internalized.

1 I IA,IilAt;t: model formed through
time input aud remedial ntivity is that ot a slowly develonilmt

model im whi.., ,Immedts are initially learned incoirectly, oon-
io i,...mmplished only throa,ih MAIIV repetitions and extensive

ettorl. amd the icsalting m.odel i; still grossly inaccurate. ine mze
.11 ;.? rumtured 1,11n:dingo opment curriculum, in oIH H eamli

word er pattern is tested immediately through
is advantageous minimizing the amount: of remedial Activity

iai n:rlies, onim to language development during
instr.dd!:eu.

med.ret im di H, the ora -aura I. approach util a clear input in the
: m: a model ot Lu luiioo. Because the deve 1 opment of

i gredtly dependent upon the prior existence of an accurate
mod- languago, how.yer, ;nid also b,.camise it is not practical
to int: t ile writt0n anguage during the first three years of 1 i le,
the or -omval apploach usual lv i,i 1 s far short of producing an accurate
mojel m: the written Language.. Li) summarize, the oral-aural approach,

tl.o detective input-remedial activity approach for spoken language,
Thd :t Lear inifuL ior the written language, hut the overall effect, lor
most dear- children, hppears inadequate to produce accurate
model, ot either spoken or written forms. Research is needed to supply
more n:.arate information on the language models which do result.

!he 1:odhcster method (firorspellipg accompanied by speech) has the
advanta,:e of utilizing a clear input foc development of a model of the
wriLten Iminguame duriln: both instruction and communication. The transition
from the :-,,patil-temporal ;:atterns of fingerspellings to the pure spatial
patti rns ot written langunge appears to present little difficulty, if a

hearHlm,-im;)aired child learns the language initially through the con-
sistent and uninterrupted tise of finger-pelling. The practical diffi-
dulties of Lai.; approach lidve.to do with the fact that it is quite

and thot in Ut i IL:: tue the method children tend to invent
aObreviations to avoid fingerspelling. A second difficulty,

which actually contribute to the first, is that fingerspelling cannot
be read accurately at speeds near that of normal spoken communication.
Another probL-m with the Rochester method is that the motor skills
retluir..d tor exti,rssive fingerspelling do not usually develop until late
in the sm,dond year of life, Or in the third, so that it may be necossriry
to aocept. the natural ie3tores ot the child ds the expressive mode
until pe'is older, :I.,: which tne ,,-,cf._ures may be replaced with
ex-Jess,ive

H us,_.d, the prohlem of creating. in thc
I mental model oi tht, spoken Imngua,te is essentially the sam- is

tor tne,oral-aurzl method, except timit the model of the written L.,
does mipport the .poken Inin;u.mni. model to some extent. H into writter,
iMmtlisn d.,miates zo nih from d one-to-one relation zo spcIcer,



sooken language model, is likely t_o be highlv
:pproximate when the Rochester method is used, unless there

tremendous amount of remedial effort.

Total Communication is chara..terized by a cleal input of
thus providing the potentiality for the development of

of the sign language used without the inefficiency
the defective input-remedial activity Process. If sign

:ulguaee is tised without reference to veibal language, there
.::oeld appear to be no problems in the development of.an accurate
eei.gn language) me 1, internally consistent and natural in
development_ if, however, the sign mode is an approximation

so-called "signed T.nglish," the development o[ a mental model
be compromise] (theor'etically) if the same signs are used in

different modes, signed English and Ameslan (or the modifi-
cation of Ameslan referred to as.Ameslish). So long as only one
form ot si;ii language communication is used, however, it: should
.,- possible to develop anL.accurate si e language model through

'ear visual input. Research is neeee to see whether this is
::.omplished in practice. There appears to be some evidence
fadr, mest deaf oersons nse signs in 6.oth contexts, semi-signed-
dnglish a end Amslan. We need to know whethei they are able to
- ,ni^i syntactical confusion in the two modes. We know tha/ some
ledf persons appear to be able to do so.

dotal :_ommunication has the advantage a elear inout also
fe eonnection with written langdage, presented tift-ongh fingor-
ellipL; uhd/or writing itself. The only point et total

-emmunleation sutlers the same disadvantages as the oral-aural
method I.-, in conn-_,ytion with the creation of a model for
::poken lar:eage, :Anee in this respect it also depenle urer the
combination of a leL.,etive, incomplete input, plus extensive

hipai ri.11 person ilati three basic needs in con-
de::Imuniteif ..)e skills in the development.of laneuage

I. lear, easy, tace-to-tace communication,
ipai.'1.- heing es.d without fatigue for relatively long periods

e tl,me, and resultiag in celmanieatcon which is relatively free
-;train or tor heavy conentration of effort,

fe'r thi:; purpose are the American Sign Language. !ianual
ael Cued i;-it,ech.

A metho er e clear presentation ot the written
led._;uage, re.41.!,int in '..)n or a relativtly clear, eompleet:
aed a171',:e mcdei , P language. Available for ',ibis
eerpose are fie.,:;er,-:pellioe. urriting.

\a method fur reeeptioe of a clear repre:77iflon of tliT
.-.poken laa,;uage, ;ailitating the formation of a mentai
mode] 't sH".-en laleelaee,.;upoortive of eXpreesiye speech,
T.C'a(i.H'; :111%i erving as A foundation for the developMent oi z.

s'eL11. tHi purpose i^ (tied Speech.



ued Speech is Lae only method of providing a clear
the :Token lanuage. Used as the basic and exclusive

metho(1 ,h=anication between parents and a hearing-impaired child
in L,ti: satisfy needs 1 and 3, and its up to the

yhi t.ho child :.read- learn to read (say, 6 years)
equib- tne child to learn

yith normal nearing 1

r,,u'ra:!., in :,aiich Cued S.,-)ce.

in essentially same wa that a
read. In at lQast 75Z of the

sed, however, it is not used as
mode of communicatien. In, many total communication programs,

it is ntili:ed as a tool for teaching spoken language, it is used
in a coo,i rahy oral-aural programs for the same purpose! for
teachin;:, p'onunciation and spoken language patterns, but not as the
ba,;ic mode oi communication.

lu summary, the oral-aurdl method, without Cued Speech, provides
a Hear input for only written language. Face-to-face communication
and the le.!elupinent of a mental model of the spoken 1=,nguage are both
ac,-.21.3plish,2d, insofar as possible, through a defective input plus
retea:al activity. Supplemented by the use of Cued Speec\a for teaching
the .reken language, but not (or face-to-face communication, the
oral-laral method till Itaves the hearing-impaired child. without the
relaxd, easy communication that is needed for appropriate social and
educational deveiopment. Mis defect, of course, can he el'iminated

of Cued Speech tor the two purposes: for face-to-face
co=luni,:atien, and for teajiing of the spoken language. This is the
reco:=ened wav c) Cued Speech,

commnif:ation, traditiowlly used, provides easy face-
dummunication and clear presentation of written language.

Tt- oh, defect, lack of a clear method of presenting the spoken language
(ahd ::dus developing a mental model of that spoken language) can be
remedied by h.-:e of Cn,d Speech as a tool tor teaching spoken
laI:uage.



A PRELlM1NARY ANALYSIS OF CORRELATES OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT OE PRESCHOOL HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN

Harry Bornstein
Psychology Department

.1bout two years ago I wrote that.those who offer a new tool
designed to facilitate the Enaish language development of deaf
Hilldren must accept the ,-esponsibility of demonstrating that
the tool is worth'using. k felt so strongly about this point
that we began our first evaluation of the Signed English system
whon it was still only about 40% complete and was being used in
programs where most of theteachers had little or no experience
with the teaching aids which are an integral part of the system.
The results described today, therefore, should be viewed as
preliminary with a real possibility that future evaluations will
offer still more positive results. Further, the specific
statistics discussed represent a partial analysis, of our 113
variables. We have several hundred more variables still being
coded for computer input which (:escribe the language development
of these children. More complete reports will be made in at least
two journal articles this year. Ove tne next two years we
will continue to collect data and report upon the effectiveness
of a much more complete system used by more experienced
teacers.

Table 1

Participating Programs in Signed English Ewduation*

Program

Callaudet Preschool

Columbia Branch of Maryland
School for the Deaf

Prince Georges County Program
(two schools)

Parent Counseling Program
Maryland School for the Deaf

23

10

15

13

Iota: 61

Children in the Maryland Parent C3unseling Program and
below three years of age in all other programs are
not included in Ole preliminary analysis described
n



In Table 1 you can find the names of the particip.ating programs
as well as the number of children involved in each program. Since tilis
preliminary analysis deals with relationships of possible correlytes
of English language development, this report is limited to relation-
ships with two tests of language development which have been standard.,zed
on hearing.children: the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) ana
the Northwestern,Syntax Screening Test (NSST). Because it is ver)
difficult .to get and hold the attention of very young .2hildren, these
standardized tests were only administered to those children who were
three years and older in the day class programs. In effect, this
means that the childr0 from the Maryland Parent-Counseling Program and
from the youngest "claSe of the Gallaudet Preschool are not included in
today's analysis. The :flaximum N our data are based upon, therefore,
is 39.

Variable

Table 2

CRITERION

Mental Age
(in months)

Mean S.D.

VARTAFLES

Intercorrelations

1 9 3 4

1. PP Vocabulary*

(signs and speech

2. PP Vocabulary
(gpeech only)

3. NSST*
Receptive

4. NSST***

Expressive
1. 6 33 33 .32

10

.75

1 3 22 7 8 .68

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PP Vocabulary)

** Northwestern Syatax Screening Test (NSST)

*** The NSSI Expressive Test is scored so restrictively that only
one child managed t.o achieve a score which had an equivalent
mental age. The cahied figures for this test, therefore, do
not really reflect these children's expressive abilities.
Mt:el-nate scorink,, proeydures are being devised and will be



in Table 2 you will find the English language per-
tormance of these children as measured by the P1117T and the
NSST, The PPVT has two alternate forms, A and B. Both
forms, in random order, were administered to each child. On
the first administration the examiner, using speech only,
asked the child to point to the correct picture. On a
second day the examiner, using speech and Signed
English simultaneously, administered the alternate form of
the test. The difference in means is striking. The
combined Signed English and speech administration shows
a mean mental age* of 32 months. The "speech" only
administration mean of nine months suggests almost no
language competence. .In fact 25 of the 39 children were
unable to score anything on the PPVT in the speech only
administration. There is a fairly high relationship, how-
ever, .75 between the performances on both administrations.
Most important, however, a mean mental age.of 32 months for
the speech and Signed English administration represents a
significant amount of language accomplishment for hearing
impaired children three to five years old.

On the other hand :he NSST clearly was too difficult for
these children. This is the usual finding for hearing impaired
children with this test. Nevertheless, of those standardized
tests that are available, the NSST still appears to be the most
appropriate. The expressive portion of the NSST, when scored as
required by the test manual, gives the children almost no credit
for expressive language. The actual records do indicate the
children can express themselves albeit not in full conformance
to standard English. For example, if a child was asked to say,
"the boy is running," he sometimes just said "boy running"
or another child might say, "boy run." We plan to rescore
these test records to see if we can come up with usable
alternate criterion measures of expressibility.

*Mental Age is the term used by the test constructor. In this
context, we view it as represen:ling a relative measure of
vocabulary acquisition, not intelligence.



Table 3

Categorical Grouping of
First 113 Variables in Signed English Analysis

1. Descriptive information about Child
age, sex, hearing loss (with and without amplification) cause
of deafness, age of onset, other physicb.1 problems, other
problems.

Educational History of Child

kind of previous instruction, durat;on of previous instruction,
age entered progr=mi, time in program, days absent, kind of absence.

3. Description of Family Members (mother, father, siblings) age
education, occupation, hearing status, family trauma.

4. Lnteraction with .School Program
type of contact, frequency (at home and school).

5. Family Facility in English and Signed English (S.E.) (as judged by
teachers) facility in English, abilit; to use markers, use
of Signed English by mother, father, siblings.

6. Use of Signed English by Teachers (as reported by Teachers)
frequency of use, alternate strategies, minutes read to
children, free time allowed with S.E. materials, formal
language instruction, speech instruction, auditory training,
Aide use of S.E., Teacher and Aide training in S.E., Desired
Training, Speech Encouragement, Class Structure, Teacher and
Aide Self-Ratings on facility with S.E.

7. Parent Report on Signed English Materials
read S.E. books to children, allow,:d free use of S.E. materials,
how many signs Parent can copy, accuracy of reproduction from

nnary.

Can child copy.Sign words from book, Can child copy Sign markers
from book, is child comfortable with S.E., Use of Markers,
Formal Course, Hours .of Instruction, Deaf Friends and
Relatives, How often do they see deaf friends and relatives,
Number of Beginning, Growing Up, Stories and Poems, Posters,
References Beught and Bori.owed.

These four test scores then, represent the available criteri.a oeasures
against which we would relate potential predictors. I chose two of them
to serve as criteria for this analysis: the scores on the PPVT (sign
and spe.cAt administraf-.ion) and the receptive scores on the NSST. The
scores on the oral administration of the PPVT and the expressive part of
the NSST varied over too small a range to serve as useful criteria in
this year's analysis. In Table 3 you will find a highly condensed sta;:e-
ment of the first 113 variables coded in our analysis. The variables
have been clustered in groups of roughly similar information or from
information gained frau ono kind of source. They deal with information
about the child, his family, the classroom situation, and Parent
reports on the Signed English material.
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Table 4

Significant Correlations with Criterion Variables

1. Descriptive information about Child

NONE

-Cducational History of Child

NONE

3. Description of Family Members
education of mother
occupation of-- father

hearing-s-tatus of first sibling

interaction with School Program
father's presence in home
use of S. E. by father

5. Family Facility in English and
Signed English (as judged by
teacherg)

father's facility with English

6. Use of Signed English by Teachers
.(as judged by teachers)

minutes of free time allowed
with S. E. materials

minutes of formal language
instruction

Aide's Use of S. E.

7. Parent Report on Signed English
Materials

number of signs parent can copy
from a new S. E. book

number 'of sign words child can
copy from S. E. book

number of sign marker3 child can
copy from S. E. book

number of S. L. (:rowing Up books
bought*

number of S. - Stories and Poems
bought*

mbor of S. . Posters boughtk

PPVT
Vocabulary

Test

NSST
Receptive

.30

.34

.41

.35

46

.33

.49

- .36

.27

.37

. 64

.50

.48

. 45

.48

32

.38(?)

.46

. 44

. 57

. 36

.35

. 39

.41

.29

. 61

.42

.21

.39

.26

*Number of Growing Up, Stories and- Poems, and Posters BORROWED
had small negative relationships.
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Since our largest N is 39, a cor7elation, to be significant at
the .05 level, must be at least .32. In order to be doubl Y sure that
we are dealing with relationships that are reliable, I have listed in
Table 4 only those variables that have relationships that exceed or
approach the given .32 level with lx:.th criteria. 'Please remember that
we will repeat these analyses in the next two years to see if we can
replicate these relationships. Some of the correlations listed in Table
4 are of considerable interest. You will note that half of the six
variables which are significantly related to language performance in
the first five clusters of variables deal with the father, i.e., father
present in the home, his use of Englishand his use of Signed English.
Other variables describing the father show similar but not significant
relationships. These findings suggest that the father's role in the home
language environment of the child may be very much more influential than
we have imagined heretofore. Similarly, the positive correlations
obtained for the teacher's aide further suggests the importance of "fuller"
language environment.

There are two pairs of negative correlations that are most inter-
esting. These are miLutes of free time allowed with Signed English
materials and minutes of time allocated to formal instruction by the
teacher. At first glance, these appear to be surprising results. It
is possible, however, that both variables may actually represent a
diminished flow of language to and from,the child. Free time may simply
be play time and the structure implicit in formal instruction may also

6result in a diminished rate of "language exchange." At any rate, these
variables will be looked at again during the next two years.

Finally, and most important from our point of view, the parent report
on the use of Signed English materials in the home furnishes results that
are deeply gratifying. A correlation of more than .60+ between the number
of sign words that a child can copy from Signed English books and performance
on the language criteria shows that skill with the materials strongly
parallels better language performance. The patterns of correlations
obtained from these parent reports suggest that the Signed English system
is proving very valuable for aiding the language development of these
children. As an aside, negative relationships between borrowing
materials and language development may be explained by one or any com-
bination of the folloWing: (a) if a given book is bought, it can't be
borrowed, (b) buying mav reflect more commitment than borrowing, and (c)
those who borrow just may be poorer and more ptessed for time.

SUMMARY

As [ stated earlier, this is a very preliminary analysis of some of
our very first data. We will further refine this analysis and report our
findings in a suitable journal. Even so, these initial findings are
gratifying. They suggest that our work is having a desirable effect.
Since our experimental evaluation will continue for at least two more years,
I will he able to report upon the effectiveness of a mcre complete system
in the future and one which will have been used for a second year by most
of the teachers involved iu these programs. They and we, I hope, will have
learned a great deal fr(im this f;rst year. Our results may be even more
encouraging than thosc- reported 1.ere today.
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COMMUNICATION COMPREHENSION AS MEASURED BY
THE NEW STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST

William D. Grant
and

Cheryl Petty
Office of Research and Evaluation
ModeI Secondary School for the Deaf

The 1973 Form A, HI version of the Stanford Achievement Test
(StanAT) offe/s researchers the ab±lit to gauge the performance of
impaired hearing students in relation to a nationally normed popula-
tion. The resulting information can be utilized by teachers, coun-
selors, and researchers in the construction of educational decisions.

Ili order to most clostdy align the thrust of this paper with
the purposes of the symposium, we will focus on the performance of
students of the MSSD on the Communications subtest of the StanAT.

The StanAT is offered in six levels in varying difficulty.
Level 6 represents the most advanced level. The Communications
subtest, however, is administered only at test levels 1-5. No
Communications subtest is given at level 6. At levels 1 and 2 the
subtest includes 26 items. The subtest at levels 3, 4, and 5 is
composed of 50 items. In levels 1 and 2 of the StanAT the student
is "required, to mark an appropriate picture or a letter option
representing a dictated statement in order to indicate his compre-
hension of a passage or question read by the examiner."

"...The groups of objectives are similar to those in reading
comprehension; the student is to determine:

1. The central focus of the passage.

2. Specific meanings.

3. Implied meanings.

A. Perception of concepts and relations.

5. Identification of inferences."

"Two primary purposes of the Communication Comprehension test
are 1) to evaluate the pupil's progress in comprehension through
;eceptive communication, and (2) to use the communication test
result to improve diagnosis of reading comprehension." (Madden, 1972)

The administration direction description of the subtest for
levels 3, 4, and 5 indicates that the subtest is designed to measure
the ability to comprehend direct communication from the test adminis-
trator. Although sLiiar to reading comprehension in its objectives,



communication comprehension is achieved by use of skills which differ
from reading skills. The classification of items aud major purposes
are the same as listed for level 1 and 2 (above).

At the MSSD, the Communications subtest is administered using
Total ,Communication. Test administrators are instructed in the speed
of delivery and in the use of,specific signs and/or fingerspellings
which are to occur during the testing situation.

Lawrence Rudner and Herbert Rosen of the NSSD have prepared for
the PDP 10 a computer program which performs item analysis of tests.
The program, which can handle up to ,150 itens and 9 subscales,
includes calculation of:

means

standard diviations

reliability coefficients for subscales and total
bam5ry using Cronbach's alpha

standard error of measurement

right-wrong scoring

trequency nistributions

point biserial correlations with subscale and battery

histograms of total battery

subscale students' responses

This program was used to analyze result-3 of student performance as
measured by the III, StanAT.

The test was administered to 104 students in levels 1-5. Table
1 indicates the number of students at each level.



Tahle Number of MSSD Students at each test level (1-5)
of the StauAt, HI, administered May, 1975.

TesL Level Number of Students

15

38

27

4 7

5 17

Answer sheets were machine scored and a computer tape copy of student
responses was purchased from the scoring service. This tape was used
as the data source for subsequent analysis.

Table 2 presents the summa/y results, of the performance of the MSSD
students on the subtest. It s'hauld be noted here that students who
took level I comprise a unique group. These students are in a special
program due to their lack of skill in English. As is evident from the
S.D. of level 1, as shown in Table 2, any interpretation of data for
level 1 should be made with extreme caution.



lablo 2. Summary of student performance of MSSD students
on Communications subtest of StanAT, HI, Administered
May, 1975, by level.

Stanine Summary - -National HI
Mean
Grade
Equivalent

'S.D.

of

G.E.

Below Average
N N

Average
%

Above Average
N

' K . 6 0.6 1 7 10 67 4 27

1.0 0.7 4 11 91 55 13 34

2.6 1.2 5 H _4 54 7 27

3.7 ,) ) 1 14 5 71 1 14

3.4 1.2 6 35 9 53 2 12

Table 3 is a quartile profile of students by level. Using level 1
as an example the scores are as follows: The lower quartile of students
scored at the 47th percentile. The national median would be a percentile
rank of 50. These sLudents frcm the MSSD scored at the 68th percentile.
The upper quartile scored at the 85th percentile rank. Part of the per-
formance of students at level 1 must be due to the fact that hey are
older than most students who might be expected to take level 1.



Table 3. Quartile profile of MSSD students performance in
Communication Comprehension as measured by thE StanAT, Form
A, HI, Adminisered May, 1975.

Test

Level National Percentile Rank

i0 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 75 80 90
I I I I I

I I 1

i

1

47-4- 68
11- 85

I r

I
i

50 -I -67 r
1

86
1

1

1 1

65 i

r 7927

4 44 -1 70 r-78
, 1

1

5 15 , -127
1

-1 71
1

I

Items in the Communicaticns subtest are grouped into 5 areas.
Tabie 4 presents student performance by -Item grouping.

-so



riple 9

AC.15.'.2rNT 77, FORM h HI, 193

.1,41? 1975

.Comnnnication

S7ni',;7 7.17,U.,r0lArZ,
cOn:o7 (pN nt correct) BY l'ID!

GRCUPS, CNOICATIO

' corv.ct

LEVE'. 2 L1L ] MEL 4 LEM. 5
'LEVEL 6'

TC:d1.

Itt...s Correct

Tata; X

Items Correct S.D.

Total X

Itm Correct S.D.

Total 7 Total 7

Itema Correct S.D. Items Correct S.D.

3 1.4 1,0 5 2.7 1.3 5 1.9 0,8

(47)
(54) (38)

, !

1.1 5 .2,4 I 4 9 5.7 ,2.1 12 6.3 2.7 14 6.5 1.4I ,rii!
(42)

(63)
(53) (46)

11T1Ilt 1.3 1,0 1.8 1,1 5 3.6 1,3 10 5,4 2,4 8 1,8 1.9:1Nning (13)
(45) (72)

(54) (48)

Coueptol 5 2,1 1.3 5 2,2 1,3 10 5,5 1.1 9 4,1 2,1 9 3.4 1.9vxan.iC1K6.
(46) (44)

(55) (52)
(38)

Inference 6 12 6,1 1,1 12 6.7 2,1 23 11,3 4,6 14 7,7 3,6 14 5.8 2.6Log. Anal, (51) (56)
(58) (55) (41)-.,

707AL IFST 26 11,7 3.5 26 13.6 4.2 50 29.4 9,8 50 26,9 10.7 50 21.4 9,0
(45) (52)

(59) (54)
(43)

r NA terit at Level 6



At. each 'level except level 1, the mean raw scores fall within
the accurate measurement range of the Gommunicati,.ns subtest. Thus
for levels 2-5, the scores, in general, reflect student's performance
as it is ;Tleasured by this test.

The MSSD has not.is ye.t had the opportunity to administer the
;\

Hi version of the StanAT a second time to these student:. A
testing is scheduled for March, 1976. At that time comparisons can
be made which will hopefully begin to yield indications of trends
in student's performance.

As Table 3 indicates, at level 2, 3, and 4 the average quartile
of MSSD students was above the national average qvr-tile. At level
5 the average MSSD quartile apptoached the lower quartile of_the
national norming sample.

As further data becomes available, MSSD program effects will be
investiOted in relation to students' scores. The_ research and
communications departments of the MSSD'have now at their disposal
a useful assessment tool.
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COOP EDUCATION: SOMF COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS

William Varrieur

CooDerative Educat-ion

QUESTIONS RAISED APPLY TO A GALLAUDET STUDENT
AND/OR DEAF COLLEGE GRADUATES

I. Communication Preparing for the Job

A. Is the student aware of his communication skill?
B. Can the student improve his communication skills?
C. How best can the student utilize his skills?

II. Communication Getting_ the Job

A. What are the interviewing techniques necessary?
B. What communication skills are required for the job

interview?
C. What communication skills are available for the job

interview?

Communication - On the Job

A. What is the appropriate language equired to express, to see
and to understand on the job?

B. What are the.communication skills required of the work? Do
they vary with jobs. Can they be identified?

C. What gadgets or mechanisms can the student use on the job to
increase his communication skills? Practicality of such
gadgetc. The cost uf such gadgets.

IV. Communication Job Advancement

A. At what level of work does communication become a major
problem?

B. Are there specific areas of employment where advancement on
the job is prohibitive because of communication problems?

C. What are the particular communication problems that confront
workers?

D. Is there a point of saturation where hearing workers become
"turned off" on methods of communicating with deaf workers
other than using voice?



APPLICATIONS OF SPEECH SCIENCE TO COMMUNICATION HANDICAPS:
I. REARCH ON SPEECH-FEATURE AUDIOMETRY FOR HEARING AID FITTING

James M. Pickett

!;ensorv Communication Research Laboratory

A person who wants to function easily in society, with maximum
:lexibilitv and a wide choice oi social roles, must be able to comr
munic:Ite thre,gh speech. People with loss of hearing suffer from
i:Ipairment of their speech communication in varying degrees depending
oe the age of onset and nature of loss.

What is rhe. size of this problem? A summary of studies of the
hearing-impaired population gives 6.5 million people with "signifi-
caat impairment" in both ears (Schein and Delk, The Deaf Population
in the U. S., National Association of the Deaf, 1974). Three and
.1 half million of these are 65 years or older 420,000 are "pre-
vocationally deaf."

How can our present knowledge of speech cOmmunication-be applied'
to benefit this population? The basis of speech communication is
much better underEJtood now than when hearing aids were first intro-
duced over 60 years ago. Especially during the past 30 years there
has been a trtmendous increase in our know] edge about how speech is
spoken and about the sound-code that makes speech communicative.

I wish I could now say that there have been corresponding large
advances in the fitting of hearing aids and in the development of
suceessful electronic aids to speech communication for the deaf. As
we learnecl more about speech sounds we developed a,knowledge base
that could be used to rationalize the prescription of hearing aids.
And for the past 20 years it has been easy to build visual speech
indicators for the use of deaf persons. There has been plenty of
research on these possibilities but the applications thus far have
not been earth-shaking. Yet there is still a great potential in
unapplied research findings, and in electronic techniques that appear
to be applicable. My purpose today is to describe two examples of
;Ipplication now under study and to discuss what kind of efforts are
needed to further capitalize on our knowledge and capabilities. First
I will describe our research on measuring auditory distortion through
epeech-feature audiometry. In a second paper I will describe a
vieual clectroric aid to speech reception that we are testing

AUDIToRY DISTORTION AND HEARING-AID FITTING

Hearing aids help the hearing-impaired a great deal, but there
are consistent complaints about distortion of sound and difficulty
in hearing in noisy or reverberant conditions. Only a small part of
Lhe disLortion is in the hearing aid. There are serious auditory
di,etortions coLP-;cd by the damaged auditory system of the listener.
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Up to 1960 our knowledge of speech patterns had not been applied to the
hearing-distortion problem; it was not known which features of speech
sounds were distorted nor what types and degrees of distortion were
prevaent. Thus the situation in prescribing hearing aids was analogous
to trying to fit glasses for poor eyesight without having ways to measure
(!istortion:; outline (sharpness of focus) or distortions of shape
(astigmatism), and thereby knowing whac corrections to build into. the
eyeglasses.

SPEECH-FEATURE DISTORTIONS

Some insights into auditory distortion of speech features have
been gained by analyzing the hearing-impaired listeners' confusions of
the consonant sounds. However, until recently there were only a few
such ,studies, and their analysis of resUlts was not very sophisticated
in the use of current knowledge about consonant sound-patterns. We
carried out a hetter analysis using the listening responses of 99
Callandet students who had residual discriminative hearing (about
one in every four of our entering students in 1967 hnd 1968). We
found that they had subnormal discrimination as a whole but there
were systematic differences in discrimination of the sub-features of
consonahts. They had much better discrimination for the nasal and
voiced features of consonants than fur the manner and place features.
When the data were analyzed in subgroups of listeners according to
level of discrimination and type of audiogram, this same order of
hearing for speech features was found to occur across the range of
discriminative hearing, and it seemed to be independent of the contour
of audiogram.

Undoubtedly there would be important individual differences in
auditory distortion of speech features, but we do not yet know how to
measure these quickly for a clinical diagnosis. However, we have
developed methods for discovering and carefully measuring the distor-
tions, and, using these, we,have.firmly established the existence of
certain types of distortion. We are now ready to develop faster
procedures and test them as predictors of how best to set the indi-
vidual's hearing aid.

PLACE FEATURES AND FORMATS

Let us now consider what auditory distortions we have found thus
far. The pLAce features of consonants are the most difficult for the
impaired listener to distinguish. Thct place feature refers to where
in the vocal tract the consonant is formed. The lips and tongue can
make the contriction for a consonant at the front, middle, or back.
This difierehtiates among the consonants, 2, t, and k; and among m,
n, and ng. We know from speech science that the movements to and from
these c,)11crictions produce different speech sound patterns depending
on the pLice of the constriction. The listener must be able to hear
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ftest. diFferences in order to distinguish within the sets of
place-differentiated consonants. The sound-differences for place
have been found to exist in a resonance of the vocal tract, parti-
cularly the second resonance, called the second format (F2). The
first resonance, Fl, is lower in frequency, and does not function
to differentiate place. As a consonant is articulated by movement
of the lips or tongue, the frequency position of F2 moves toward
a new position; for example F2 moves down for lip-constrictions
(front constrictions) but it moves up for middle constrictions by
the tongue.

In the middle 1.950's the resonances of speech were first syn-
thesized electronically by basic researchers who were working on
the nature of speech. This technology then developed to be more
or Less routine, and by the middle 1960's we began to use synthetic
formants here in our Lab for the study of auditory di.stortion in
sensorineural hearing impairment. We have studied Gallaudet students
with moderate-to-severe impairment andielderly persons with different
degrees of impairment. Dr. Revoile and Miss Quinn will explain in
the next papers the listening tests that we use in these studies
And the results we have obtained.

WITHIN-SPEECH MASKING AND HEARING-AID FITTING

in general the most important distortion we have found, in
relation to hearing-aid fitting, is one in which the patient cannot
discriminate the occurrence of a transitional change in ,the second
formant, unless the first formant iS redUced in loudness. We may
call this phenomenon within-speech masking; and its alleviation may
he called release from-within-speech masking.

Our subjeCts vary widely in their susceptibility to this masking
and in the degree of release obtainable by reducing the loudness of
Fl. Therefore,it is reasonable to expect that those who show a re-
lease would benefit by adjusting their hearing aids to reduce the
loudness of the '_ow first-formant resonances because these are al-
ways present during the F2-transitions. This remains to be proven,
and especially we need to develop fast ways:to measure release from
within-speech masking, otherwise release could not be quickly assess-
ed in the clinic, or by the hearing-aid dealer.

DEVELOPMENT OF SPEECH-FEATURE AUDIOMETRY

lvre are now beginning to study these possibilities for clinical
use of speech feature discrimination tests. The format-discrimination
tests we now'use will be the basis for developing new clinical tech-
niques vith which to measure auditory distortion. These would employ
artificial sounds, formants that are speech-like, generated by a
speech synthesizer under the control of the clinician. The clini-
cian coulzi adjdst the formants for the patient to find the smallest



difference the patient can hear. The difference we have used is in
formant transitions as they differentiate the manner and place features
of consonants. The clinician would begin with a very large amount of
difference which the patient can easily hear, and then gradually the
amount of difference is reduced until it cannot be heard. Then the
difference is increased until it can just be heard, decreased again
and increased again, until the "threshold" amount of difference
located. This procedure may be called speech-feature audiometry.

We believe that speech-feature audiometry will describe auditory
distortion in ways that will be very valuable in the designirs of aural
rehabilitation training and iu the fitting of hearing aids.

We consider the hearing-aid problem to be a primary one. The
degree of speech-feature distortion could be measured under different
simulated settings of hearing-aid characteristics. The simulated
setting that yields the least amount of distortion would be chosen for
the patient's hearing aid. Currently there are no such methods for
setting up hearing aids; the only rapid tests used now are to have
the patient listen to speech for a few minutes under different settings,,
or with diff.orent aids, and choOse the one that sounds best. This
method is not very rel4able. Reliable speech tests would require
about a half-hour of word-reception testing under each setting. Thus
the assessment of only four settings would require two hours, an
amount of time that is prohibitive in clinical schedules. In contrast
we believe that a useful measure of speech-feature distortion could
be obtained in about/five minutes, thus allowing the testing of six
secting in a half-hour.

Tne resear:h necessary to develop speech-feature audiometry
will probably ,be a long-term effort, on the order of 5 to 10 years.
We expect to find other types of auditory distortion, and we need to
carry ouL extensive tests on the reception of natural speech through
different settings of the hearing aid. We have applied to the Public
Health Service for funds to carry out this research.



WITHIN-SPEECH MASKING

Re'voile, E. Danaher, M. P. Wilson, and J. M. Pickett
Sensory Communication Research Laboratory

if you have ever had difficulty hearing a signal or stimulus
because of the interference of another sound, you have experienced
masking. In audition "masking" refers to the fact that unwanted
sounds can interfere with the reception of another sound. When
masking occurs during speech communication thc auditory reception
of speech is disrupted. Masking can affect speech by changing
its message or rendering it partially or completely inaudible.

Past studies of the masking of speech have been concerned
with unwanted sounds extraneous to the speech signal. Conversely,
this paper discusseS speech masking that may result from sounds
within the ripeech signal itself. The term "Within-speech masking"
refers to this effect, i.e., the interference in the reception of
some speech sound characteristics by other sound characteristics
in the same speech signal. The occurrence of within-speech maSking
has been suggested by some findings from research in the Sensory
Communication Research Laboratory on the perception of speech-like
stimuli by persons with sensorineural hearing losses. This re_search
was undertaken to explore the extent to which the different acoustic
characteristics within speech sounds can be detected and discrimi-
nated by the sensorineural listener.

In this research speech-like stimuli or synthetic speech have
been used instead of real speech. The synthetic speech is gener-
ated by a computer that is programmed to simulate various acoustic
characteristics in real speech. Through the use of the computer
the acoustic characteristics of the synthetic speech can be varied
systematically in small segments, a capability not possible with
real speech.

The speech characteristics simulated in the synthetic stimuli
were segments of vowels, called formants and transitions. Vowels
are comprised of formants, which are concentrations of energy at
different frequency regions. In speech, steady formants occur
during vowels and transitions in formants occur between vowels and
consonants. Transitions, particularly those of the second formant
(F2), are used by persons with normal hearing for differentiating
certain consonants in speech. For this research we wanted to deter,-
mine how well these formants transitions could be discriminated
by persons with sensorineural hearing losses. The results from
Olis.work on transition discrimination indicated the existence of
within-speech masking.

STUDIES OF TRANSITION DESCRIMINATION

IN a ,;erIes of experiments conducted over several years diffe7-
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ent gronp.s uf Gallaudet students participated as listeners. The
listeners had moderate to severe hearing losses and audiometric-
pure tone threshold contours that were either flat or sloping town-
ward. Each listener participated in a paid one-hour listening
session twice a week over one or two semesters.- The listeners were
presented test stimuli monaurally using the ear that had the better
pure tone audiometric thresholds. They heard the stimuli at a
level each had selected as his most comfortable listening level.

For all experiments discrimination of the occurrence of the
second formant (F2) transitions was studied. The frequency size
of the transition was varied to determine the smallest F2 transi-
tion that could be discriminated in relation to no transition.

In the procedure used to measure discrimination of the F2
transition, a group of three stimuli were presented for each
trial. In each group the.three stimuli were alike in all respects
except that one stimulus had a transition in the second formant at
the start of the stimulus; the other two stimuli had second formants
which started at the steady-formant and remained there. The
listener's task was to pick the stimulus that had the transition.
The correctness of his choice determined the transition size for the
next group of three stimuli. If the subject chose the correct
stimulus as having the transition then the size of the transition
was decreased for the next group of stimuli.- If the subject chose
an incorrect stimulus as having the transition, the transition was
increased in size in the next group of stimuli. Feedback of the
,correct.answer,was given after each trial. The transition discri-
mination threshold was taken as the amount of transition for which
75% of the transitions were discriminated correctly. At least three
thresholds were obtained for each experimental condition.

Throughout all experiments transitions of the second formant
were discriminated with F2 alone and with F2 in the presence of
another formant, the first formant (F1) which, as in real speech,
was always lower in frequency than F2. The acoustical character-
istics of F1,-F2, and the F2 transition were changed among experi-
ments. Within-speech masking was,found in all experiments. However,
the discussion here will be limited to describing the effect for
two experimental conditions that showed different types of within-
speech masking.

Upward maskinr,. In one experiment the amplitude of Fl was varied
relative to the amplitude of F2. F2 remained constant in amplitude
while Fl was presented at its natural speech amplitude or reduced
by 5, 10, or 13 dB. Some results for these conditions are shown
in Figure 1 for two groups of hearing impaired listeners according
to whether they had sloping or flat audiograms. The smallest
transition threshold (best performance) was obtained when F2 was
presented alone. A very large transition threshold (poorest
performance),occurred for the "0" condition of Fl, i.e., when
the amplitudes of Fl and F2 were closest, and approximated their
amplitudes in Iltural spcecil. As the amplitude of Fl decreased,
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transition discrimination perform-nce improved. Similar improve-
ment in transition discrimination for reductions in Fl amplitude
appear for both groups of subjects.
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Figure 1. Effects of relative amplirude of Fl on
discrimination of F2 transitions in the vowel [A]. The
"0",condition of relative amplitudes represents the
amplitudes of Fl and F2 in tura]. speech. Seven sub-
jects with sloping sensorine ral losses and four with
flat sensorineural losses we e tested. Mean transition
discrimination thresholds 4 tR) for F2 alone are
shown and can be used as a reference for evaluating
the amount of masking producq by Fl.

This effect shows the masking or interference of the first
formant on the frequency discrimination of the F2-transition.
It indicates that low-frequency vowel formants can produce a
type of upward masking that reduces the ability to discriminate
transitions of higher frequency formants. This finding raises
the possibility that a similar effect might occur in real speech,
that is, that low-frequency vowel-formants may cause within-
speech mmking of acoustic cues ioc in higher frequencies.
Furthermore, for those listeners who .now improvement with lower
amplitude ol i.e., release from transition discrimination-
masking, we might expect that they would benefit from using a
hearing aid that has reduced response in the low frequencies.

Backward maskin. [11 another experiment the onset of Fl was
cut :)ack in tin reiativf, to F2 and its transition. In different



test conditions Fl was present either during the entire length of
F2 and transition or delayed in its onset (cutback) by 50, 100, or
200 msec. The F2 transition occurred during the initial 100 msec
of P2. Hence, when Fl was delayed by 100 msec, Fl began after the
F2 transition had been completed. When Fl was delayed by 200 msec,
the F2 transition and 100 msec of steady-state F2 had oCcurred
before FL began, and Fl was present only for the final 50 msec of
F9.

Some results for F2 transition discrimination with Fl cut-
back appear in Figure 2. As above, the smallest transition
threshold was discriminaced (best performancq0 when.F2 was pre-
sented alone. The largest transition threshold was obtained
when Fl was present during the entire length of F2. Transition
discrimination threFholds improved as the delay in Fl onset
increased. Similar imprpvement in transition discrimination
appeared for both.groups of ii eners; the listeners with flat
losses perfoi-med better in general than the listeners with
sloping losse!-;.
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These dilti indicate that discrimination of F2 transitions can
be affected by Fl even when there is no Fl energy present during
the transition. This finding reveals that Fl can produce masking
of a temporal nature. Fl can spread backward in time to reduce
discrimination of frequency transitions tha'L precedse the onset of
Fl in a vowel. If such temporal masking occurs in speech, then
discrimination of some consOnant acoustic cues might be reduced
as a result of the temporal proximity of the consonant to a vowel.

Sivntieance el Reult,!-;. The results of these studies add to
our knowledge the perception f speech-Like stimuli by persons
with senserineurll hearin;:, impairments. Such information provides
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hasisLfor understanding the speech discrimination problems
that usually accompany sensorineural hearing losses. Of
greater importance, however, is the potential application of
th,is information to.aural rehabilitation methods and the design
and telection of hearing aids. For example, if, in a given
individual, reduced speech discrimination is the result of
low-frequency masking effects, we could reduce the low fr-
quency energy produced by the person's hearing aid. Or, perhaps,
in auditory training, we could concentrate on detection and
discrimination of cues in the presence of masking.



WITHIN SPEECH MASKING EFFECTS IN THE ELDERLY HEARING IMPAIRED

Regan Quinn
Sensory Communication Research Laboratory

Two years ago our Laboratory bega a pilot study to examine
the Fl masking effects on F2 transition discrimination ability
of elderly hearing impaired subjects. The primary purpose of
these tests was to investigate the effects of strong low-frequency
energy, .F1. on discrimination of transitions in F2.

We believe it is important to study elderly subjects for
two reasons. First, there are many more elderly persons with sen-
sorineural hearing loss than young persons, and we cannot rationally
extend our findings with young subjects to predict the discrimina-
tion characteristics of older subjects:, As early as 1948, Caeth
reported finding a syndrome he termed phonemic regression in the
older clinicLlly-assessed-hearing impaired population. The term
phonemic regression implies that while the loss of loudness acuity
for pure tones is in good agreement with the loudness loss for
speech, there is greater difficulty in understanding speech, as
revealed by appropriate discrimination tests, than the type and
severity of loss would lead one to expect. A second reason it is
important to study elderly subjects is that the elderly ear may
be made available for anatomical study within a reasonable time
after measuremerft of the discrimination characteristics. This has
great potential for leading to a better understanding of the
anatomical basis for discrimination loss.

We originally searched for appropriate subjects by reviewing
existing audiological records made available to us in various clinics
in the area.

Our first group of subjects were residents in a nursing home.
co these subjects had been pre-selected by the home's social

-ervice director as active, cooperative, well-functioning members
ul the community. However, much difficulty was encountered in
training these subjects even after considerable simplification of
our experimental procedure. Many subjects exhibited an inability to
attend, fatigue, lack of motivation, and difficulty learning and retain-
ing the same/different listening task. Some of the'subjects became
unwilling or would forget to attend the Listening sessions. These
were still persistent problems after two months of training.

We then selected a second group of subjects of the same age
who were living independently and did not display as many of the
elviracteristics of advanced senility as did the nursing home popu-
l-tion. It is the results obtained with this second group that
are discu!-;sed in this paper.
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Experiment

Subjects. All of our subjects (Ss) were healthy, independent
elderly persons who were residents of an apartment building for the
aged. There were 16 subjects, ranging from age 70 to 95 years, with
mild to severe sensorineural hearing losses. Three of the subjects
wore hearing aids. None of the Ss had any history of hearing loss
or otological problems prior to late middle age. None had a history
of excessive noise exposure or early familial deafness. The Ss reported
experiencing from very little, to severe, communication problems result-
ing from their hearing loss.

Procedure. Much of the procedure used in this pilot study differs
tremendously from that used in the studies done within our Laboratory.
Due to the lack of mobility found in the aged population, test equip-
ment was set up in a relatively quiet (but far from noise free!) room
in the Ss' resident apartment building. The So all listened to the
same stimulus through individually attenuated headsets in groups of
five. The test stimuli were generated in our Laboratory.by a vowel
synthesizer and then recorded onto a two channel tape recorder. Tapes
with each formant of the test sound recorded on a separate channel
were used to present the stimuli. Originally we had prepared our
stimulus tapes with a format of presentation similar to that_wlrich
is used in our Laboratory with young hearing impaired listeners. The
Ss' task was to make a three alternative discrimination and record his
choice on an answer form. However, during early test runs with a
nursing home population we found it necessary to simplify this proce-
dure to a stimulus pair same/different presentation with only verbal
subject responses required.

On each trial the S heard twp sounds. If both of the sounds were
the same, there was no transition and the formant remained at a fixed
frequency for the duration of each sound. When a difference occurred,
the second sound had a frequency transition over the initial 100 msec
of the second formant (F2). The formant frequency of the sound with-
out the transition was the same as the final frequency of the sound
that had the transition. These Ss were able to give written responses
after each stimulus pair presentation. The testor then immediately
provided the correct answer prior, to presentation of the next stimulus
pair.

A constant difference procedure was used to estimate the S's
threshold for discrimination of the transitions. The stimulus pairs
were presented in sets of 10 pairs, five of which contained frequency
transitions of the same size. A session usually began with sets with
large transitions, and, in each set of 10 that followed, the size
of the transition was reduced by 100, 50 or 25 Hz. Mean scores were
established from the subject's responses. Thresholds were deter-
mined from psychophysical functions plotted using the mean scores for
each size transition.



Th( final frequency of F2 was either 700, 1000, 2000, or 3000
Hz; correspondingl), the largest transition size fOr the 700 and
1000 Hz final frequency states was 300 Hz, and 500 Hz for the 2000
Hz and 3000 Hzs final frequency states. All transitions were rising
in frequency. Nine different amounts of transition were avail-
able to cover the range from the largest to the&smallest transitior.
The duration of the transition within the 250 msec.stimuli was
always 100 msec. Fl, when present, was a steady state 300 Hz
or 500 Hz signal with no frequency transition An Fl of 300 Hz
was present with an F2 with final frequency of 700 Hz and 2000 Hz.
An Fl of 50.0 Hz was present with the F2's with final frequency of
1000 Hz and 3000 Hz.

Four Fl + F2 frequency combinations were used, and/each com-
bination was presented irt three amplitude conditions. In one
condition, F2 was presented alone. In another condition, Fl + F2
were presented together at the same relative amplitudes as they
normally occur in speech. In the third condition, Fl and F2
were presented together with Fl attenuated 10 dB. From day to
day, the order of presentation of the 12 test conditions was randomly
varfed. The subjects listened to all 12 test conditions with their
listening level set at the level they chose as most comfortable
(MCL) when both Fl and F2 were present. These levels were set at
the beginning of each session.

Results. As mentioned earlier, the primary purpose of-these
tests was to investigate the effects of Fl on discrimination of
transitions in F2. If the presence of Fl does create a masking
effect, the thresholds ot\tained when Fl and F2 are present will
be larger than those obtained for F2 alone. The_mean scores at
each Cransition size were plotted as psychophysical functions to
obtain threshold values. A 70%-correct level was establisLed
as threshold. (See Figure 1).

The group means obtained do not really reflect the large dif-
ferences in Fl masking effects among Ss. For some individuals the
masking effects are very large. Discrimination of the F2 transi-
tions vas markedly Lednced when Fl was added to the signal. lOther
Ss showed no significant upward spread of masking produced by the
presence of Fl. Still others showed better discrimination for the
F2 transitions when both Fl and F2 were present. However, these
masking effects were not consistent at all test frequencies
for any individual subject (see Table 1). The finding for some

Irjects of better discrimination fo A. and F2 together than for
alone was not consistent with young sensorineural subjects. We

are presently retesting some of the same group of elderly subjects
to determine if this unusual effect is due to experimental artifact
or is an actual psychoacoustical phenomenon unique to the elderly
sensorineural listener.

During the year, we brought our Ss to Gallaudet fol.- clinical
audiological evaluations. In addition to assessing the type and
degree of Ss hearing loss, we carried out word-recognition tests



especi:iliy, co find out if any relc.tionship existed between the
individual S's maximum obtainable word recognition score and his
F2 transition discrimination. Analysis of this aLdiolegic informa-
tion and our transition discrimination data yielded a significant
correlation between the F2 trasition diss:rimination thresholds and
clinical word recognition scores. It seems that the Ss who had
better discrimination for the higher frequency F2 transitions also
:lad better scores for reccy4nition of monosyllabic words (see Table 2).

Discussion. When we have completed the retesting we are presently
doing in this pilot study of formant transition discrimination, we
hope to continue our study of the discrimination problems of the
elderly sensorineural hearing impaired person. We plan to test this
same group of Ss using frequency filtered word discrimination tests
to see if the upward spread of masking that occurs with synthetic
speech also occurs in a real speech signal. We plan to vary the ampli-
tude in the low frequency region of the real speech stimulus and look
at how it:affects speech reception.

We also plan to adapt our transition discrimination procedure for
clinical use, to measure transition thresholds with Fl reductions in
level, and to evaluate these measures as predictors of the optimal
amount of low-frequency suppression for speech reception. This informa-
tion could be used to provide more appropriate hearing aid fittings.

We plan to ask our Ss to pledge their ears to the Temporal Bone
Bank. In our tests thus far with the elderly listeners, we find a
large amount of variation in Fl discrimination masking that remains unac-
coynted for. A great deal of this variation is theoretically trace-
able to differences in peripheral conditions, i.e., to anatomical
and physiological differences in the organ of Corti, in the cochlear
spiral ganglion cells, and in the distal portions of the VIIIth
nerve. Hcr,.7er, there is very little evidence on the relation of
auditory discrimination to sensory peripheral status. Important
evidence on this relation may be found through correlated anatomi-
cal and discrimination studies of the ear.



KURE 1: METHOD OF DETERMINING F2 TRANSITION
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Subject 4

TABLE 1. Threshold Values (Hz)

F2 700 F2 1000

Fl 300
Fl SOO

F2 Alone 40,00

Fl -ID 44.7

Fl + F2 61.51

F2 Alone 35.00

Fl -10 B0.95

Fl + F2 68.80

F2 2000 F2 3000

Fl 300 Fl 500

F2 Alone 25.00 F2 Alone 50.00

Fl -10 203.33 Fl -10 350.00

Fl + F2 166.06 Fl + F2 500.00

F2 Alone 41.17 F2 Alone 26,81
F2 Alone 100.00 F2 Alone 181.81

2 Fl -10 37,51 Fl -10 42.15 Fl -10 150.00 F1 -10 200,00

,Fl + F2 43.75 Fl + F2 44.24 Fl + F2 160.42 Fl + F2 200.00

F2 Alone 100.00
F2 Alone 44.02

F2 Alone 150.00 F2 Alone 340.00

3 Fl -10 43,37 Fl -10 60.67 Fl -10 150.00 Fl -10 200.00

Fl + F2 40.56 Fl + F2 120.00
Fl + F2 140.00 Fl + F2 295.00



TAT1 2. Correlation Coefficients of Maximum PB-Word Recognition

Scores with Audiometric Pure Tone Threshold Averages (P.T.A.)

and with F2 Transition Discrimination Thresholds

F2 TRANSITION DISCRIMINATION THRESHOLDS

F2 700 F2 1000

Fl 300 Fl 500

F2 Alone .15

Fl -10 .12

Fl + F2 .19

F2 Alone ,18

Fl -10 .20

F2 2000

Fl 300

F2 3000

Fl SOO

F2 Alone .74 F2 Alone .53

Fl -10 .58 Fl 40 .67

Fl + F2 .43 Fl + F2 .41 Fl 1- F2 ,7

P. T. A. (.5-1-2K Hz) .41

P. T. A. ( 2-4-6K Hz) .63

Low to high frequency slope .47

An r of .514 or higher is significant at the p = .05 level or better



ART AS A MEDILfM OF COMMUNICATION

,

In her well-in work, Psy hollogy of Deafness, Dr. Edna S.
Levine observes that sychoJogic k-fests in general show that
those deaf individuals who attend residential schools for the
deaf are generally mor socially and emotionally stable than
those deaf or hard-of h aring who attend oral schools and day
schools where sign lang ge is either frowned upon or in disuse.
It thus appears that gro ng up together in a cohesive milieu where
sign language, the natura language of the deaf, is the dominant
language produces an undotibted maturing and socializing effect on
the deaf.

EAne Bergman
Department offEfiglish

This has its disadvantages, however, as indicated by scrutiny
of autobiographies by deaf artists and intellectuals, such as the
American actor and painter Albert Ballin, the British poet David
Wright, and the French writer Eugene Relgis. Ballin, the withor
of The Deaf Mute Howls, states flatly that one of th.e greate,
wrongs inflicted upon deaf children is their enforced herding
together under one roof. To Ballin, the greatest evil produced
by this wrong is the formation of "uncouth mannerisms, peculiarly
their own"--a conclusion which now strikes us as somewhat ridiculous:
David Wright, who spent part of his childhood in an English school
for the deaf and went on to graduate from Oxford University, observes
poignantly that on moving from the deaf to the hearing world he
missed "the freedom and ease that comes from being the same as
everyone else," but in the same breath he goes on to condemn that
world of freedom, of ease because:

"The deaf do not, because they cannot, deal
in the nuances--particularly the verbal nuances--
of personal relationships. Their dealings
are direct--may appear outrageously direct:
their handshakes are ungloved. They have a
naivete, and also a plain honesty of intent,
that often makes the polite wrappings-up of
ordinary people seem, by contrast, hypocritical."

The world of the adult deaf is an extension 'of the school for the
deaf: except that where, in the school the association of individuals
is compulsory, outside the school it is voluntary but just as close,
clannish, in fact. In that world the same attitudes and patterns of
behavior, the same mentality, prevail--directness, naivete, and plain
honesty of intent as Wright terms them. Obviously, suth a world has
enormous socializing'advantages to the deaf who otherwise would
remain as imprisoned in the shell of their peculiarly isolating
physical handicap as, say, a prisoner penned up in the solitary. But
the qualities of bluntness, of roughness, of the provincialism inher-
ent in the clannish nature of such an inbred community made up of



persons with the same handicap and attitudes, repel the more sensitive deaf
individuals to whom deafness is "the shameful infirmity, the pivot of an
entire destiny, the sobriquet Which sums up a man," in the words of Miron,
the narrator of Muted Voices, the veiled autobiography of the deaf Frenchman
Eugene Relgis. (p._fl)

If, however, we take a broader view of the friction existing between
the deaf artist and the deaf'community, we find it to be merely a symptom
of the isolation existing between the artist and society, in any society.
The artist., whether deaf or hearing, needs solitude and concentration in
order to create: his privacy is vital to him, it goes without saying. The

problem reduces to a question of privacy rather than of friction or aliena-
tion. If in the deaf world this problem seems somewhat magnified, this is
connected with the broader fact that deafness is by its very nature more
sharply existential in the Sartrean sense as the deaf individual remains an
outsider in relation to.society. .Tue position of the deaf is indeed unique
because they represent the only category of the physically handicapped whose
handicap remains invisible. There is nothing in their posture, gaze, looks
that distinguishes them from ordinary men, is higher and more impervious
than for anyiother group of the physically handicapped. A blind man with
his dark gldases and white/cane or a paraplegic in his armchair is easily
identified and receives stmpathy and understanding. The deaf, who blend
more with the crowd than the blind and the paralytic, are at the same time
less of the crowd, because of the special difficulty people encounter in
communicating with them.

Thus their problems are the least understood and the number and scope.
of the misconceptions entertained about them by the public are amazing. As

outsiders they are not accepted by society as equals (this, is, of course,
a question of physiological rather than legal discrimination), and, since
they are not Martians suddenly dropped upon earth (although in some ways
they seem to be so to those who do not understand them, this being the vast
majority of the public), but have always been with us, they are a histori-
cally oppressed group which survived legal discrimination and partial attempts
at its extermination in infancy in Greek and Roman times oaly to lead a
brutalized sort of existence in the Middle Ages and evolve ivto a minority
with theoretically equal rights but with an image flawed by its past history
and persisting communication barrier. To an overwhelming majority of the
public they are Calibans.

They are thus forced to associate mutually, to prefer the company of
each other to that of hearing people, because thP only alternative they have
i5 that of living in much more absolute isolation. One unfortunate corollary
of living in such an optimal but closed world, however, is its mentally
stultifying atmosphere, its lack of nuances as David Wright terms it. Perhaps
no other group of men resorts to more cliches in their conversation than
the deaf: it is as if they were trying to reassure themselves that they are
human, too. This is of course also due to their unfortunate linguistic inade-
quacy whicH hinders their social advancement even more than their deafness,
and which is even more responsible than their deafness for their generally
poor image in society.

4 )
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All this makes the creative development of the deaf artist
more difficult compared with that of his hearing counterpart.
lie must overcome greater obstacles if he is to exploit h's
potentialities. Yet he has a lot to give, too, considering
that the visual literacy of even the average deaf individual is
much more refined'than that of his hearing counterpart. This
term refers to acuteness of perception, to ability to visually
distinguish and discriminate, among many other attributes. David
Wright may be right in claiming that the deaf cannot deal in
verbal nuances, but, when it comes to their dealing in nuances
of the visual perception in the visual distinction of a thousand
and one subtlest nuances of feeling and sensation, they are demon-
strably superior to the hearing. In this I believe lies the
great potential of the deaf in general and the deaf artist in
particular.

The deaf artist, however equivocal may be his feelings about
the deaf community, needs it because of "the freedom and ease that
comes from being the same as everyone else." This bond between
the artist and the community will become much stronger once the
deaf succeed in translating into reality their great potential
by developing to the fullest their special compensatory powers of
visual literacy.

('
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